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Sumnary
The main aim of this thesis is to characterise the so-called 
"ranked" saturated formations - that is, those saturated formations 
which are completely determined by the ranks of chief factors 
of the groups contained in them. This is motivated by recent 
work of GaschQtz, of Hawkes, and of Heineken. To achieve this 
characterisation, an area of Clifford theory is developed in 
Chapter I. In Section 3 of the first chapter, we introduce 
a method of applying a theorem of Clifford (see I.1.4-) when 
arbitrary fields of non-zero characteristic are involved without 
resorting to the theory of representations over algebraic number 
fields. This method is developed by means of the technique 
(described in Section 2) of extending the base field of a module 
to a Galois extension of that field'. In Section k, some corollaries 
of Theorem 1.3*6 are employed to prove a partial generalisation 
(Theorem 1.^.2) of a well-known result due, independently, to 
Swan and Dade.
Chapter II is a brief resume of the elementary theory of 
finite soluble groups. In particular, in Section k the notion of 
a ranked saturated formation is formally defined, and the 
relationship between ranked saturated formations and the so-called 
GaschQtz classes is noted. Chapter III contains the characterisation 
theorems. Theorem III.2.3 gives arithmetical criteria for a 
saturated formation to be ranked, and provides a local definition 
of such formations. Theorem III.2.J proves that the ranked 
saturated formations are precisely the GaschQtz classes which 
are formations, and that these are precisely the subgroup- 
closed GaschQtz classes.
The thesis finishes in Chapter IV with a full characterisation 
of the saturated formations which are complelotly determined 
by the absolute ranks of chief factors of the groups contained 
in them.
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Gonventions and notation
'Whenever possible, the notation and conventions of Huppert 
[26j have been observed. Thus all groups are assumed finite 
and all modules are assumed finite dimensional, ’./e list the 
notation not specifically defined in the text. Let A and G 
be groups, and let H be a subgroup of G. Let '< and L be fields
and let 'I be a, K G-module. We take m and n to be positive
integers with m £ n and jt to be a set of prime numbers.
H i  G H is a subgroup of G
H < G H is a proper or trivial subgroup 
of G
H $  G H is a normal subgroup of G
H « G H is a proper or trivial normal 
subgroup of G
H <• G -, G H is a maximal or minimal 
, subgroup respectively of G
H <J« G ; G H is a maximal or minimal normal 
subgroup respectively of G
Z (G) the centre of G
P (G) the fitting subgroup of G
# ( G ) the J'rattini subgroup of G
Goc (G) the socle of G
•n P\ rx0„(=) the largest normal7C-subgroup of
G
- v i l -
o . ^.(G)7X TC »
the normal subgroup of G with
° w * ( o )  .  V  « = / V G ) ) -
O -jr(G )
TC, v0 (G) ^  G : G / N  is ait-group^
o*;*- (g ) 0U' (O^CG))
CG (H) { x «  G : hX ~ h Cor ail h «  H }
“ s  W
[  x  £ Q  ; ’/  = H J
A X G the regular wreath product of 
A with G (see £ 2 6 ] , I, lj.l)
a I k o the restricted wreath product 
of A with G over II (see [2 6 J , I,
1J.10)7 I « the restriction of /  to H
!Cer (G on '/) {  g G s v j  =  v for all v «  v j
J (K 3) the Jacobson radical of X G
K3'
the additive group of X 
the multiplicative group of X
[V]»G the semidirect product of V 
with G (see I, 1^.*0
L i  K L is a field extension of X
|L : X| the degree of the extension 
of L 1 X
Gal (L : K) 
0
the Galois group of the extension 
L < X
n ( n - l )  ... ( n - m + 1 )
M (m -  1 )  ••• 1
m i n m divides n
m does not divide n
the cyclic ¿roup of order n
the set of natural numbers
the set of integers
the set of prime numbers
- v i i i -
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Xntroducbion
After Galois' theory of the solution of polynomial equations 
by radicals, the biggest impetus to the study of finite, soluble 
groups has been given by Hall's generalisation of üylow Theory 
(see [20]), and the consequent characterisation of finite 
p-solublo groups. This theory, together with Garter's [2 ] discovery 
of a characters tic conjugacy classes of self-normalising nilpotent 
subgroups in every finite soluble group, led Gaschlltz [lj] to 
introduce the notions of formations and saturated formations.
Subsequently, these Ideas v:ere developed into the theories of 
Cchunok classes and, from a conceptually dual approach, of Pitting 
classes (the reader ls referred to Gasch'Itz [l? ] for more 
information about the terms and theories which we mention without 
other reference in this introduction). In the process of this 
abstractlfication, the arithmetical beginnings of the theories 
have lost their initial importance. Recently, however, there 
has been a. resurgence of interest in this arithmetical approach, 
with papers from GaschRtz ([16]. [17] and M )  and Hawkes 0*] 
concerned with subgroups which are determined in a finite 
soluble group via a set of powers of prime numbers, rather than 
just the primes themselves, as Hall subgroups are.
The work of Hawkes [2^] generalises that of Gaschtttz Li6],
[i2j. If O  Is a sot of prime powers, thon a Gauchit/.I}-subgroup 
II of a group G has the following proper tics :
Property 1: for all U • II, the index |II : U I is infi, and 
Property 2: whenever H -4 H <• G é- G, the index | G t It I is in l N \ n
Hawkes shows that if G is a finite soluble croup then a GaschQtz 
Q-subgroup H of G, if it exists, may be found as a projector 
for a certain Schunck class P % -  These classes are known as 
GaschQtz classes. One of our aims is to find sets O o f  prime 
powers for which the GaschQtz class Pfft is a saturated formation 
(Theorems 111.2.6 and III.2.3)» This we do by considerinc 
those saturated formations whoso elements are completely 
described by the ranks of their chief factors. In doing so, we 
generalise work of Heineken [2 jj. It is evident that we shall 
need an adequate description of the dimension of an irreducible 
module of a finite soluble group over an arbitrary finite field 
in terms of the prime numbers which divide the orier of that 
group. This description is the aim of Chapter I.
Section 1 of the first chapter is designed to put into 
context some of the problems encountered with direct applications 
of Clifford's theory. The opportunity is also taken to record 
some elementary and well-known facts.
The technique of extending the base field of a module V 
for a given group G to a splitting field for G has been well 
documented (see, for instance, fein [11], [12], Isaacs [27],
Chapter 9, and various chapters in Huppert [2 6Jand Curtis 
and Reiner [?])• Similar results are also available for extending 
the base field of V to arbitrary field extensions, and some of 
these are proved in Section2 of Chapter I. for convenience, 
attention is restricted to Galois extensions of the base field, 
for reasons that will be clear when this section is examined. 
Although this theory is not original - the author first encountered 
it in some lecture notes prepared by Professor 3. Huppert at
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The University of Mainz, VIest Germany - the material is not 
accessible in the available literature. Our applications are, 
however, new. ;<br instance, in Section 3 we examine the 
restriction to a normal subgroup N or a finite group G of an 
irreducible G-module V over a field of non-zero characteristic.
In particular, wo are interested in the case when '/ |  ^ is 
homogeneous. In order to apply Clifford's theory in this event 
(in particular, to apply I.1.4-) we require the base field of V 
to be sufficiently large for the irreducible submodules of 
7 | v to be absolutely Irreducible. In general, of course this 
is far from being the case, and we have to employ the techniques 
introduced in Section 2. However, over a larger field, the 
resultant irreducible G-modui.es need not be homogeneous on 
restriction to II (see example Theorem 1.3*6 is designed
to make sense of this situation a.nd to help us around this difficulty 
by looking at a particular normal subgroup of G containing II.
The section is completed by stating come corollaries and lemmas 
which are useful in inductive situations, and in particular 
Inscribe 7 | ,, (with the aboye notation) when V | ^ is homogeneous 
and II is a maximal normal subgroup of G. These results become 
essential knowledge in order to |irovc the main theorem in Section 
This last section of Chapter I deals with generalising the 
celebrated Swan - hade Theorem 0 X 1. Theorem 6, and fOj) to 
finite soluble groups and irreducible modules over arbitrary 
fields of non-zero characteristic. The major result (Theorem 
I.*!•?.) doe: just this and, happily, the Swan - hade Theorem in 
our special case is available as an easy corollary. The results 
of Section 3 and of the first half of Section are used to
- V
investlgato the dimensions of irreducible modulo;? of certain groups
- for instance, of p-groups. Although this loos not actually 
provide any now information, we are able to demonstrate how 
Theorem I.3.6 can be used to avoid the more traditional techniques 
of examining ’.odules over algebraic number fields, and employing 
constant reduction - a manoeuvre of limited applicability at
the best of times. The chapter closes with some results of 
?ein and of fBrster concerning representations of direct products 
of groups.
We use Chapter II to introduce some of the more fundamental 
Unite group theory which will be required. Sections 1, 2 and 3 
consist oC results available in the literature withered together 
in a convenient form [’or later use. In Section *+ we describe 
how to "or 1 formations of groups via so-called ranging functions.
In particular, these formations are completely determined by 
the ran’«  of the chief factors of the groups contained in then.
’o call them ranked formations. We see that such formations 
which arc also saturated a.ro precisely the Guxhfits classes p £ q_ 
mentioned earlier which are also formations. The ranking functions 
corresponding to the ranked saturated formations are closely 
examined in the opening section c>" Chapter III. After showing 
that the ranked saturated formations are subnormal subgroup-closed
- a basically tcclmlcal result of crucial importance and involving 
a. particularly complicated proof - we discover that those ranking 
function:; have seven properties. In [Section 2 wo show that in 
fact o. ranking function having these seven properties determines
a saturated formation, and that therefore (TIt.2.3) they provide 
a sot of necessary and sufficient conditions "or a ranking function 
to determine a saturated formation. One corollary of this Theorem
(ill.2.5) proves that the properties of a ranking function 
associated with a saturated formation of full characteristic 
listed by Heineken [23^]<are also sufficient. The second main 
theorem of Section 2 in the third chapter (111.2.6) recalls that 
the set of Gaschfltz classes which are formations is precisely 
the set of ranked saturated formations, and that such Schunck 
classes are precisely those GaschOtz classes which are subgroup 
closed. Unfortunately, the ranking functions corresponding to the 
ranked saturated formations are sufficiently complicated as to 
defy an easy description, although a group theoretic problem 
has now been reduced to a totally number theoretic problem. Section 
3 of Chapter III is concerned with examples and conjectures 
which attempt to give some idea of what these ranking functions 
defining saturated formations may look like. The difficulties 
in describing these saturated formations is in great contrast 
to the saturated formations investigated in Section IV. Here we 
characterise the saturated formations which are completely 
described by the absolute ranks of chief factors of the groups 
contained in them. Theorem IV.13 and IV.1-^  provide a complete 
and nore immediate description of such saturated formations 
than that available for the saturated formations of Chapter III.
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Chapter I. Representation Theory
1. Some preliminary results and observations
In the theory of finite soluble groups representation theory 
plays a key role , and the noraal structure of a finite soluble 
group eakes Clifford's theory of the representations of normal 
subgroups stand out as playing the sost important part of all. The 
aim of this chapter is to closely examine and to develop some 
aspects of this theory in order to establish a particularly 
interesting factorisation of the degree of an irreducible 
representation of a finite soluble group. This factorisation 
will be crucial in the sequel. In this section we remind the reader 
of some elementary representation theory, beginning with the 
basic result in Clifford's theory.
1.1.1 Definition (a) Let N be a normal subgroup of the group G
and let D be a representation of N. For each g < G  the map D® 
defined by '
DP(n) - D(ng)
for all n< N is again a representation of N which is G-conjugate 
to D.
(b) Let G be a group, let K be a field and let V be a KG-module.
If V is a direct sum of pairwise-isomorphic irreducible KG-modules 
then we say that V is a homogeneous KG-module.
1.1.2 Theorem (Clifford [5]) Let G be a group with normal 
subgroup N and let V be an irreducible G-module over some field K.
-7-
(a) If V Is an Irreducible KN-subaodule of V, then V - Jr-, Vg.
Each Vg is an irreducible KN-aodule and hence V is a completely 
reducible KN-aodule.
(b) The hoaogeneouB coaponente. V^, of the KN-aodule V are defined 
in the following way« Let ,...,Wn be representatives of the 
i8oaorphisa types of irreducible KN-subaodules of V. Set
Vi “ V (i ■
Then is a direct sub of soae KN-subaodules of V which are 
isoaorphic to W^. He have 
n
V - ©  V.. 
i-1 1
(c) Let be the irreducible representation of N on V^. Then 
Wjg affords the representation Fj° of N.
(d) The homogeneous components of the KN-module V are transitively 
permuted by right multiplication by eleaents of G.
(e) For j« £ 1 ... n} we have
£g-« G « Vjg - Vj}«{g< G t Fjg is equivalent to Fj}. 
Denoting this group by Uj we have that Vj is an irreducible 
KUj-module and
t
(f) Let D be the representation of G on V. The irreducible 
parts of d|n are precisely the G-conjugates Vs of an irreducible 
representation F of N and each appear with the same multiplicity e.
(g) If D affords the character 7C and F affords the character ¥  , then
^ I n ■ • 1
where (g^ i i-1,...,n} is a transversal of the subgroup 
U «{g -6 G i F* is equivalent to f } 
andf*(n) -f(n«) for n d N and g < G .
-8 -
e
It is hard to eaphasise enough the iaportance of this theorem.
We shall use the information contained within its statement 
frequently, referring to it simply as "Clifford's Theorem" and, 
often, without elaborating on its application to a specific 
situation. The fane of the theorem is such that this should 
present no obstacle to comprehension.
Nonetheless, there are situations in which Clifford's theorem 
fails to provide us with any useful information, namely, with the 
notation of 1.1.2, when v| ^ is homogeneous. Clifford himself 
went part of the way to filling this gap by employing the concept 
of a projective representation.
1.1.3 Definition Let G be a group and K a field. A projective K- 
representation of G is a map P i G—*GL(n,K) such that for every 
g.h« G, there exists a scalar 4(g,h) •€ K such that 
P(g) P(h) -«(g,h) P(gh).
The integer n is the degree of P. If V is the natural module for 
GL(n,K} then P is said to be irreducible if P(G) acts as a set 
of K-linear transformations on no proper K-subspace of V.
t
I. l A  Theorem (Clifford [5]) Let G be a group with a normal 
subgroup N and let K be an arbitrary field. Let V be an irreducible 
KG-module affording the representation 0 and suppose that v| N 
is a homogeneous direct sum of s absolutely irreducible KN-modules.
Then there exist irreducible projective representations P1 and 
Pg of G such that
(i) D(g) - P2(g)0  P, (g) for g €  Gi
(ii) the restriction of ?z to N is the ordinary representation,
R say, afforded by an irreducible KN-subaodule of v| N and deg Pg - deg B| 
and (iii) P1 has degree s and has N in its kemeli that is, P1 ups
N onto the identity element of GL(sfK) atnd may therefore he 
considered as as irreducible projective representation of G/fa.
Proof Although the statement given here is somewhat stronger than 
that given by Huppert ( [26], V, 17.5). it is clear that his proof 
goes through with only minor alterations.
q.e.d.
As we suggested above, this theorem still does not furnish 
as much information as we would like, the condition 
that the irreducible submodules of v| N should be absolutely 
irreducible proving to be too restrictive in practice. The notion 
of absolute irreducibility will be formally defined in section 2 
of this chapter, where we examine the consequences of enlarging 
the base field of a nodule. In section 3 we use the knowledge 
gained in section 2 to develop a technique which will often help 
us over the difficulties of applying 1.1 . 4, without resorting to 
"traditional" methods involving constant reduction and Schur's 
theory of projective representations.
Theorem 1.1.4 will be used in this thesis in inductive argments 
with G/N cyclic of prime order. The degrees of irreducible 
projective representations of < such groups over certain fields are 
easily calculated, as we shall see in Lemma 1.1.8, with the help 
of some preliminary lemmas. Lemma 1.1.6 will actually contain 
more information than is required in this section, but it is 
convenient at this stage to make all the number-theoretic 
statements which will be needed in the course of the thesis.
Lemma 1.1.7 will also be frequently used throughout this work 
and gives a foretaste of the main result of section 4 in Chapter I. I
I 1.5 Notation and Definition Let m and n be positive integers,
(a) We denote by (m,n) the highest common factor (h.o.f.) of a and
n and by (a,nj the lowest common multiple (l.c.a.) of a and n.
(b) If (a,n) - 1 and a / 1 / n then the degree of a (aod n). 
written degna, is the smallest positive integer d such that
1.1.6 Lemma Let a,b and c he positive integers such that
(a) (Fermat) p J a^”1-1.
(b) If n is a positive integer such that b J a11 — 1 then deg^a | n.
Proof (a) [22], 6.1, Theorem 71*
(b) [22], 6.8, Theorem 88.
(c) By induction on a. If a 4 k, then the stateaent is clearly 
true. Suppose then that a > k and that the stateaent holds for 
all integers less than or equal to a -1.
Casa 1« p is odd. By the induction hypothesis there exists an
n | ad-1.
(c) He write n Tm to indicate that k is the largest positive 
integer such that nk I a.
(a,b) - (a,c) = 1 and 1 -^ {a,b,cj ,and let p be a priae such that
pfa.
(a)
(ii) If p - 2 then d -1 . If 2^ J a +1 then
(*) de«[b,cj a “ ^de«b a‘ degc al‘
(e) Let e - degc a. Then
e. degb ae - deg^-j a.
integer w such that
, m-1-k .
adp - pm”1 w +1 .
Using the binomial theorem we obtain the following sequence of 
equalitiesi
XP¿m-k . m-1-k)
adP -  (adP
_m-1
-1 1 -
w+1 )
-  (p( - D p „p + ( p ) kP -1 p(»-D (p-1) + ...+  (p22)  1,2 P2(“‘ 1))
+ ( p ! 1 N “-1 +1
-  p - ( p ( - l ) p -  *P + (P)k^ 1 p(n- 1)(P-l)-"  +...+ ^ 2)w2 pm- 2)
Dl *+ wp +1
-  p“ » „+ 1 .
where J>  + ( ' j w ^ 1 ,< P - D ( - 1 ) -  + . . .+  ( £ )  »2 , - 2  *  . .
Thus it follows that
P- edp
m-k
-1.
and by (b) we have
(!) deg a I dp"“k. '
P 'It also a consequence of (b) that
(2) d - deg a ] deg a.
* PSuppose that
_ | j a-k-1
(2) p“ |adp -1.
Since adp -1 - pn“  ^w, it follows that p J w.
Notice that if Q) holds then n k + 2. For if a ■ k +1 , then 
we should have p" j ad -1 , contrary to the definition of k. Let 
x denote the integer such that 
(ft) adp - 1 - p “"2 x.
-1 1 -
integer w such that
aapn- 1- k - P» - 1 W + 1 .
Using the binomial theorem we obtain the following sequence of 
equalitiesi
NP
, m-k a-1-k)
adp - (adp
- ( p n _ 1 H + 1 ) P
-  ( p ( - 1)p w? + ( p ) wP"1 p ("-1X P -1) + .. .+  (p22)  "2 p2 “ ■ 1 }
+(pii) *p”1+1
. f  p( ■>--)(!>-o - 1...+ m „ 2 P- 2)
II *+ wp +1
p" «„ * 1.
»her. »o .  p ( - ')P -  J> ♦ ( ») »t-1 p(P-'K .-D - t . . . + ( £ )  «2 , - 2  +
Thus it follows that
p" I adp
m-k
-1.
and l*y (b) we have
(1) deg a I dp"**.
P 1It also a consequence of (b) that
(2) d - deg a 1 deg a.
p 1 PSuppose that
I j _®™k—1
Q) p” | adp -1.
. m-k-1 _ . ,
Since aap -1 - pra_1 w, it follows that p | w.
Notice that if (¿) holds then ra > k + 2. For if m - k +1 , then
we should have p® j ad -1 , contrary to the definition of k. Let
x denote the integer such that 
. m-k-2 9
(¿) adp -1 - p 2 x.
-12-
By expanding (pm~2 x + 1 as above, we obtain 
h - p(“-2)p-(m-1) xP + ( p ) xp“1 p(P-1) ( - a H “-1)+...+^ x 2pm-3 + x
- p(»-2)p-(m-l) x5 +(J ) x5“1 p(P-l)(»-2)-(«-0 +...+ p^2)x2pn"3
+ x.
Since p is odd, m > 3 and p I w, it must follow from this identity that
11 dnm-lt“2p | x also. But (¿0 would then imply that pm” | a ^  -1 , contrary
to the induction hypothesis that deg a ■ dpm 11 \  Hence (3) must
Pfail, and this fact taken together with (l) and (2) yields
. . m-kdeg a - dp , in pas desired to complete the proof in this case.
Case 2» p ° 2. Since by hypothesis 2*^ a, we have 2 j a -1 and, 
consequently, d « 1 . Notice that 2^"j" a +1 , whence 
2k+j ]’(a-l)(a+1) - a2 -1.
Since by (b) we then have deg k+j a | 2, and because 2k "J"a -1 , we 
must have
deg k+i a » 2 for 1 $ i £ j.
Therefore we may assume that m ^ . k + J + 1 .  The argument now runs 
just as in case 1.
(d) and (e) are straightforward to prove.q.e.d.
1.1.7. Lemma (Huppert [26], II, 3, 10) Let A be an abelian group 
which is faithfully and irreducibly represented on a module V of
dimension n over the field GF (pf). Then A is cyclic and n is the
I nf fsmallest positive integer such that|A| Ip -1 - i.e., deCjA|P ” n.
1.1.8 Lemma Let K be a field.
(a) If G is a cyclic group of order q, a prime, and K - GF (p*)
- 1 >
then the irreducible projective K - representations of G have degree 
1, q or degq p .
(b) If G is a cyclic group and K is algebraically closed then 
the degree of any irreducible projective K-representation of G is 1 . 
Proof Let G be a cyclic group and let P be an irreducible projective 
K-representation of G with degree n. If n denotes the natural 
hoaomorphisn from GL(n,K) onto PGL(n,K) - GL(n,K) / Z(GL(n,K)), 
then it is a well-known (and easily proved) fact that the nap 
71 oP « G-*PGL(n,K)
is a homomorphism. Let Z - Z(GL(n,K)). He see that tc(P(G)) ■ ZP(G) / Z 
is a subgroup of Ptt(n,K) and so ZP(G) is a centre-by-cydic, 
and hence abelian, subgroup of GL(n,K). Let V be the natural 
n-dimensional K-module for GL(n,K). Since P is an irreducible 
projective K-representation it follows at once that ZP(G) acts 
irreducibly on V. Indeed,as ZP(G) ^  GL(n,K) this action must even 
be faithful. Notice that we must therefore have q / char K.
(a) We have G •• Zq, where q is a prime, and K - GF(p ). By
1.1.7 then ZP(G) is cyclic. Also, ZP(G) / Z is a homomorphic 
image of the simple group G and so either P(G) i Z or else |z P(G)| - q(pf - 1). If P(c) 4 Z then the irreducibility of V 
as a Z-module forces n -1 . He may therefore restrict our attention 
to the case | ZP(G)| ■ q(pf -1).
Case 1« 0*1*0 -1. Then by 1.1.6 (d) and 1.1.7 we have" “  d6gq(pf - l)  pf “  tdegqpf’ dag(pf -l)  pf  ^ “  degqpf*
Case 2i q | pf -1 . Let qk*f pf -1 and let pf -1 ■ qk m.
By 1.1.6 (d) and 1.1.7 again we have
" “ " deg k+1 Pf " tde« k+1pf' degmpf>  de« k+1pf' ' q m q q
and by 1.1.6 (c) we therefore have
-14-
fn - q. deg^ p - q.
(b) If K Is algebraically closed then it is immediate that n -1 .
q.e.d.
Our next lemma also uses parts of 1.1.6.
I. L9 Lemma let p be a prime and let a and b be positive integers 
with 1 ^ b ^  a. Then there exist non-abelian metacydic p-groups 
P and P such that
(i) P is a quotient of P, and
(ii) there are self-centralising cyclic normal subgroups N and If 
of P and T respectively such that P / N ^ Z ^ T / N ^ Z ^ i
cyclic. Let P - [n]A. The group P and normal subgroup N clearly 
have the desired properties.
Let y be a generator of N. Then we may take as a generator 
of A the automorphism ai of N with
Nq - N / N* is cyclic of order p ^ .  We claim that N* A* 4  P.
Proof We must consider two separate cases.
Case Is p is odd Let K be a cyclic group of order pa+1. By [26], 
I, 13.19 (b) a Sylow p-subgroup A of Aut(N) has order pa and is
For by 1.1.6 (c)(i) we have
and
(2) deg n (1+p) - pn"1 for n»1 .
P
In particular, it follows from (2) thatoC has order p. In
proving the lemma we may obviously assume that b < a. Let A -(«tp )
x _b4*1 b
and N - <yp >. Then Aq - A / A* is cyclic of order p and
Clearly N* P, for since N is cyclic we have
- 1 >
N*‘ char H < P.
Observing the identity
— tJ y-il»1)4* 1
holds in P for 1 £ j £ pa we obtain
a) fcpY . ^ ) p b . « » V * 1)P* 1-
Prom (l) we have T (p +1)® -1 » and so b 1 b _  1
(¿) y“^ 1  ^ +1 ” ( y ^ 1^  “1 )“1 - y*5 ■€ N* for some x+7L.
Hence by (3). A*y ^  A*N* « H*A* , and this justifies our 
claim that N* A* $ P.
Set 7  - P / N r A* Since 
H - N / N* - H A 7  N V  
and
AQ ** A / A* - N A / N  A*"- P / H A *  
ffp/CSA11/ N*A*),
— 2bf1we see that P is metacyclic of order p with normal subgroup 
N « < y N* A* > of order p1* 1 and subgroup A - <•* N K A* ) of order p**1 
such that F A “ f and N n A - 1 . Since
(y H* A* f " V  -  y *  »*,a‘  -  » *  V  A*.
it is clear that A nay be identified with a Sylow p-subgroup of 
Aut (N) and the lemma goes through in this case.
Case 2t p - 2. If a - 1 then we observe that the dihedral group 
of order 8 has the properties we require of P and the lemma 
clearly holds. We nay therefore assume that a ^  2. Let N be a 
cyclic group of order 2a+2. By [26], 1,13- 5  (c) there is a cyclic 
2-subgroup A of Aut(N) of order 2a. Set P ■ [Nj*A. The proof 
now goes through in a manner analogous to that of case 1.
q.e.d.
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To conclude this introductory section* to Chapter I we list 
some elementary results concerning representations which will be 
used without comment in the work which follows.
1.1.10 Theorem Let G be a group and let K be a field.
(a) J(KG) ” {a"€ KG i Va - 0 for all irreducible KG-modules V }
(b) A KG-module V is completely reducible if and only if W j(KG) - 0.
(c) If V is a faithful, irreducible G-module over K and 1 / N ^  G, 
then
[ v -e V t vn - v for all n ■€. n } » 0.
(d) If V is as in (c) and chair K ■ p / 0 then
0p (G) - 1 .
Proof (a) This is an alternative definition of the Jacobson 
Radical of KG (see [26], V, section 2).
(b) Certainly, if W is completely reducible, then W J(KG) * 0 
by (a). Suppose that W J(KG) - 0. Then W may be considered as 
a module for the K-algebra KG / J(KG), which by [7], 2k.k is 
semisimple. By [7], 25.8, the module W is therefore a completely 
reducible KG-module.
t
(c) Let U ■ {v-€ V t vn - v for all n *  n} and suppose that U / 0.
We claim that U is a KG-module. Clearly U is a K-space. If u 6 U
g « G and n <  K, then we have
g‘ 1ugn - un° g ■ ug.
Hence ug€ U and U is a KG-module as claimed. However, V is an 
irreducible KG-module, and so we conclude that V ■ U. This 
contradicts the faithfulness of V for G, and so our initial 
supposition must have been false.
(¿) [26], V, 5.17.
q.e.d.
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Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
a faithful and irreducible nodule for a group over a field of 
characteristic p / 0 are well-known. The following criterion, 
though, is sufficient for our needs.
1.3
1.1.11 Lemma (Doerk [9]J^ . Let G be a group with 0p (0) -1 
and such that G has at aost two different minimal normal subgroups. 
Then G has a faithful, irreducible representation over a field K 
of characteristic p f  0.
2. Extending the base field of a module
Much of what follows in this section is well-known and , 
where possible, the reader will be referred to the relevant 
literature for proofs. Unfortunately, many authors are concerned 
only with extending the base field of a module to a splitting 
or algebraically closed field, whilst we require more general 
information than is accessible in the literature. The author's 
attention was drawn to these more general results by some notes 
prepared by Professor Huppert for an Arbeitsgemeinschaft at the
t
University of Mainz in the Vinter semester of 1979» It is 
Professor Huppert's approach to this subject which is used here.
Throughout this section L will denote a Galois extension of 
the field K, by which we understand that the extension L i K is finite, 
normal and separable (the reader is referred to [32], chapters 6 and 
8 for any Field or Galois theoretic definitions and results which 
are assumed here). The Galois group associated with the extension 
L t K will be denoted by and G will always be a group.
1.2.1 Definition Let V be a KG-module and let F be an arbitrary 
field extension of K. Since F ®  KG * PG (see [26], V,ll .3 (a)),A
Mthe f G^ KG-module V may be considerei as an FG-module and
as such is denoted by V? Clearly di* V - di* VF.K F
Conversely, an FG-nodule W nay be thought of as a KG-nodule 
and as such is denoted by WR.
I 2.2 Lemma J(L 8^ KG) - L Qf^  J(KG). In particular, J(LG) - L J(KG).
Proof [7],69.30.
q.e.d.
An almost immediate consequence of 1.2.2 isi
1.2.3 Lemma (a) A KG-module V is completely reducible if and 
only if is a completely reducible LG-module.
(b) An LG-module Vf is completely reducible if and only if W
A
is completely reducible.
Proof (a) By 1.2.2 we have
V1, (J(LG)) - V1, L J(KG) - V1 J(KG) = (VJ(KG))Le
Thus V1, J(LG) - 0 precisely when V J(KG) - 0.
(b) By 1.2.2 again we obtain
V J(LG) - W L J(KG) - W J(KG) 
euid so W J(LG) ■ 0 precisely when W J(KG) - 0.
Obviously V J(KG) - WR J(KG).
q.e.d.
A closer examination of the situation in 1.2.3(b) yields the 
following result.
1.2.*» Theorem Let H be an irreducible LG-module.
(a) diiig WK - |L i K| di*L W.
(b) The irreducible direct summands of Wg are all isomorphic
to a particular irreducible KG-module, V say, and W is isomorphic 
to a direct summand of \T.
-18 -
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Proof (a) [27] ,9.18 (a).
(b) The KG-module WR is completely reducible by 1.2.3(b). The 
result now follows by [27], 9*18 (b).
The nodule V in 1.2.4 is precisely determined (up to isomorphism ) 
as we see in the corollary to the next theorem.
1.2.5 Theorem (Noether, Deuring). Let V. and V9 be irreducible
L L
KG-modules. If (V^ ) and (V2) have a direct summand in common, 
then Vt and V2 are KG-isomorphlc.
Proof [27], 9.7.
q.e.d.
1.2.6 Corollas If W is an irreducible LG-module then there is a 
uniquely determined (up to isomorphism) irreducible KG-module
V such that W is isomorphic to direct summand of .
Proof Such V exists by 1.2.4. (b) and is uniquely determined by
1.2.5.
A more complete description of (in the notation of 1.2.6) 
must be postponed until we have a satisfactory description of 
VL when V is an irreducible KG-nodule. The key to providing 
the latter is held in part (a) of definition 1.2.7.
1.2.7 Definition Let F be an arbitrary field extension of K 
and let V be an FG-module with F-characterX.
(a) Given or € Gal(F i K) we define an FG-module W^in the 
following way 1
Let W^be an abelian group isomorphic to W with group isomorphism 
ig, 1 W—»W'*. We make W17" into an F-vector space via
—2C-
1 (wi,^ - ((l)aT1 w)itr •
for w-€. W and 1 <  f, and W^ then becomes an PG-module with G-action 
defined by
(wio) 6 - (wg ) 
for w-£ W and g «  G.
We call W^a Galois conjugate of W over K.
Let^w1 ,...,wny be an F-basis of W and let
■i« -  f r  au  («) "j
for i - 1 ,...,n, g-€ G and a^j (g)-€ F. It is easy to check 
that i^.,..., wr l r J is an F-basis of W rand that
«»-►((aij (s))cr)
is a matrix representation of G on W^ . In particular, X  defined by
X % )  - (X(«))o
for all g -£ G is the F-character of Wtr.
(b) The extension K ( X ( g )  < g <  G) of K is  denoted by K (30•
Note t The definition of Galois conjugate given here does not 
precisely agree with that of Huppert (I.26J, V, §13)« However, by 
replacing a field automorphism by its inverse where necessary, 
the results stated by Huppert in [26] sure still applicable in 
this context. We now wish to show that we can also use the 
machinery set up by Isaacs in Chapter 9 of his book [27]« It is 
to this end that we state the next two results, the first of which 
is reached using Isaacs' definition of Galois conjugacy and is 
of great interest in its own right.
1.2.8 Theorem Let F be any field. Then the characters of non­
equivalent irreducible F-representations of G are non-zero, distinct, 
and linearly independent.
Proof [27], 9-22.
1.2.9 Lemma Let W -e an LG-module with I>-characterX.
(a) K (X) is a Galois extension of K with abelian Galois group.
(b) Suppose that V is another LG-module with L-character*?.
Then V and W are Galois conjugate over K if and only if K QC) - K (9) 
and there is an automorphism p-dGal (K (X) t K) such that 
X(g)p - f  (g) for all g«G.
Proof (a) This follows from the fact that K (X) is contained 
in a splitting field for the polynomial x ^ - 1  over K.
(b) Suppose firstly that V - for some crcPt, so that *P (g) ■%(g)o' 
for all g 4 G .  By (a), the intermediate field K (X) of L i K 
is a normal extension of K and so (K (%))<T - K (X)* Setting 
kQQ we 8e^  the required result in this direction.
Now suppose that K (%) - K (9) and p is given in Gal (K (X) t K) 
such that X(g)p -f(g) for all g •€ G. Since L t X is a finite 
normal extension there is an automorphism such that O'
It is clear that W^has character ¥  and it therefore follows 
from 1.2.8 that W®* - y.
We have shown in Lemma U2.9. (b) that our definition of 
Galois conjugacy is consistent with that of Isaacs under our 
extra hypothesis that L i K is Galois, and we may therefore quote 
from Isaacs [27] as well as from Huppert [26]. A series of results 
which build on I.2.9 help to improve our picture of V1*.
1.2.10 Lemma Let V be an irreducible KG-modulo. Then
(a) VL is a direct sum of irreducible LG-modules which are 
pairwise Galois conjugate over K. If W is an irreducible LG- 
submodule of VL, then every Galois conjugate of W over K appears as 
as a direct summand of V*1.
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(b) Let C - Ker (G on V). If W is an irreducible submodule of
V*1, then W®”is irreducible and C • Ker (G on lT) for all .
Proof (a) [26], V, 13.2 and V, 130.
(b) Clear from definitions.
~ q.e.d.
1.2,11 Lemma Suppose that W is an irreducible LG-module with 
character X  such that K 00 ” K. Then there exists a unique 
(up to isomorphism) irreducible KG-module V such that all submodules 
of are isomorphic to W, and V affords the character <P-mX 
for some integer m with m | | L t K| .
Proof Let V be an irreducible KG-submodule of WR. By 1.2.4 and
1.2.6 the module V is uniquely determined (up to isomorphism) 
with the property that W is isomorphic to an irreducible LG-submodule 
of V*\ Let a r i f t . By 1.2.10 there is a submodule of V*' isomorphic 
to l/T Now, the character of Vf is Y f  - ^ . But since
n.<y
by hypothesis K - K 0 0  i t  follows that X  =X and so by 1.2.8
or ithe LC-modules W and W are isomorphic. The rest follows from [27J,
9.IS (c).
q.e.d.
I
*
1.2.32 Definition (a) Let V be an irreducible KG-module. Then
pV is said to be absolutely irreducible if V is irreducible for 
all extension fields F of K. An irreducible K-character % is 
absolutely irreducible if the KG-module affording X  is absolutely 
irreducible. The field K is a splitting field for G if every 
irreducible KG-module is absolutely irreducible.
(b) Let W be an irreducible LG-module with characterX and let
V be an irreducible KG-module such that W appears as a direct 
summand of V*\ The multiplicity of W as a direct summand in a 
given direct decomposition of into irreducible LG-modules is
w V
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cailed the Schur L-lndex of W (or^ t) over K. and Is denoted 
_ K (X). If L is a splitting field for G we talk of the 
Schur index of W (or2) over K and write (X). In this case 
it is well-known that s^ (X) is independent of choice of splitting 
field L.
(c) Let D be a representation of G. We set that D is realisable 
over K if there is a KG-module affording the representation D. 
Similarly, if X  is a class function on G then we say that X  is 
realizable as a K-character of G if there is a KG-module affording 
%  as its character.
The following theorem of Richard Brauer is of great interest 
and even greater inportance:
1.2.13 Theorem (R. Brauer [lj) Let D be an absolutely irreducible 
representation (i.e. a module affording D is absolutely irreducible) 
of G and let £ be a primitive |g | - th root of unity. Then 0 is 
realizable over K (f).
1.2.1*» Theorem Let V be an irreducible KG-module, let W be an
t
irreducible LG-module of V1, and let X  be the character afforded 
by W.
(a) If L - K 0t), then ®L , K 0 0  m 1 •
(b) Let N be a Galois field extension of L, let U be an irreducible 
MG-module of W** and let Y  b0 the character afforded by U. Then
SM i K W  “ ^  , L CD 8 L i K 09*
(£) 8 L « K 00 " 8 L i K (X)
(d) If 9-4 f ( , then • L | K ( & ) " » L | K  #?)•
(e) If L is a field of non-zero characteristic, then
• l i k Q Q - I .
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called the Schur L-lndex of W (orX over K, and Is denoted 
{ K (X). If L is a splitting field for G we talk of the 
Schur index of W (or2) over K and write Sg (X). In this case 
it is well-known that Sg (X) is independent of choice of splitting 
field L.
(c) Let D be a representation of G. We set that D is realisable 
over K if there is a KG-module affording the representation 0. 
Similarly, if X  is a class function on G then we say that X  is 
realizable as a K-character of G if there is a KG-module affording 
X  as its character.
The following theorem of Richard Brauer is of great interest 
and even greater inportancei
1.2.13 Theorem (R. Brauer [l]) Let 0 be an absolutely irreducible 
representation (i.e. a module affording 0 is absolutely irreducible) 
of G and let £ be a primitive |g| - th root of unity. Then D is 
realizable over K (f).
1.2.1 ¿4- Theorem Let V be an irreducible KG-module, let W be an 
irreducible LG-module of and let X be the character afforded 
by W.
(a) If L - K (X), then sL j K (X) -1 .
(b) Let N be a Galois field extension of L, let U be an irreducible 
MG-module of WM and let Y  be the character afforded by U. Then
SM i K W  “ bm , l W  8 L , K
(£) 8 L i K 00 “ 8 L i K (&)
(d) If «-«ft, then i L | K ( X ) - s L | K  (if).
(e) If L is a field of non-zero characteristic, then
00 - 1.8 L i K
-? A ~
Proof (a) Appealing to V, 13*2 in [25] we*have
(1) V1 - Z
If and W ■ Wr then l*y 1.2.8 we have % - %  . But then O’
must be the trivial automorphism of L ■ K QQ over K. Therefore 
the summands in (l) are pairwise non-isomorphic and the sum 
must therefore be direct. Part (a) now follows.
(b) The identity follows easily from 1.2.6 and the fact that
v” - (vV1.
(_c) This is immediate from (b) and (a).
(d) By the proof of (a)( we have
p-eGal(K(X)«K)
where U is an irreducible submodule of having W as an irreducible
submodule of U^ , which is itself a submodule of V*\ By I.2.H
and (a), every irreducible submodule of V*1 isomorphic to W
is contained in U*1 - in fact, is the homogeneous component of
V*1 corresponding to W. Since the homogeneous component corresponding
to f  is - (lT' ) , where O' - Or | , the result
clearly follows.
(e) Let M be a splitting field for G with L €  M. By 1.2.13 
such M can be found as a Galois extension of L. By [27], 9*21 (b) 
and using (c) above we have
1 “  SK (Y) -  a M i l l ' l l
where Y  is the character of an irreducible component of W*1.
Obviously (e) follows from this identity.
q.e.d.
In the proof of parts (a) and (d) of 1.2.14 we have in essence 
proved that the Galois conjugates of W over K (in the notation 
of that theorem) are completely determined by the Galois
■ 25-
e
conjugates of U over K. In other words, if W is actually a 
submodule of and £ is an element of JC then is, up to 
isomorphism, the unique irreducible summand of (U* ), where 
and every Galois conjugate of W over K appears in this way.
f “?|k0O
Thus
if T  € Gal (K (X) t K) and U is an irreducible submodule of WK , 
then W* will be taken to be that Galois conjugate (again, up to 
isomorphism) of W over K corresponding to an irreducible direct 
summand of (U^ )*1. These remarks are formalised by the main 
result of this sectiont
1.2.15 Theorem Let V be an irreducible KG-module, and let W be 
an irreducible submodule of V*1 affording the character X  • If
G ■ Gal (K (%) i K) then
K < » '
Further, for distinct O ' e  
isomorphic.
Proof The isomorphism follows directly from Lemma 1.2.10 and 
Theorem 1.2.14 (d). By 1.2.14 the K (X) G-module VK^  is a 
direct sum of pairwise non-isomorphic irreducible K (%) G-modules. 
Thus, if U is a direct summand of VK^  such that W is a direct
t
summand of U*1 it follows firstly that f t  UP, and then from
1.2.6 and 1.2.11 that V* f
Q the LG-modules W and Vr are not
q.e.d.
The promised full description of Wg can now be easily proved.
1.2.16 Theorem LetX be the character afforded by an irreducible 
LG-module W and let V be an irreducible KG-module such that W 
is isomorphic to a direct summand V*\ Then
(a) dimg V - s L t K (X) | K (X) t K | di«^ W.
(b) W - Q  V,
K i-1
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where ra - | L « K (X) | / *L , K (X)«
(c) If 8 L K (JO -1 and K - K 0t), then W - V1.
(d) If 6 l , K (X) " I L « K (%)| , and in particular if 
L - K (%), then WR * V.
Proof (a) Let £ - Gal (K (X) : K). Appealing to 1.2.15 we 
obtain
dimK V - dimL VL - s L , K (X).l5l.<ii»L W
- • L . K W-l K W  ‘ Kl* di®L W‘
(b) By 1 .2 A, the KG-module is a direct sum of copies of V.
Since by part (a ) of the same theorem we have di«K » | L i K | dim^ W, 
it follows from (a) that
WK - II ■ K 001 ■ y.
•l , K (*)
Part (b) is now clear.
(c) Suppose that K ■ K (JC) and 8 L , K (X) ■ 1 . Then we conclude 
from (a) that
d ij^  V -  d in ^  V1 - d in *  H .
(d) K  ■> t , 00 - I L . K (Jt-)| t then it follows from (b) that 
W ■ V.K T »<1* ©  e d e
These results are to be applied in the sequel under the 
hypothesis that char L /0 - a premise which in view of 1.2.14 (e) 
obviously simplifies matters greatly. The following lemma 
demonstrates this observation, a full generalisation ([26l, V, 14.11(b)) 
being less convenient than one would hope for.
1.2.17 Lemma Let X be an irreducible L-character and suppose 
that char L ^  0. Then K QQ is the unique field extension of K 
of smallest degree over which %  is realisable.
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Proof Obviously, any field over which X is realizable and 
contains K must contain K (%). Let H be an irreducible LG-module 
affording the character %  and let U be an irreducible K (X) G- 
submodule of WK^j. By I.2J.1 the character afforded by U is mX 
for some m, whilst ty I.2J.4 (e) and I.2J.6 (c) we have W - U*\
Evidently, then, m -1 and the result is proven.
e^6«de
X»1.2.18 Lemma Let K - GF (p ), let V be an irreducible KG-module,
let W be an irreducible submodule of V1, and let X  be the character
afforded by W. If Y is an absolutely irreducible character of V (seel.¿»4)
and L S K (Y), then L ■ K (Jt). In particular, - V by 1.2.16 (a).
Proof Without loss of generality, there is an irreducible
K (Y) G-submodule T of WK^  such that Y affords Y . Certainly
K (X)^L. By 1.2.17 and 1.2.16 (c) there is an irreducible
K (X) G-module W such that W ** ^  W. By 1.2.15 we have o o
a) *i"K(X) Wo - di*K(Y) WoK(T) - |K OK) « K (X)\ di«KCr) I
and similarly,
(2) dii^ W - d i m ^  W1^  « |K 00 « L| d i m ^  Y, 
whilst
u> 41-kW  »0 • div  »oL ■ d U L '•
Thus comparing (l) and (2), bearing (3) in mind, yields 
|K (V) « K (X)| - |K Of) « L| .
Since K 0 0  S  K (Y* we deduce that L - K (X).
e.d.
Armed with the weaponry developed in this section, we are 
equipped to launch a serious attack on the problems of applying 
Theorem 1.1.4.
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3. Applying Clifford theory in non-zero characteristic
Again in this section G will denote a group and L will be 
a Galois field extension of the field K. Our first result is 
easily proved, as inspection of the relevant definitions will 
bear out.
1.3.1 Lemma Let N be a subgroup of G.
(a) If V is an irreducible KG-module,then
(V | N) - (V ) J j,.
(b) If W is am irreducible LG-module,then
| n V  " (Vk)  I N*
(£) If U is an irreducible LN-module .then (U0)K - (UK)G.
Consider the following situation: let V be an irreducible 
KG-module and let N be a normal subgroup of G. Suppose that V j N 
is homogeneous. In order to apply I.1.4 we need to know whether 
an irreducible submodule, U say, of V | N is absolutely irreducible. 
If this is not the case,then we are, of course, tempted to employ 
the techniques and results of Section 2. However, it is now not
l
clear that the irreducible submodules of are again homogeneous 
on restriction to N. The corresponding problem in the non- 
homogeneous case is easily solved, but first we wish to extend 
the notation that will be fixed in this section in order to 
simplify the statement of such results. Therefore, from now on 
N will be a normal subgroup of G and U will be an irreducible 
N-submodule of an irreducible KG-module V. Further, if F is a 
Galois field extension of K which is a splitting field for G 
and all its subgroups (and such F exists by 1.2.13) thenX will be 
t'i c character afforded by an irreducible PG-submodule of VF and ?
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Fthe character afforded by an irreducible FN-submodule of U .
1.3.2 Definition An absolutely Irreducible component of V is
extension of K which is a splitting field for G. An absolutely 
Irreducible character of V is the character of an absolutely 
irreducible component of V.
1.3.3 Theorem Suppose that V I N is not homogeneous and let W
1.2.6, the KN-module (W | N)K is a direct sum of isomorphic 
irreducible KN-modules. On the other hand, by 1.2.4 (b) and 1.2.6 
again,WK is a direct sum of copies of V and so by the hypothesis on 
V, the restriction of WR to N cannot be homogeneous. Since 
WK | N = (w| .this is a contradiction. Therefore our initial 
assumption must have been false, proving the first part of the 
theorem.
t
He now assume that | G 1 N | - q, a prime, and let M be a 
Galois extension of K which is a splitting field for both G and N. 
Choose an irreducible NG-submodule X of V*1 which affords the
and since N is a maximal subgroup of G it follows that Y is a
Fan irreducible FG-submodule of V , where F is a field
be an irreducible submodule of V*\ Then V N is not homogeneous.
If | G t N | - q, a prime, then K (f) - K (X).
Proof Suppose that W N is homogeneous. Then by 1.2.4 (b) and
character X  and let Y be an irreducible submodule of X ^ which
affords the character Y  say. By the above, X ^ is not homogeneous,
homogeneous component of X | ^ and that X ■ Y**. By {¡26], V, 16.3 
then, we have % -Y® where Y 0 i» defined as follows1 set
for g « G,and let g1,...,gq
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be a transversal of N in G. ThenY0 (g) - \  {g ^ ) for g€. G.
Hence X.(s) is a sum of values of Y  for all g < G  and so
a) k (X) s k of).
Set F - K (V) and let T be an irreducible submodule of VF 
such that X is an irreducible submodule of T**. Such T exists as /  = 
Since T^ 1 j N = (T | N)M, there is an irreducible submodule Z 
of T | N such that Y is isomorphic to an irreducible submodule 
of Z*1. From 1.2.11 and 1.2.l6 (a) it follows that Z affords 
the character sK (Y)Y (for by 1 .2.I** (c) we have s^ Cf) - (Y)
= sK (Y)). As in the proof of the first part of this theorem 
we see that T - ZG,and so if is the character afforded by T we 
have
V  (aK (Y)Y)g - ®K (T)Yg - aK cqox .
In particular, appealing to 1.2.ll and 1.2.16 (a) again, we obtain
.K COX -  .P (X)X. .
and hence *
(2) sf (%)-sk (Y).
We now show that sf .kq q  (8f (X)X) - 1  . Let E = K Q6) •
By 1.2.16 (d) the EN-module Zg is irreducible. Let S be an
Eirreducible submodule of V such that T is isomorphic to an 
irreducible submodule of SF. Clearly, its SF | N ■ (S | then 
Zg is isomorphic to an irreducible submodule of S | N< Using 
the first part of the theorem again we then have that S - (Zg) , 
implying that S - (ZG)g - Tg, and in particular that Tg is an
irreducible EJG-module.
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(4) dimF T - q . dimF Z.
Using (3) and (4) together with 1.2.16 (a) and 1.2.4 (a) 
we obtain
SF « E(sF W*)* I F * El*diBF T " dimE TE
" *• dimE ZE 
■ q. | F : E|.dimF Z 
- | F i E |.dimp T.
Thus spjE (sp (X)X) -1 , as claimed. Hence by 1.2.14 (b) and
(c) and (2) above, we infer that 
(¿) sK (X)«sE CX)
Finally, let R be the irreducible submodule of V | ^ such 
that Y is an irreducible submodule of R^ . Then, as before,
V “ and from 1.2.l6 (a) He have
(6) sK (X). I K (X) * K | . dimn X - din^ V
“ q . din^ R
. - q • aK CIO. I K (Y) » K| . dim^ Y.
But X - Y^ and so dim^ X ■ q . dim^ Y. This fact together nith
(5) leads us to conclude from (6) that
|K (%) i K| - | K (^ « K| , 
nhence, recalling (i), ne have
(Z) k (X ) - k (Y).
Noh, since <Pis the character afforded by an irreducible 
submodule of J j j ,  it follons from 1.2.15 that there is
an irreducible submodule Q of X^ J N affording the character
_-1
for some f  € Gal (M i K). Clearly, Q is isomorphic to an irreducible
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(¿) dimF T - q . dimF Z.
Using (3) and (4) together with 1.2.16 (a) and I.ZA (a) 
we obtain
SF t E^SF I ^  * ®l*dimF T * ^e
- «• dimE ZE
= q. | F i E|.dimF Z
- | F i E |.diBp T.
Thus sF<E (sp Oi) X )  “ 1 , as claimed. Hence by 1 .2.1^ (b) and
(c) and (2) above, we infer that
(i) sK (X)-sE CX)
8f,e ( • , ( » * ) . . „ ( »
-  1 . SK (V).
Finally, let R be the irreducible submodule of V | N such 
that Y is an irreducible submodule of H*1. Then, as before,
V = RG and from 1.2.l6 (a) we have
(6) sK (X). I K (X) i K | .diaij, X - diii^  V
- q . dinip R
- q . SK (Y). | K (Y) « K| .dimj, Y. 
But X - YG and so din^ X - q . dim^ Y. This fact together with
(5) leads us to conclude from (6) that
U  (%) « K | - | K 00 » K | ,
whence, recalling (i), we have
(z) K(X)-K(Y).
Now, since is the character afforded by an irreducible 
submodule of ^  J j j ,  it follows from 1.2.15 that there is 
an irreducible submodule q of X^ j N affording the character
for some ^€Gal (H t K). Clearly, q is iscmorphic to an irreducible
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MN-submodule of X | ^  and is therefore G-Conjugate to the
irreducible MN-submodule Y of X
cF^the character afforded by Q . W e  clearly have 
K (Y) - K (f’1) - K (<p8) - K (<P) 
and in view of (7)# the theorem is proven.
e. d.
Unfortunately, the analogous result does not hold when
V | „ is homogeneous, as an example will show.
1.3«^ Example Let G be the symmetric group of degree 3 and V a 
faithful and irreducible G-module over GF (2). It is well-known 
that dim V - 2.Let N = Alt(3)ithe normal subgroup of order 3 
and index 2 in G. Since N cannot act trivially on any submodule 
of V | N it follows from 1.1.7 that an irreducible submodule of
V | N has dimension 2. Therefore V | ^ is irreducible, and in 
particular, is homogeneous. Now, set L = Gf ( )^, and consider 
the LG- module V*\ Clearly, G is faithfully represented on the 
irreducible submodules of VL (by 1.2.10 (b)) and so, since G is
not abelian and dim^ V1 *= 2, it must follow that V1, is an irreducible 
LG-module. Now, again appealing to I. L7» we see that V*1 | N
decomposes into a sum of two 1 -dimensional IH-modules, W1 and 
W2 say, which are, of course, absolutely irreducible. Since 
an involution in G inverts N, it is cletur that W1 and W2 axe not 
isomorphic IH-modules. Hence V** - (W1)G and V1* | N is not 
homogeneous.
With our general notation, therefore, we see that although
V | jj may be homogeneous, the irreducible components of need 
not be homogeneous on restriction to N.
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1.3.5 Definition Let H ^  G and let Y be a KH-module. If
g « Nq (H) then Yg Is a KH-module in a natural way (c.f. 1.1.1 (a)).
The set
T - {,g«fc Nq (H) « Yg - y }
is a subgroup of G containing H and is known as the stabilizer 
in G of Y. written StabQ (Y). If Yis the character afforded by 
Y, then for g-« NQ (h) it is easy to see that the class function Y s defined by
Y 6 (h) = Y ( h 6)
for h-6 H, is the character of Yg. Hence Stab^ (Y) » ^  g ■€ NQ (h) :Y® “Y} 
the stabiliser in G ofV, denoted StabQ (Y).
1.3.6 Theorem Recall the hypothesis introduced before definition
1.3.2. We have a normal subgroup N of a group G, and an irreducible 
G-module V over some field K. Further, U is an irreducible 
N-submodule of V | N, and X  and *P are absolutely irreducible 
characters of the G-module V and the N-module U, respectively.
Suppose that char K / 0, and that V | N is homogeneous. Let T 
be the stabiliser in G of an absolutely irreducible component of U.
(a) T is the stabiliser in G of every absolutely irreducible 
component of U.
(b) T ^  G, and the irreducible components of (V | T)L are 
homogeneous on restriction to N.
(c) V | ^ is a direct sum of pairwise non-isomorphic irreducible 
KT-modules.
(d) If Y  is an absolutely irreducible character of V | then 
K <*,,?) - K (Y).
(¿) Let^Y- Gal (K (*f) i K). There is a homomorphism ct 1 G—  
with Kernel T such that * <P^g^for all g€ G. In particular,
g'^ T.
Proof Parts (a), (b), and (c) are proved first. We assume
that L is a splitting field for G and all its subgroups. 
Let W be an irreducible component of V** which affords the character 
X  and let Y be a submodule of W | Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that Y affords the character <P. We can also assume 
that
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(2) W | N is not homogeneous.
If (2) fails, then (a), (b) and (c) are true with
N = G.
We fix some notations let
W | N = X1 ©t.J©Xr
be the decomposition of W | ^ into homogeneous components. For 
1 $ i ^  r let Y^ be an irreducible LN-submodule of X^ and let n 
be the multiplicity of Y^ in X^ . For convenience, we assume that 
Y = Y.j and that T - Stab^ (Y). Clifford's theorem tells us that
nX ^ is an irreducible LT-module and that W = ((X1)T ) - hence
t
r *» | G 1 T | . We set g - Gal (K (%) s K ) andjf - Gal (K (f) s K ).
Choose a transversal {g1,...,gr} of T in G such that 
g1 “1 and for 1 4 i $ r,
Q) xi * x,gr
In particular,
(4) Y^ ~ Ygj as LN-modules.
Furthermore, since V J N is homogeneous and (V | - V** J jj,
the irreducible LN-submodules of | N form a 
Galois conjugacy class. Hence for 1 4 i £ r there is an element 
CT^/f such that
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C2) h
From (5) it follow that the stabiliser in G of Y^ must again be
T. For if h *  T we have
<ri <r, o'.
Yt S Y 1 ST (Yh) 1 ^  Y ^  - Yt h,
and so certainly T £ StabQ (Y^ )> Since an analogous argument
shows that Stabg (Y^ ) 4 T, we have T “ StabQ (Y^ ), as claimed.
SiNotice also that it follows from (4) that T * StabQ (Y^ ) - T \
For if h « T we have
*» v  m 8» g.Yi - Ygt - Yhgi - Ygih 1 ~ Yih 1
g 1implying that T £ StabQ (Y^ ). Again, an analogous argument 
®i” 1shows that Stab^ (Y^ ) ^  T, proving our claim. Hence
T 4 G.
We wish to show that T is the stabilizer of every irreducible 
LN-submodule of | Let YQ be an arbitrary IH-submodule of
V*1. Then by 1.2.15 there is an element ^ of K  » Gal (L : K) 
such that Yq appears as an irreducible submodule of | jj.
Indeed, we observe that
WP = X? ©...(& X P 1 r
is a decomposition of into homogeneous LN-modules and hence 
^ p _ 1Yq = Yj for some j « \1 ,..., r J . The argument used previously 
shows that StabQ (Yq) - StabG (Yj) = T as required.
This proves (a).
Again for ^ * H  , we have that
((X1)T)C - W, and
( ( X * ) /  2 vp.
Appealing, therefore, to [7], ^5*6 (the condition that char K "j*" | G | 
is redundant here since T ^  G) we see that W ■ if and only if
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W* | T has an Irreducible submodule isomorphic to X^ . Because by
1.2.14 (e) and 1.2.lj the irreducible submodules of V** are 
pairwise non-isomorphic, we therefore deduce that the irreducible 
submodules of (V*1) | T are pairwise non-isomorphic. Because 
V1 | T “ (V [ it further follows that the irreducible 
submodules of V | ^  are pairwise non-isomorphic. This proves (c), 
and (b) is proven when L is a splitting field for C and all its 
subgroups.
Let now LQ be an arbitrary Galois extension of K. By suitable
choice of L we may assume that KfiL.S L. Let X_ be an irreducible * r o o
i li0 Ij) , and suppose that XQ I ^ is not 
homogeneous. Then 1.3*3 forces the irreducible submodules of 
(XQ)^  to be not homogeneous on restriction to N. However, X ** 
is a submodule of ((V | T) °)L - (V j T)L, and we have already 
shown that the irreducible submodules of (V | T)1, = (V1*) j T
are homogeneous on restriction to N. This contradiction proves 
(b) completely.
We prove (d) next. First notice that since W - ((X.j)^ )® 
then X  = ' and 80 '
(6) K(X0fcK(Y).
Suppose that K (9)^z K (Y) and let X be an irreducible K (Y) T - 
module such that XL - X1 (obviously K (Y) S  L,and such X exists by 
1.2.17). By (b), the restriction of X to N is homogeneous. By 
1.2.16 (d), X « ™  is irreducible, and again by (b)tXK^ * ^  J N 
is homogeneous. However, because of our assumption that K (<p)^ K (Y), 
it follows from 1.2.17 that the irreducible submodules of (X j N)K^ '^ 
are absolutely irreducible and cannot be pairwise isomorphic, 
since K (Y,Y) is the unique smallest extension field of K (Y)
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over which the corresponding absolutely irreducible representations 
are realizable. Since (X | N)K^ ' ^  - XK^ ' ^  | R this is a 
contradiction, proving that K (*P) & K (Y).
Thus with (6) we have
K (f ,X ) S  K (Y).
Set E = K (9.X) 30(1 suppose that E / K (f). Let WQ be an irreducible
EG-submodule of V such that WQ = W (again we can assume that
E £ L and use 1.2.17) and let XQ be an irreducible submodule of
WQ | T such that is isomorphic to an irreducible submodule
of XQ .^ Since K (Y) $e E we have 1.2.17 that XJ 1 is reducible.
By (b) we have XQ | N is homogeneous and by 1.2.17 again, the
irreducible submodules of XQ j N axe absolutely irreducible.
Hence X L I „ is homogeneous. However, X ^  is an LT-subraodule o i n o
of the irreducible LG-module (WQ)^  ~  W, and since by definition 
X1 is a homogeneous component of W |  ^= vj' J we must have 
that X.| = XQ . ButX 1 is an irreducible LT-module, contradicting 
the reducibility of x Q^ . Hence the supposition that E ** K(Y) 
must have been false, proving (d).
It remains to prove (e). We define a map oC i G -*X as followstI
recall the definitions of and g^ for 1 $ i < r as in (5) and
(3) above. For g « G there exists t •€ T such that g = tg^  for 
some uniquely determined i'€^1,...,rj. We sot (g)°**<T^ . It 
is clear that o* is well-defined.
oC is a homomorphism» let g, g €  G. Then there exist i, i * 1.1 ,...,rj 
and t, t' T such that g “ tg^  and g* - t'g^,. Then
. h ' '
gg' - tgt t'g^ -  tt gigi, € t g^,.
Let k 4.£ 1 ,...,r} be such that Tg-g^ , = Tgfc. Then there is an 
element tQ of T such that gg' ■ tQ gfc and so (gg')Ot" (toK^ JoC “0^*
•* T we obtainFrom (3) and (5) and the fact that tt
-1
Yf k - 3k • *1 t.fc- Y<lt' V  ’ Yi 3«
2 ;/» \*i ~  Y" (Y< >&' (Yi 3i'} Yi
Since (by I.2.9. (a)) the Galois groupX is abelian, we therefore 
have
Y °k /v °i®i'
M “  Y1 *
that is, (gg'Jw-O^ - (tgjotHt’gj,^) » (g)04 (g* )** •
Her* = T: Clearly o\ is the identity automorphism of K (<?) over
K, and it is immediate that ker 04 - T.
q.e.d.
It is theorem 1.3.6 that helps us over the obstacles discussed 
in Section 1. There now follows a series of corollaries, all 
assuming the hypothesis of 1.3*6.
1.3.7 Corollary The subgroup T is uniquely determined in G by 
properties (b) and (e) and H  T.
Proof Let TQ be another subgroup of G satisfying (b) and (e) 
with N £ Tq. Since Tq has property (b) we must certainly have 
Tq ^  T. Let od,1: G— be the homomorphism with kernel TQ and 
the property that?5 - for all g «  G,whose existence is
guaranteed by (e). Assume that L is a splitting field for G, T and 
N (if in addition (d) is satisfied we need only take L - K (?) .).
Let W be an irreducible LG-submodule of V*1 affording the character 
X .  Without loss of generality, there is an irreducible submodule 
Y of W affording the character . The property ofimplies that 
there are |G 1 T0| G-conjugates of Y. However, the definition of T 
is such that there are | G s T | G-conjugates of Y. We therefore
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infer that | G : l| =|G i T | . and hence that T = T .
q.e.d.
T.3 . 0 l e  "In it ion The subgroup ? defined in 1.1.6 is called the 
absolute stabiliser of V | ^ in G. written Abstab,, (V |
K«c(rtc*W)*1)
T.'J .n for-llary If N la abelian^thon T = Cp (N).
J r ^ T  io immediate from (a).
q.e.d.
¿j^jl^^orollag^ (a) Let K be an irreducibl: subnodule of V | Teen 
7 = nG if and only if K (X) « ” (>5.
(t) If " G and V I ^ is reducible,then 3 = T.
(a) Let 3 = 3tab„ (:i). By 1.3.6 (c) it in clear that M is a
homogeneous component of 7 , and 00 by 31 if.ford's Ih-fKca, 7 = (*! )u. 
In particular, 7 | is a direct sum of 13 : s| irreducible 
Tf-uodule.". fence (/ | T) is a direct sun of |3 s ;| . | ’’ (f) : " | 
irreducible C T-:.:odules. By 1.3*6 (d) and I.f.lJ we have that
c direct su" of 17 (Jfc) : •' I absolutely irreducible '( (f) 3-modules. 
Lot W be such a K (Y) G-submodule of 7“^ .  Then because T = Abctab^ (V 
it follows that U | T is a direct sum of | 3 s T| irreluciblo
,j, is a direct sum of'• (Y) T-modules, and hence that 
| 3 : T |. | K (X) s K | irreducible X (^5 T-modules. As
'(t) | T «v j KC therefore have
0 )  lG : T |. | X (l) : I | | 3 « |. | . K I .
Gincc by I.3.6 (d) wo have X (X}£. d OJC• the conclusion of 
part (a) of the corollary i? ir icdinV- • (l),
( D  - J  T.3 .6 (c) !.s cannot b.-n G T. ' In:: : G it follows that
G - T.
q . e . d .
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inf er that | G : T| ~|G s T | . and hence that T = T .
q. e. d.
T. 3■n definition Ihe subgroup T defined in 1.1.6 is called the 
absolute stabiliser of V | R in G, written Abstab,, (7 | .,).
^  K«-( W w V )  -1,
T■ 3• ? '-or '1 lary It K is abelian^thon T = Cr  (M).
»o" Tills is immediate from (a).
q.e.d.
(et) Let Ii be an irrodueibl. submodule of 7 | Then 
7 - il3 if and only if K (%) - ” (*$.
(b) If ” 4 * G and 7 | ^ is reducible,then G - T.
1^221 (2.) L'-t G = Gtab^ (il). By 1.3.6 (c) it ir. clear that H is a
homogeneous component o' and so by G1 if ford's Til ra-cm, 7 - 
In particular, 7 | is a direct sum of |g : s| irreducible 
’Cf-iodulc:-. Ksnee (7 | T)"'^ is a direct sun of |G s |, |T i f f ) : ’’ | 
irreducible C T-nodules, By 1,3 .6 (d) and we have that
a direct su- of |l JC) • ’-I absolutely irreducible v G-modules. 
Let ':! be such a K (Y) G-submodule of 7“'^'. Then because T = Abctab^ (V 
xt follovi... that A | ^ xs a dxrect sum of |G « T | irreluciblc 
X (Y; T-modules, and hence that | is a direct sum of
|G : T |. | X (%) : K | irreducible X (f) T-moduleo. As
Y!iW  | t ~  (7 | wc therefore have
C D  IG : T |. | X (X) : I | |G s l \ . | : K | .
fines by 1.3.6 (d) wo have X (%) £. X . the conclusion of 
pert (a) the corollary i: in i c d l e . • £l).
{__' Jy T.2.< (c) cannot have X f. ’ in:- f^ G it follows that 
G - T.
q.e.d.
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mier that |G : T| ~|C : T I . and hence that T = T .’ ' o o .q.e.d.
■^ie sut>sr°up T defined in 1.1.6 is called the 
absolute stabiliser of V | in G. written Abstabn (7 | ,,).
ev*A. Ktc(Mw'/) -1,
T. Gor .diary If N is abelian^thon T = Cr (N).
Proof This is immediate from (a).
q.e.d.
I>1^ i2£_Corolla^ (a) Let M be an irreducible submodule of 7 | Then 
7 = M° if and only if K (JC) - " (“V).
(b) If ” G and 7 | ^ is reducible,then G = T.
(i) bet 3 = 3tab„ (it). By 1.3.6 (c) it in clear that M is a 
homogeneous component of 7 | ,? l  and so by Clifford's Hi-'orcm, 7 *  (Mg)'*.
In particular, Y | „ is a direct sum of |g : s| irreducible 
HT-nodules. Hence (7 I is a direct sun of |G : 3|, |'I (f) : !! |
iri'educible X T-:nodules. 8y 1.3*6 (d) and I.2.1J we have that 7 ' * '
Vs a d.ircct sum of I* 3 0  ■ si absolutely irreducible K c r  G-modules.
Lot W be such a K (Y) G-submodule of 7“C T . phen because T “ Abstab^ (7 |^ ) 
it follows that W | ^ is a direct suiri of |G : T| irrelucibla 
X (Y) T-modoles, and honce that 7^ ^  | ^ is a direct cam of 
|G : T|. |K (X) : K | irreducible X (Y) T-moduleo. As
v W  | ^ (7 | we therefore have
( i )  |g : t |. |x (X) i k I -  h  « y|, |k (V> « k I .
Gincc by 1.3.6 (d) we have X (X) &  X C'p* the conclusion of
part (a) of the corollary is-. Immediate from (l).
(b) _>y 1,3 .6 (c) us cannot have If T. ' Incc T ^  G it follows that
G - T.
q . e . d .
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Oae can foresee immediately the usefulness of I.3.10 in 
inductive arguments. We can extend its range further after 
stating the following celebrated lemma of P. Hall and G. Higman.
1.3«11 Lemma (Hall, Higman [2l]) (a) Suppose that V | N is 
homogeneous, that G / N is a p-group and K - Gf (pf). Then V | K 
is irreducible.
(b) Suppose that V | N is homogeneous, that G / N is cyclic 
of prime order and that V is absolutely irreducible. Then V | N 
is irreducible.
Proof (a) (211, Lemma 2.2.3.
(b) Let K be the algebraic closure of K. Since V is absolutely
—  K Iirreducible,the KG-module V is irreducible. Suppose that V N
is reducible. By 1.3-10 (b) we have G = Abstab^ (V | jj), and 
hence that | ^ is homogeneous. By 1.1.4,VK | is a sum 
of n irreducible Mi-modules, where n is the degree of an irreducible 
projective K-representation of G / N. By 1.1.8 we have n =1
and VK is irreducible. But because VK, N “  — --- — — -----’ | N = (V I 1 this
contradicts our assumption that V | N is reducible. Hence V | ^
is irreducible as desired.
<1 • ei.d.
1.3.12 Lemma Suppose that | G / N | = q, a prime, that V | N is
r Ihomogeneous and that K = GF (p ). Let V ^ = V., ©... ©  Vy be a 
decomposition of V J ^ into irreducible KN-modules.
(a) r = 1 , q or deg^ pe| where e = | K (f) t K | .
(b) r = | K (X) . K (f) | .
(jc) If r = q,then q | p^e -■) and so deg^ p^ J e.
(d) If r = deg^ pfe,then q ”|* pfe -1 and
|k OQ . k | = [| K (<P) « k | , deg pf].
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Proof Clearly we may assume that r >1 and hence, by 1.3.11(a), that q /p 
Observe that G = Abstab^ (V | jj) by 1.3. ID (b). Let W be an 
irreducible submodule of VK^ ,  and note that by 1.3.6 (d) we 
have K (*P) £  K (X). We claim that is irreducible. Let X be 
an irreducible submodule of Since = (yx(9)jK(X)
in view of 1.2.17* the module X is Galois conjugate over K to 
an irreducible K (X) G-module affording X  as character. Without 
loss of generality, therefore, we may assume that X affords the 
character X .  By 1.2.16 (d) then, both XK^  and X^ = (xk(<P)'K are
irreducible. But by 1.2.4 (b) and 1.2.6 we must have X, 
and hence is irreducible, as claimed. Further, as
K(<P)
G = Abstabj, (V | jj)» it follows from 1.2.16 (d) that W | N is 
homogeneous and that the irreducible K (<f) N-submodules of W 
are irreducible when considered as KN-modules. In particular,
W | ^ is the direct sum of r irreducible isomorphic K ffi) N-modules. 
By 1.1.4, r is the degree of an irreducible projective K (<?)- 
representation of G / N = Z^ . Part (a) now follows from 1.1.8.
With X as before, we have from 1.3.H  (b) that X | ^ is irreducible. 
Since W | ^ is a sum of r absolutely irreducible K (<?) N-modules 
it follows that decomposes into a direct sum of r irreducible
K (X) G-modules, and (b) now follows from 1.2.15.
(_c) and (d) are corollaries of the proof of 1.1.8 (the last part 
of (d) also uses (b)).
q.e.d.
1.3.13 Examples We show that all eventualities deemed possible 
in 1 . 3 1 2  (a) actually happen.
(a) Let S = Sym (3) and let A = F (s), an abelian subgroup of 
order 3« It is well-known that S is faithfully and irreducibly 
represented on a module V of dimension 2 over G F (2). By 1.1.7»
we deduce that V | A is irreducible.
(b) Let Z be a cyclic group of order 4, and let A be the subgroup 
of order 2 in Z. By 1.1.7, the dimension of a faithful irreducible 
Z-module V over CF (3) 1» 2. Clearly, V j A is homogeneous, 
and is the direct sum of two 1-dimensional A-modules. This 
situation corresponds to the case r - q in Lemma 1.3.12(a).
(_c) Let a and b be coprime positive integers, and let Z be a 
cyclic group of order ab. By 1.1.7, there is a faithful irreducible 
Z-module V of dimension degab p, where p is a prime with p^ab, 
over GF (p). Let Z be the subgroup of Z of order a. Clearly 
V | ^is homogeneous, and an irreducible submodule of V | 
has dimension deg& p. Hence V | p  is a direct sum of deg^ p / deg& p 
irreducible Z -modules. From 1.1.6 (d) it follows that
degab p / dega p = [deg& p, degfe p ] / deg& p = degb pd, 
where d *= dega p. If b is a prime and degb p *|* d, then this 
corresponds to the case r - deg^ pe in 1.3*12.
4. The degree of an irreducible modular representation of a 
soluble group
After a brief observation we state and prove the main result 
of this section. After some corollaries we will examine a few
special cases in greater detail.
1.4.1 Lemma Let A be an abelian group of exponent a. If N ^  A 
and exp (A / N) ( a then N contains a non-trivial characteristic 
subgroup of A.
Proof We shall presuppose Section 2 of Chapter II. Let b ■ exp (A / N) 
and for a positive integer n let Ct(n) be the formation of abelian
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groups of exponent dividing n. Then N contains the Ol(b)-residual 
/P^) of A and by hypothesis ^ 1. since a^ * ^  char A we
are finished.
q.e.d.
X»1.^.2 Theorem Let G be a soluble group, let K = GF (p ) and 
let V be an irreducible KG-module. In addition, let A be a 
normal abelian subgroup of G. Then there exist positive integers 
m and s with the following four properties:
(i) exp (A / Ker (A on V)) | mj
(ii) p'f'm;
(iii) s | | G : A | | and
(iv) m s  | | G | , 
such that
fdimK V - s degm p .
Proof We will argue by induction on | G I . If Ker (G on V) /1 
then we may apply the induction to V and G / Ker (G on-V), yielding 
the result immediately. We therefore assume henceforth that V 
is faithful for G.. If G is abelian, then it follows from 1.1.7
fthat G is cyclic and that dim^ V - degjQ| p .
Set |G| = "I^ T p,a , where for 1 $i i. t the p, are distinct
i=1 1 1
primes and the a^ are positive integers. Let b^ be an integer for
1 £ i £ t such that |G : A| » J~T p.^i. It is easy to apply
i-1 1
1.1.6 (c) and to see that there exist integers such that 
0 ^  e^ 4 b^ for 1 4 i 4  t and
dimK V - degf(J| pf * T T  P^i • deg|A| pf. 
t
Setting s = |f p, i and m - |A| it is clear that the theorem 
i-1 1
is proven in this case. Thus we may further assume that G is 
not abelian, so not simple, and we can find a non-trivial maximal 
normal subgroup N of G containing A. Let | G t N | «* q, 
where q is, of course, a prime. We have several cases to consider.
Case 1: V j j j  is Irreducible In this case the induction 
hypothesis applies to yield integers m and s satisfying the 
statement with N in place of G. Since these properties all carry 
over to G we have the result.
We therefore assume from now on that V | N is reducible.
Applying Clifford’s Theorem, we obtain a decomposition
V | N = V 1 ®  ••• © vr
of V into irreducible KN-submodules. By assumption, r >1 .
Case 2» V j j j  is not homogeneous The Clifford theory tells us 
that r = q and that the are the homogeneous components of V 
We may apply the induction hypothesis to N to yield integers 
m and s( such that
(i) exp (A / Ker (A on 7j)) j M
(ii) p j'm
(iii) Sl | | N . A |
(iv) m s1 | | N | .
We see from 1.4.1 that exp (A / Ker (A on )) => exp (A / Ker (A on V)).
For otherwise Ker (A on V) will contain a characteristic subgroup 
of A which, by virtue of the normality of A in G, must itself 
be normal in G. However, V is faithful for G and so no normal 
subgroup of G may have fixed points in V. This proves our claim, 
and shows that
exp (A / Ker (A on V)) | m.
fNow, dimK V = q.dim^ V1 - q.s,. degm p . Set s « q s,. Since
8 - q s, I q.| N i A | •> | G < A | ,
and
- V -
m s * n q S |  | q. | N | ■ | G |
the result follows.
Case 3 s V j N is homogeneous Since V | N is reducible we deduce 
from 1.3.11 (a) that q / p. By Corollary I.3.10 (b), we have 
that G = Abstabc (V j N)- If V is an absolutely irreducible 
character of V, and %  is an absolutely irreducible character of 
V, then from 1.3*6 (d) we have
K (f)C K (%).
Let e = I K (<P) « K |, so that K (<f) = GF (pfe). From 1.3.12 (a) 
we infer that r = 1, q or deg^ p^e. We have already eliminated 
the possibility that r = 1 , and we are left with two further 
distinct cases.
Case 3a: r - q . This follows in the same way as Case 2, although 
we observe that because V | N is homogeneous, then 
Ker (A onV,) = Ker (A on V) and so the induction shows at once 
that (i) holds.
Case 3b: r = deg^ pfe >1 . Since deg^ pfe >1 , it follows 
that deg^ p > | also. By 1.3.12 (b) we have
|k (%) « k | - U(<f) , KI. I K (%) « K(?)|
, fe - e . deg p .
f I feClearly deg^ p | e deg^ p , and so there is a subfield L of 
K (X) containing K such that | L < K | ■ degq pf (since K (7Q 1 K
£
is a Galois extension with abelian Galois group). Let d = deg^ p 
and let Y be an irreducible LG-submodule of V^ . We claim that 
Y J N is irrelucible. We show first that L (*f) = L (X) = K (X). 
Clearly, since K ft Lg. K (X) and K ( )^SE K (X), we have 
K (<f)€ L (<P) €  K (X) = L (X). By 1.3.12 (d) we have
| K (X) * K | = [ | K (<P) « K | , d ] .
But K ¿ K  (<?) Q L (<P) and | L i K | - d, so 
| K (%) t K| - [| K i K Cf)I . dj ||L (f) , K| . It follows 
from this that L <ff) * K (X) proving our claim.
It now follows from 1.2.15 that Y^l\s a direct sum of 
| K (X) t L | irreducible K QC) G-modules. If Y | N is a direct 
sum of t isomorphic irreducible N-modules then (Y j N) ^ 6  a 
direct sum of t. j L (<P) s L | =* t.| K (X) * I»| irreducible 
K(X)N -modules. But again since G = Abstab^ (V j ^), an 
irreducible LG-submodule W of YK^  is homogeneous on restriction 
to N (for Y1^ ^  is isomorphic to a submodule of (v^)KPQ yK(/)j 
and so by I.3.H (b), W | N is irreducible. We therefore deduce 
that | K (X) t L | -  t.| K (X) 1 l | , and so t - 1 . Thus Y | N 
is irreducible, as claimed. By the inductive hypothesis there 
exist integers s and mi satisfying the statement of the theorem 
with N in place of G, Y in place of V and m, in place of m, 
such that
Y = s.degmi p .
Notice that Ker (A on V) ■ Ker (A on Y) by 1.2.10 (b), so 
exp (A / Ker (A on V)) | m1.
Since L €  K (X) we have from 1.2.18 that Y^  = V, and so 
by 1.2.** (a) we have
x*j
dim^ V - din^ YR = d . dim^ Y - s d.deg^  p .
We finally apply 1.1.6 (e) to get
dimK V = s.deg ^  ^  pf.
Set m = [m,, q|. We have already noted that exp (A / Ker (A on V))| m1, 
so evidently
(i) exp (A / Ker (A on V)) j m.
Since q ^  p and p”j"" m^ , we have
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(ii) p*|^  m.
Since s | | N : A | we certainly have
(iii) s | | G i A | .
and finally, because m 1 s j | N | we get
m.s | q.| N| ■= | G | 
and the theorem is proven.
q.e.d.
The first corollary is a special case of a theorem which 
may be traced back to being an easy consequence of a theorem 
by Swan ([31J, Theorem 6) and was later proved using more direct 
methods by Dade L8J.
1.4.3 Corollary (Swan, Dade). Let G be a (finite) soluble 
group, let K be a field of characteristic p, let A be an abelian neriual 
subgroup of G and let V be an absolutely irreducible KG-module. Then 
dimK V | |G < A | .
Proof Let D be the representation afforded by V. By 1.2.13 we 
can realize D over a field which is the extension GF(p) by the 
| G I -th roots of unity. Therefore we may assume without loss
t
of generality that K is this field, so that K = GF (p ) for some 
f. By 1.4.2 there exist m and s satisfying p ‘j’m, m.s | | G | 
and s | | G : AI, and such that
fdimK V - s.degm p .
However, since m | |G| and p "J" m, our choice of K is such that
deg p = 1 . Therefore m
dim,. V = s I | G < A | .
K 1 q.e.d
-'*7-
The second corollary is  immensely important in Chapter III.
Since s J | N : A | we certainly have
(iii) s | |G : A | , 
and finally, because m ^ s J | N | we get 
m.s | q.| N| - I G | 
and the theorem is proven.
q. c. d.
The first corollary is a special case of a theorem which 
may be traced back to being an easy consequence of a theorem 
by Swan ( [31J, Theorem 6) and was later proved using more direct 
methods by Dade L8],
1,4.3 Corollary (Swan, Dade). Let G be a (finite) soluble 
group, let K be a field of characteristic p, let A be an abelian Aoirn.« 
subgroup of G and let V be an absolutely irreducible KG-module. Then 
dimK V j |G 1 A | .
Proof Let D be the representation afforded by V. By I.2.I3 we 
can realize D over a field which is the extension GF(p) by the 
| G I -th roots of unity. Therefore we may assume without loss
t X*
of generality that K is this field, so that K = GF (p ) for some 
f. By 1.4.2 there exist m and s satisfying p'j’m, m.s | | G | 
and s | |G : A|, and such that
fdin^ V ■ s.degm P •
However, since m | |G| and p ‘j* m, our choice of K is such that
deg p = 1 . Therefore m
dim,. V = s I } G : A | .
K 1 q.e.d
The second corollary is  immensely important in Chapter III.
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1.4.4 Corollary Let G be a soluble group, let K = GF (p ) 
and let V be a faithful, irreducible G-module over K. Then 
there exist positive integers m and s with the following properties«
(i) exp (Soc (G)) | m;
(ii) p'l'm»
(iii) m is square-free;
(iv) ms j J G |, 
such that
fdim,, V = s.deg p .iv m
Proof This follows easily from the theorem by using 1.1,6 (c)cwtW.
q.e.d.
The last corollary is well-known.
1.4.5 Corollary Let G be a q-group for some prime q, let
pK = GF (p ) with p ^  q, and let V be an irreducible KG-module. 
Then
a fdim„ V = q .deg p
a Ifor some integer a with qa I | G | .
Proof This is immediate from 1.4.4.
i (j • © • d •
We can improve 1.4.5 by employing 1.3*6.
1.4.6 Theorem Let q be a prime, let G be a q-group and let
p
K = GF (p ) with p / q. Let A be a maximal abelian normal 
subgroup of exponent qa and let V be a faithful irreducible 
G-module over K. Then
[|G « A | , deg a pf] dim~ V M G  « A|.deg pf.
q I l q“
Proof Note that since G is a q-group we have 
A - CQ (A).
Consider first the possibility that V I A is homogeneous. By
Corollary 1.3*9 ve have Abstab^ , (V | A) = CG (a ) = A, and so 
it follows from 1.3*6 (c) that V | A is irreducible. Since 
V is faithful for G we deduce that V is faithful for A, and 
hence, from 1.1.7» that A is cyclic and
fdim., V - deg p .
K q
Lemma 1.1.7 also implies that the smallest splitting field
ffor A which contains K, call it L, has degree d - deg p over
s qK. Since by I.3.6 (e) there is a monomorphism 
ot s G / A — »Gal ( L j K) - Z^ , we see that |G 1 A | j deg pf. 
Evidently then,the theorem is true in this case, for 
we have
dimK V = deg a pf = [|G s A | , deg a pf] .q I qSo now assume that V I A is not homogeneous and letv |  A vr
be the decomposition of V | A into homogeneous components. Set 
S = StabQ (V,). Since Ker (A on V1) may contain no normal 
subgroup of G, it follows from lA i that
exp ( A / Ker (A on V1 )J = qa. Since V1 | A is homogeneous, we 
may apply the above to yield ■
fdimK V1 = deg a p .q
Notice that it again follows by 1.3*9 and 1.3*6 (e) that
| S i A | deg pf.
I q
Since r •= | G s S | we have that
| G i A | J dimK V = | G * S {.deg & pf
;md so clearly
dimK V
Tlic result therefore follows.
|G j A j.deg a pf.
q
q.e.d
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2IH-11,4.7 Corollary Let G be a q-group of order q ' having a 
maximal normal abelian subgroup A of index q11. Then a faithful 
irreducible G-module over K = GF (p ) (if such exists) has
dimension q11 degq pf.
Proof Let V be a faithful irreducible G-module over K (and so 
p ^ q) and let qa - exp (a ). Then by 1.4.6 we have
0  [I G « A | f deg a pf ] | dimK V | | G i A | deg a pf.
Clearly, if f is chosen to be sufficiently large, we have 
dimK V = | G : A |. We deduce, therefore, that an absolutely 
irreducible component of V has dimension qn = | G < A | . Now, 
with the aid of 1 .1.6 (c), we infer from (1) that 
dimj^  V - qk, | G i A |.degq pf
for some k with 0 £ k £ a -1 . Recall Wedderbum's Theorem 
([26.], V, 4.5). Since q f  p, the group ring KG is semisimple 
and so by that theorem we must have
( <1° )2 qk degq pf ^  | G | .
(We have used here the observation that an absolutely irreducible 
component of V has dimension q11). Thus we can only have k = 0 
or k = 1. If k = 1 , then again using Wedderbum's Theorem 
we deduce that V is the unique (up to isomorphism) irreducible 
KC-module. Since, by hypothesis, V is faithful for G, this is a 
contradictionj for, of course, KG possesses an irreducible, 
trivial representation. Hence k - 0, and the corollary is proven.
q.e.d.
1.4.3 Corollary Let G be as in 1.4.7 and let V be a faithful
£
irreducible G-module over K = GF (p ). If X  is an absolutely 
irreducible character of V then |K (*) : K | - degq pf.
Proof Immediate from 1.4.7 and 1.2.16.
q.e.d
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1.^.9 Definition Let r be a positive integer, let q be a prime 
with q "|~ r and let V be a faithful irreducible Z^-module over 
GF (q). Then S(r , q) denotes the semidirect product [V]* Z^ .
The group E (r , q) is soluble (but not nilpotent) and is non-abelian 
of order r.q**, where d = degr q.
I.^ .i 0 Lemma Let p and q be distinct primes and let r be a 
positive integer with q ^  r. Then a faithful irreducible
f f
E (r , q)-module over K = GF (p ) has dimension [r, deg^ p ].
Proof Set G = E (r , q), let A ■= F (G) and let H be a complement 
of A in G. By Clifford's Theorem, V | A is completely reducible.
Let Y be an irreducible submodule of V | A, let S = Stab^ (Y) 
and let U be the homogeneous component of V | A which contains Y.
Then V = (US)G, and so dimK V = | G s S |.dimK U. Now, U is an 
Irreducible KS-module and U | A is homogeneous. Since A is 
abelian and A = F (G) ^  CG (F (G)),it follows from 1.3-9 that 
A = Abstabg (U | A). By 1.3*6 (c) then, we must have that U | A 
is irreducible, and so U j A = Y. By 1.1.7* din^ U = dim^ Y = deg^ p^ . 
Hence
dimK V = |G : sl.deg^ pf.
Let f b e  an absolutely irreducible character of Y. By 1.1.7 
again we have I K (?) j K| - deg<i pf - 1 ^ 1  , where 
X -  Gal ( K (<J>) « K). By 1.3.6 (e) then, | S i a | | U I  and so 
|G : A| = |G > S|. |S t A | | |G i s|.deg^ pf - din^ V.
Notice then that [|G : A| , deg^ pf ] | dim^ V. It remains, 
therefore, to check that (r, deg^ pf) = | S s a | . Let 
t = (r, deg^ p ) and let T be the subgroup of H of order t.
Since t | deg^ p" and ( by 1.1.6 (a), (b)) deg^ pf J q - 1 , we 
deduce that T acts linearly on A and T $ Nq (Ker (A on Y)). Let
A2 = Ker (A on Y), and let A ^ be an irreducible T-module with 
A = A^0 A,,. Let T = <x>. We wish to show that Y ^  Y x as 
A-modules. Clearly it is sufficient to prove that Y - Y x 
as A1-modules. Now, T acts as a group of automorphisms on A1, 
and we see that Af.T is isomorphic to a subgroup of the group 
P  of semilinear transformations on Y (see [26], II, 3«l0 for 
the definition of this group). Since Y is irreducible as a 
f7-module, the modules Y and Y x must be isomorphic A,,-modules, 
as desired.
q • 6 • d •
I, , 11 Corollary Let p, q and r be as in the statement of 
I.4-. 10 and let %be an absolutely irreducible character of a 
faithful irreducible E (r , q)-module over GF (p ). Then 
|k (X) * K | ** degq pf / (r, deg^  pf).
Proof By IA. ID and 1.2.16 we have
|K (X) I K | = [r, deg pf] / r = deg pf / ( r, deg pf).
 ^ H * q.e.d.
We conclude the chapter with some results about representationst
of direct products of groups.
lA. 12 Theorem (Fein jll], [12]) Let G, and G2 be groups and 
let K be a field. For i =*l , 2 let be an irreducible KG .-module 
and let be an absolutely irreducible character of V^ . Then 
V1 © K  V2 is a completely reducible K (G1 X G2)-module in which 
the irreducible components appear with equal multiplicity and 
with the same dimension, namely
SK I K (*1*2) 1 K I • dimKO,X>) \ ^ l 2)
where W is  an absolutely irreducible component of © K  V
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A2 = Ker (A on Y), and let A •( be an irreducible T-module with 
A = A ^ @  A,,. Let T =<x>. We wish to show that Y * Y * as 
A-modules. Clearly it is sufficient to prove that Y = Y x 
as A,-modules. Now, T acts as a group of automorphisms on A.,, 
and we see that A,.T is isomorphic to a subgroup of the group 
r* of semilinear transformations on Y (see [26], II, 3*l0 for 
the definition of this group). Since Y is irreducible as a 
^-module, the modules Y and Y x must be isomorphic A,-modules, 
as desired.
q • 6 • d#
I e ¿t.11 Corollary Let p, q and r be as in the statement of 
1.4.10 and let % b e  an absolutely irreducible character of a 
faithful irreducible E (r , q)-module over GF (p ). Then 
|K (X) * K | = degq pf / (r, degq pf).
Proof By 1.4,IQ and 1.2. 16 we have
|K (X) « K | = [>,  deg pf] / r = deg pf / ( r, deg pf).
^ H u q.e.d.
We conclude the chapter with some results about representations
t
of direct products of groups.
1.4. 12 Theorem (Fein Jll], [&]) Let G, and G2 be groups and 
let K be a field. For i - 1 , 2 let be an irreducible KGj-module 
and let X  be an absolutely irreducible character of V^ . Then 
V1 © K  V2 is a completely reducible K (G1 X G2)-module in which 
the irreducible components appear with equal multiplicity and 
with the same dimension, namely
SK (^1 I K > K | . d i m ^ ^ j  WK<X1%2)
where W is  an absolutely irreducible component of © K  V
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AIso, |K fl^Xg) « K | - [|K i Kl , |K (X2) : K|]
and if one of 7^ and 7g is absolutely irreducible, then V1 ® K 7g
is irreducible. If both are absolutely irreducible, then
V1 ®  K V2 *s ab30lutely irreducible, and consequently, if
char K / 0 and is an (absolutely) irreducible submodule of
V. " , i - 1. 2, then d i m ^ ^  W = d i m ^ j  W,. d i m ^ j  Wg.
Proof The first part of the statement is proved in |jl], Theorem 2.2 
Since K Ct-)) and K (JCg) are both normal extensions of K contained 
in K QCy , X 2) there is a unique composite of them, and this 
composite is K Clearly
| k (Xr X 2) « K | - [| K (Xi) * K | , |k <Xz ) « k |].
If we show that K ( X ^ )  = K ( X ^ ) ,  then the second part 
of the statement will follow. Certainly K K (X, .1^).
Suppose that K K (K ,y Xg), and let W be an irreducible
„  KCV V )
K (X^ Xg) ( G| X G2)-submodule of v2) • I*2*^5 the
k(Xv X2)
X (X,»X2) (G1 X G2)-module V/ must decompose into a
homogeneous sum of irreducible (GiX G2)-modules. Because
W
similarly be homogeneous. On the other hand, W | Q is
G1 is centralised by G2, the restriction must
homogeneous, the components being isomorphic to a component of 
If X (Xt) $£nc (X 13^) then, appealing to 1.3*15 again,
(W | G ) cannot be a homogeneous sum of irreducible
K QL^  ,X ?) G -modules. This contradiction therefore forces 
K (X,) S  K (XjX^)* Similarly,K (Xg)^ K (XjXg). and we deduce 
that K (X^ Xg) - K (Xj.Xg), as required.
K^Xg)
- 5h -
The statements regarding the irreducibility and absolute 
irreduciblity follow from [llj, Theorem 2.3 and [32], 
Proposition 2.1.
q.e.d.
The last theorem will be used in tandem with the following 
lemma.
1.4-. 13 Lemma (Phrster ([I3J, Lemma !.8) With the notation of 
I . 1*. 32 assume further that Ker (G^ on V^) - 1 for i «1 ,2. Let 
T be an irreducible submodule of V2 and let
C - Ker (G^ j x  G? on T). Then C $ Z (G1) x z (G2) and 
G n  (Z (G^ x 1 ) 1 for 1 fe { 1 , 2 } . Further,
(G (Gi x I)) o  (1x G2) = (C (1 x g 2))n (G,x1), and so T is 
faithful for G 1 X G2 if ( |Z (G,)| , \z (G2)| ) - 1.
n
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Chapter II. Finite soluble group theory
At the time of writing there are few texts which deal 
adequately with the fundamental theory of finite soluble groups. 
Perhaps the best general introduction available is by Gaschfltz £l 9] | 
Cossey [6 J and Huppert [26], Chapter VI are also of general 
interest although somewhat dated. The forthcoming book by 
K. Doerk and T. 0. Hawkes £10] will provide by far the most 
comprehensive "state of the art" survey of finite soluble group 
theory. Their book will chart the course of the theory from 
"first principles" but can only be anticipated at present.
Our aim here is only to introduce those concepts that are of 
use to us. For the rest of this thesis we will work under the 
following hypothesis:
All groups under consideration will be finite and soluble.
I. Chief factors and primitive groups
For the definition and elementary properties of solublel
groups, the reader is referred to [ z 6 ] , I, Section 8.
We begin with a few of the more useful results about finite 
soluble groups.
II. 1.1 Theorem Let G be a group.
(a) Gc (F (G)) $ F (G).
(b) §(G) < F (G).
(c) F (G /$(G)) = F (G) / $  (G).
Proof [26], III, k.2 (b), (c) and (d).
q.e.d.
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The hypothesis that G is soluble is not necessary to prove
11.1.1(c). Nor is it necessary in 11.1.2.
II.1.2 Theorem Let G be a group.
(a) (Gaschtttz) F (G) / (G) is the direct product of abelian
minimal normal subgroups of G /<j?(G).
(b) If A is an abelian normal subgroup of G with A n $(G) =1 , 
then there is a complement of A in G.
Proof (a) [26], III, 4.5.
(b) [26], III, 4.4.
(Jt 6
II. L 3 Corollary The minimal normal subgroups of G / $(G)  
are complemented in G / $  (G).
II. L 4 Theorem Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G with 
N - Cg (N). Then there is a complement H of N in G with
H® = 1 . The permutation representation of G on the cosets 
of H in G is a faithful representation of G as a primitive 
permutation group.
I
Proof [26], II, 3-3.
q.e.d.
II.1.5 Definition A group G having a self-centralizing minimal 
normal subgroup is called primitive. By convention, 1 is not 
a primitive group.
II. ’ .6 Theorem (Galois) Let G be a primitive group and let 
N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Then N is the unique 
minimal normal subgroup in G. If H is a complement of N in G
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and p is the prime divisor of | N | , then N may be considered 
as a faithful irreducible G-module over GF (p) and G = [N]*H. 
All complements of N in G are conjugate.
Proof [26] II, 3.2.
C[i6id*
II. 1.7 Lemma Let G be a group, let H < • G, and let N be a 
minimal normal subgroup of G. If N ^  H, then N H « G and 
N n H =1 .
Proof Since H < *G it is obvious that N H = G. Suppose that 
N n  H } 1 . Since N $ G we see that 
H ^  Ng (Nn H).
Since N is abelian, we therefore have
G = N H $ Nq (NnH).
However, N n  H < N and N is a minimal normal subgroup of G. 
This contradiction proves the lemma.
q.e.d.
II.1.6 Definition Let G be a group and H ^  G.
Then l
Core- (H) = f) Hg. 
u g«G
This subgroup of H is called the normal core of H in G; it is 
the largest normal subgroup of G contained in H.
11.1.9 Theorem Let G be a group and N ^  G. Then G / N is a 
primitive group if and only If there is a maximal subgroup H 
of G such that N = CoreQ (H).
Proof Let H be a maximal subgroup of G and set N = Core^ (H).
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Clearly, H / N is a maximal subgroup of G / N with trivial 
normal core. Let M be a normal subgroup of G such that N ^  M 
and M / N is a minimal normal subgroup of G / N. By II.1.7 
we have ( M / N)(H / n ) = H H / N  = G /  N and M A  H = N.
Since (M / N) 3  G / N, it follows that (M / N) n  H / N H / N
Thus G / N is primitive.
Suppose now that N 3 G and G / N is primitive. Let H <  *G 
be such that N £ H and H / N is a complement of the unique 
minimal normal subgroup M / N of G / N. It is now an easy
Thus primitive groups appear in a natural way. There is 
also a link between primitive quotients of a group and itsl
chief factors.
II.1.10 Definitions Let G be a group.
(a) Let
be a series of normal subgroups of G. This series is called a 
chief scries of G if whenever N G and G^  ^> N ? G^f then
and so
G / N = (M / N)(H / N) £ Nc^  (C^, (M / N)n H / N).
Since H / N has trivial core, we deduce that (M / N ) f t H / N  = 1,  
and hence
cG/if (M /  N) = K /  N.
matter to check that N = CoreG (H).
q.e.d.
A quotient G^ _1 / G^,
I$ i i  s, is called a chief factor of G.
(b) Let 71 be a set of primes and let M / N be a chief factor
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of G. Because of our hypothesis that G is soluble, M / N is an 
elementary abelian p-group for some prime p. If p« /L we say that 
M / N is a Ji-chief factor of G. If ^  = £p} we write that M / N 
is a p-chief factor.
(jc) Let M / N be a chief factor of G and H $ G. Then 
CH (M / N) = {h < H t N mh = Nm for all m-e M J .
Evidently, G / CQ (M / N) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut (M / N). 
We write Aj, (M / N) - G / CG (M / N) and talk of the 
group of automorphisms induced on M / N in G.
(d) Let M / N be a chief factor of G. If M / N £ § ( G  / N) 
then M / N is said to be Frattini in G. Otherwise M / N is said 
to be complemented.
II.1.11 Lemma Let G be a group and let
G = G >  G b" ... > G = 1 o n
be a chief seies of G. Then
* (0) " f t  CG < Gi / Gi+l)*
Proof [26], III, 4.3.
i
II.'l..!2 Lemma Let M / N be a complemented chief factor of a 
group G. Then M / N is a complemented subgroup of G / N and 
there is a maximal subgroup H of G such that
[M / N ] • Aq (M / N) = G / CoreG (H).
In fact, CoreG (H) = (M / N) ( = CG (M / N)n H).
Proof Since M / N is a minimal normal subgroup of G / N such 
that M / N g  J(G / N) it follows that M / N n § ( 0 /N) = 1 .
Applying II.1.2 (b) yields a complement H / N of M / N in G / N 
where H is a subgroup of G with N H. We claim that
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CoreG (H) = H n  CQ (M / N). Obviously, H n CQ (M / N) - ( M / N).
Since H n M = N we have [m , CoreG (H)] £N, and so
CoreG (H) $ (M / N).
Now, CH (M / N) $ H. Also, [M, (^ ( M / N)] $ N * (M / N).
Therefore M $ NQ ((^(M / N)) and we obtain
Cjj (M / N) ^  H N = G,
and so by the definition of normal core, we have (M / N) ^ Coreg (H). 
This completes the proof of our claim that Cjj (H / N) = CoreG (h ).
Since M 4 CG (M / N) and H M = G we have 
H.Cg (M / N) = G.
Thus
H / CoreG (H) = H / H n CG (M / N) = G / CQ (M / N).
The result follows easily from this isomorphism.
<j. e. d.
II.1.13 Definition If M / N is a complemented chief factor
of a group G and H < "G is such that N ^ H and H / N is a complement
of 14 / S in G, then we call H a complement of M / N in G.
In view of tha definitions, and II. 1.2 (b), the next lemma 
is an obvious remark.
II. 1. Lemma Let M / N be a chief factor of a group G. Then 
M / N is complemented in G if and only if there exists a complement 
to M / N in G/N •
A fundamental result concerning chief series is a theorem 
of Zassenhaus. Here we state a generalisation of that theorem
due to Carter, Fischer and Hawkee.
II. \ 15 Theorem (Carter, Fischer and llawkea [p] ) Let 0 to a jroup.
Given two chief series passing through N $ G, there is a one- 
to-one correspondence between the chief factors of the series 
below N, corresponding factors being G-isomorphic, such that 
the Prattini factors of one series correspond to the Prattini 
factors of the others.
Proof ¡3], Lemma 2.6.
q.e.d.
II. '1. '*,6 Lemma Let H / N be a chief factor of a group such that 
<£(g ) s  N < M £ P (G). Then M / N is complemented in G.
Proof By II. 1.3, the minimal normal subgroups of G /^(G) are 
complemented, and by II.1.2 (a), F (G) /^(G) ( = F (G /<^(g ))) 
is a direct product of minimal normal subgroups of G /$(G) . The 
result follows now from II.I.I5.
11.1.17 Lemma Let G be a group and let p be a prime such that 
p | |G | but p "j- |F (G)I . Let S be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
Then there is a complemented chief factor of G between $ ( G )  
and P (G) on which S acts non-trivially.
Proof 3y 11.1*1 (c) we have P (G) /$(G) = F (G /$(C)), and
so p "j* | F (G /$(G)) I . We denote by B the image of a subgroup
B of G under the natural homomorphism of G onto G /$(G). By
11.1.1(a), C ( F(C))$ F(G) a n d s o S n C  (f (g ) ) = 1. By 
5  G
II. 1.2 (a), the group F (£) is a direct product of minimal
normal subgroups of (J, and TT must therefore act non-trivially
on one of these minimal normal subgroups - if say, with
$(G) < N £ F (G). Then N /$(G) in a chief factor of G on
which G acts non-trivially. By II.1.16, this chief factor is
(j • 6 • d •
complemented.
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We finish Section 1 with two results concerning representations 
and primitive groups. The first is a construction due to Herr 
Dr Peter Förster, the essence of which is to be found in the 
proof of Lemma $.6 in [l*f J. The proposition is an improvement 
of that construction which was pointed out by Dr Förster, to 
whom the author is most grateful.
II.1 .18 Proposition Let G be a primitive group, let V - Soc (G) 
and let H be a complement of V in G. Let q be the prime divisor 
of |V | and let K be a field of characteristic different from 
q. Then there exists an integer n such that there is a faithful 
irreducible module X over K for the group[v x .^ . x v j • H of 
dimension d.|H| , where d is an integer dividing the dimension 
of a non-trivial irreducible K Z -module.
theorem in linear algebra, V consider'as a vector space possesses
V.,..., V be isomorphic copies of the GF (q) H-module V and for' 3.
of W^ . Set W = W, x ... x Wa, a complement of U^ x ... x U a 
in 7, and define a GF (q)-epimorphism Y »  W— >K by
Elementary linear algebra considerations show that KerY is of
1
Proof Clearly we may assume that K /1. T >"•' •r
exactly a = (q* — 1) / (q — 1 ) hyperplanes, U,,..., Ua say. Let
i = 1,..., a let ^  s V— ■*V, be a GF (q) H-isomorphism. Then
9i (U,) x ... x<P (Ua) is a GF (q)-subcpace of V = V1 x ... x V& 
s ,
of co-dimension a. For 1 j i $ d let U  ^ (Uj), let Wi be
a complement of U  ^in (considered as a GF (q)-space) and let 
w^ be a generator of VK - that is, ^ w^j is a GF (q)-basis
b, b
Y* ( (w( ..... wa a ) ) ” b i + ...
Let ÏÏ be the GF (q)-subspace <. U,, x ... x U &, KerY> of 7.
9 • • •
co-dimension 1 in W and so TT is of co-dimension 1 in V. Further
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U * Vj = for 3 < i  < a.
Tiie group H acts on V  in an obvious way. Set Q « [ V ] • H
and let Z be the largest subgroup of Z(H) of order dividing q -1 . We
claim that (U) - V Z. Let T = NQ (U) and TQ = T rt H = NH (U).
Obviously V (T, and since elements of Z act linearly on V we
even have Z ^ T T. Thus o
(1) V Z ^ T.
Now, TQ * NH (U * Vj^ ) ** NH (U for i - 1, ... , a, and so, 
since is an H-isomorphism, Tq normalizes every hyperplane 
of V. Hence TQ acts linearly on V, yielding Tq ^ 2(h ) and 
| Tq| | q - 1 . Therefore Tq $ Z and T = V Tq £ V Z. This, 
together with (l), proves that T = V Z, as claimed. Hence T i! Q.
As Z acts faithfully on V  / U  and since V / U is evidently 
a complemented chief factor of T,it follows from II.1.12 that 
[V / U ] • T / CT (V / U) = T / U, 
for U Z is a maximal subgroup of T complementing V / U with 
normal cere U. This group is primitive and isomorphic to 
E ( I Zj , q). We can find an irreducible KT-module Y with 
dimension d.| Z | and U = Ker (T on Y), where d is an integerI
dividing the dimension of a non-trivial irreducible K Z^-modulej 
if char K ^ 0 this follows from I.^.lO, whilst if char K = 0 
we appeal to ¡26.1, V, iQ A  and apply the techniques of Section 2 
in Chapter I. We show that X = Y^ is an irreducible KQ-module.
Suppose to the contrary. Then an application of Mackey's Theorem 
(sec [26|, V, 16.9 (a)) shows that there is a KQ-composition 
factor XQ of X such that XQ | ^ has a submodule isomorphic 
to Y. Let Yq be the homogeneous component of XQ | ^ corresponding
Since T 3 Q we can use Clifford's Theorem. Let T = Stab^ (Y).to Y.
Obviously T 4 T. On the other hand, it must follow that
T £ Nq ( Ker (T on Y) ) = NQ (U) = T. Hence T » ¥  and YQ is
isomorphic (as a KT-module) to Y. Since by Clifford's Theorem
X = (Y„)^, it follows that X „ =  X, as claimed. Notice further that 0 ' o o
dim^ X = |q ! Tl.diBg Y - |Q : T I. |z l.d - d.lH | .
Finally we see that
Ker (Q on X) = n
h£H
It is hence clear that Q / Ker (Q on X) = [v x .^ . x V ]*H for 
some integer n.
q.e.d.
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II. 1.19 Lemma Let p, q and r be prime numbers such that
q -f p and let t-e(M be such that r ^ t  (notice that we allow t = 1 ).
Set T = Z. and Q = Z , let V be a faithful, irreducible T-module t q
over GF (r) and let U be a faithful irreducible Q-module over 
a finite field X of characteristic p. Suppose that d i m ^ ^  V = m 
and dimK U = n. Let W = ([U]*Q)1t (f.Vj'T). If B is a subgroup 
of U Q we denote the image of B in the base group of W by B .
(a) U may bo considered as a faithful irreducible Q V T-module 
over K and W = [u*]'Q* V T. The K-dimension of U# is n.rm. If
K = GF (p) then G is primitive.
(b) If r = q and M / N is a q-chief factor of W then W /C (M / N) 
is isomorphic to a quotient of T. The chief factors of W
above U Q V are central.
(¿) If K = GF (p), L = GF (q) and t = 1thcn W has a faithful, 
irreducible nodule of dimension a q*3 over L, where a = deg^ q 
and b £ 0.
Proof (a) Tho proof that IT is an irreducible K (Q V T)-module 
is an easy adaptation of the proof of the lemma in [23] , and
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U* is faithful for Q * V  T since it is clear that U* = Cw (U*).
If K = GF (p) then UT  = (U ) is a minimal normal subgroup 
of W, and hence W is primitive in this event.
(t)) This is obvious in view of II.1.11.
(£) In this case we have V = and W = U Q 1 V. We notice
first of all that there is a XV-submodule U of U* with U * /  U = Zo | o p
and £u* , v] $■ UQ j this follows from the fact that U* y 
is isomorphic to a product of copies of the regular KV-module.
*  *W = U Q V
Such a module certainly has a factor isomorphic to the trivial
KV-module. Let C - (^(U*/ U0). Clearly, U*V < C. Since U* is
complemented in W, it is also complemented in C, by J say. Then
U J <*U*J - C and C / U J - Z . Let Y be an irreducible LC-module o ' o p
with Ker (C on Y) « UQJ. We observe that Y | y* is irreducible 
and that Ker (U*on Y) “ U . Consider YW. We can certainly find an
wirreducible submodule X of Y such that there is an irreducible
LC-submodule YQ of X with YQ - Y. Let H be the homogeneous component
of X | y# corresponding to Y0 j and let S - Stabw(YQ J y#). Then
wH may be considered as an irreducible LS-module and X - (Hg) . Thus 
dim^ X - IWtSl.dimy K. Since UQ & S, it follows that C <  S. Let HQ be
U* is faithful for Q * V  T since it is clear that U ^ =  Cw (U*).
If K = GF (p) then U *» Cw (U ) is a minimal normal subgroup 
of W, and hence W is primitive in this event.
(b) This is obvious in view of II.1.11.
(¿) In this case we have V = and W = U Q t V. We notice
first of all that there is a XV-submodule U of U* with U *  / U =o o
and £u* , v] $. UQ 5 this follows from the fact that U* | y 
is isomorphic to a product of copies of the regular KV-module.
*  *W = U Q V
Fi,?ire 1.
Such a module certainly has a factor isomorphic to the trivial
KV-module. Let C - C^U*/ UQ). Clearly, U*V ^  C. Since U* is
complemented in W, it is also complemented in C, by J say. Then
U J <• U*J - C and C / U J - Z . Let Y be an irreducible LC-module o ' o p
with Ker (C on Y) - U0<J. We observe that Y | y-W is irreducible
and that Ker (U*on Y) - UQ. Consider Y . We cam certainly find an
Virreducible submodule X of Y such that there is cm irreducible 
LC-submodule YQ of X with YQ - Y. Let H be the homogeneous component 
of X | y# corresponding to YQ | y# and let S - Staby(Y0 | y#). Then 
H may be considered as an irreducible LS-module and X - (Hg)W. Thus 
dim^ X - iWtSl.dim^ H. Since UQ 4 S, it follows that S. Let NQ be
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the homogeneous component of H | g corresponding to Yq, and let 
S0 - Stabg (Yq). Then dim^ H ■ | S:S0 | din^ Hq. Since V $ C, we 
have that |S»S0 | is a power of q. Now, since U*V ^  C, it follows 
that |SQiC| is a power of q, and b o  H0 | c i6 irreducible by 1.3>ll(&)< 
Hence HQ - Y. Thus dim L X - 1 W*S |.|S*SQ| dim^ Y - qb.degp q, where 
qb - |W:S|.
Finally, if («1 bJ is a transversal to S in W, thenq ^Ker (W on X) - (Ker (S on H)) . Since U is the unique minimal
i-1
normal subgroup of W and U 4  Ker (W on X), we conclude that X is
faithful for W. „ j1^. o, ,<a.
2. Classes and class maps
11.2.1 Definition By a class of groups we understand a collection 
9fcof groups with the property:
if H = G<36 then H
11.2.2 Notation We shcill always use Gothic letters to represent 
a class of groups. The following will be used as standard 
notation throughout the text: <
d o  denotes the class of all finite soluble groups» 
n  denotes the class of all finite nilpotent groups» 
a  denotes the class of all finite abelian groups»
V denotes the class of eill primitive soluble groups.
If 36 is a class of groups and u a set of primes, we shall use 
to denote the class of Jl-groups in 3C, and if = ^ p] we 
write 9tp for If n is a positive integer (other than 1)
then &(n) will denote the class of finite abelian groups of 
exponent dividing n.
( ,  : » .
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II.Z.3 Definitions Let G be a group and 3£‘a class of groups.
(a) If G « X  then G is called an 3fc-ftroup.
(£) We set o-(G) = ^p j p is a prime dividing |G|J , and
O’(30 -Oio-CG) : G € X > .
(¿) We define char (30 = p^cf-.Zpfc 36 | and call char (30 the
characteristic of 36.
If Q is a set of groups, we shall use ( G s Gfe(S ) or (6) 
to denote the class generated by 6 . When (* = tci is a singleton, 
we shall write simply (G) instead of ( t e n .
11.2.^ Definitions and Notation (a) A class map is a map 
sending classes of groups to classes of groups.
(b) The product AB of two class maps A and B is defined by 
compositions thus AB3C= A (BSC).
(_c) We write A ^ B if A and B are class maps such that A 36 fiB3fc 
for all classes 36 of groups.
(d) If A is a class map, a class 36 is said to be A-closed 
if X -  A36. t
(jj) The class maps defined in the following list are those 
that will be of particular importance to us, 3£ is a class 
of groups:
S3C = (G : G $  Hc x ) ,
Q *  = (G : G = H / N for some He *  and N $ H),
Sn 36= (G s.G.Sn H « X ) ,
nQ36 = (G , there are normal subgroups N1 , ... , Nr of G 
such that each G / €36 and = 1);
Do 36= (G : G is a direct product of finitely many X-groups);
= (G i there is a normal subgroup K of G, K ^  $(G), 
such that G / K • 36);
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P 96 = (G : Q (C)ni£3i), the class of groups all of whose 
primitive epimorphic images lie in 96.
11.2.5 Definitions Let A be a class map.
(¿) If A 36 2  3tfor all classes 96, then A is expanding.
(b) If A 96 = A 96for all classes*, then A is idempotent.
( c )  If A?6 C A W  for all classes 96 and if such that 96 € , then 
A is monotonic.
(d) If A is expanding, idempotent and monotonic, then A is 
called a closure operation.
The following lemma is easily proved from the definitions.
11.2.6 Lemma (a) The class maps 3, Q, Sn, Rq, Dq and E^are 
all closure operations.
(b) The class map F is idempotent and monotonic (though not 
expanding).
(¿) A P-closed class is Q-closed. In fact 
P = Q P and Q $ P Q.
(¿) Let s b e  a set of primes. The classes Itjr and <&K arc closedi
under the class maps S, Q, S , R , D , 3 - and F.n o o f
( e )  Let n { 1 be a positive integer. ThenO((n) is closed under 
3, Q, 3n , R^ and 1)q.
11.2.7 Lemma (a) Let 36 be a class. Then X  = Rq36 if and only 
if for all groups G and normal subgroups N,, N^ , we have:
(*) if G / N, and G / N2< 96, then G / N, r» N? 4 i% .
(£) *0 * s V
Proof (a) Obviously (X) holds when 36= Rq36. Suppose conversely 
that («) holds. If , ... , Nr are normal subgroups of G
with G / i^C3C for 3 éi 4r, then an obvious induction argument
shows that G / r i  » i « *  . Thus if q  =*1 , we have G*3£ , 
i=l 1 i=l
proving that Rq3C£3£ and hence that is Ro-closed.
(b) Let 36 be an S DQ-closed class and let G be a group with normal 
subgroups N-j and N? such that G / X  for i = 1,2. Consider 
the homomorphism *P : G— *G / x G / N, with (g)*P = (g N,, g N2) 
for g-€ G. Clearly Ker^ = Nj n N2 and therefore G / N, o N2 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of G / Nj x G / N2 € X .  Hence 
G / N, n N2 €ÌE and (a) yields the desired consequence that
»„***•■ e.d.
There are two particular types of classes with which we 
are primarily concerned. These we contemplate next.
3. Formations and Schunck classes
II.3.1 Definitions (a) A non-empty c l a s s o f  groups which 
is both Q-closed and R^-closed is called a formation. It may 
be shown that this is equivalent to the condition that ^  = Q R j J . 
(b) A class 3t of groups such that
0 pat
(where we understand $  to be the empty class) is called a Schunck class,
(c) A class *^of groups is said to be saturated if
We first concentrate our attention on Schunck classes.
II.3.2 Definition Let 36 be a class of groups and G a group.
(a) A subgroup H of G is calledX-naximal in G if
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(ii) if H i H i G with M 4 X ,  then H = M.
(b) A subgroup H of G is called anX-projector of G if H N / N 
isX-maximal in G / N for all N ^  G.
II. 3-3 Examples (a) Let rz be a set of primes and consider .
The TC-maximal subgroups of a group are precisely its Hall 
n -subgroups. Such subgroups are well-known to have the property 
described in (b), and so the (»^-projectors of a group also 
coincide with its Hall Jr-subgroups. Given a group G we denote 
the set of all Hall n -subgroups by Halln (G). If 7i = {.p} we 
often write Syl^ (G) to denote the set of Sylow p-subgroups 
of G.
(b) Given a class of groups there need not exist X-projectors 
in a given group. ConsiderX-OL, (2), the class of elementary 
abelian 2-groups, and let G - Z^. Then G has a unique subgroup 
N which is an elementary abelian 2-group, namely the normal 
subgroup of order 2 and index 2 in G. Evidently then, N is 
X-maximal in G. However, an X-maximal subgroup of G / N has 
order 2. Hence N cannot be anX-projector of G. On the other 
hand, if n is a positive integer and a a set of primes,then 0L(n) 
is a formation.
Gchunck characterised those classes for which projectors 
exist in all (finite soluble) groups.
II.3.^ Theorem (Gchunck [?0j) A class ^  is a Gchunck class 
if and only if^-projectors exist in every group G. If ^ .is a 
Gchunck class then the ^ -projectors of G form a single characteristic 
conjugacy class in G.
Proof [19], II . 10, II . 12 and II. 17 give the most accessible proof
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So the theorem of Hall proves that is a Schunck class
for all sets 7T of primes. Another example of a Schunck class is
of Carter [2]. Schunck classes have some convenient intramural
properties as well.
II. 3 .5  Theorem Let be a Schunck class. Then is closed, 
under the class maps P, Q, DQ and E^.
Proof That ^.is P-closed follows by definition o f a n d  the 
Q-closure follows from II.2 .6 (c). We refer to [19], II, 9 (b) 
for the E^-clocure of J,. To show that is DQ-closed it is 
obviously sufficient to show that the direct product of two 
^.-groups lies i n ^ . Let G, ,G ^t and let M be a maximal 
subgroup of Gj x G .^ If G ^ ^ M ,  i ■ 1,2, then G^ x Gg - MG^
and so we deduce that K $ G^  x Gg and that G^  x Gg / M - Gj / G^  n M 6 
Otherwise we may assume that G^  ^  M, and then we have
where {i,j} - {l,2 J . Clearly, H n C2 <• C2 and so we have 
shown that G« xG,( P
Schunck classes and formations are linked in the following
way.
11.3.6 Proposition A class of groups is a saturated formation 
if and only if it is a Schunck class and a formation.
IX the class of nilpotent groups. This fact results from a theorem
<:N
r r o o f  [19J , V. 8 .
(j • g • d t
- V -
It is instructive to see how Schunck classes and saturated 
formations are characterised by the normal structure of groups 
contained in them.
II.3.7 Lemma Let *3 be a formation, G €  and A an abelian 
norriial subgroup of G. If M 3 G and A < M i C^, (a ), then
[A] • G / .
Proof [26], VI, 7.21.
q.e.d.
11.3*8 Thcoren (a) Let ^  be a Gchunck class and G€.*^. If 
M / N is a complemented chief factor of G, then fH / Nj • A^ (M / N) € ^ . 
(b) Let 3  be a formation and G « 3  • If M / N is an arbitrary 
chief factor of G, then / N ] • A^ (M / N) t 3  •
Proof (a) 3y II.I.12 and II.3-3 we have
[ « / ■ ] *  Ag (M / n ) €  Q (G)s £.
(b) Since II / N is an abelian normal subgroup of G / N fe*J, 
we may apply II.3.7 to yield
[ll / Nj * G / CQ (M / N) »  [M / N] • (G / N) / Cg/n (M / N) ¿ 3  .
' q.e.d.
l
In view of II.T. 12 and Definition II.3.1 (b) the property 
described in (a) of II.3.8 characterises the elements of£. The 
same cannot be said of the property described in (b). For 
with 3  =0C, (2) we see that Z/+ has this property but Z^ * 3 .
One naturally asks whether the formations which are so characterised 
can bo easily described. The answer is positive and the description 
is an one would expect in view of 11.3.6.
II.3.9 Definition Let f be a map defined on the set of prime 
numbers such that f (p) is a formation for all primes p. The class 36
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is locally defined by f if 3£ is the class of groups such that«
G ft if and only if, for each prime p dividing |G|
and each p-chief factor M / N of G, (M / N)€ f (p).
The map f is called a local definition for 3i .
II.3.''0 Theorem (a) (GaschBtz [ijjj) A locally defined class 
is a saturated formation.
(b) (Lubeseder [28 |) Every saturated forination is locally 
defined.
Proof A proof of this theorem is contained in ¡26], VI, Section 7*
q
II.3.Definition Let ^  be a formation and G a group. Then 
the3 -residual. G , of G is defined to be the intersection of 
all those normal subgroups N of G with the property that G / H 
Thus G is the uniquely determined smallest normal subgroup 
of G whose factor group belongs to "S’. We say that G is $  -perfect 
if G = G . If x is a set of primes and G = G , then we say 
that G is T -perfect.
II.3. '2 Examples (a) If G is a group then G *= 
subgroup of G.
(b) If « is a set of primes then G = 0n (G).
G , the derived
TI.3. Theorem If *}■ is a formation, G a group and if in 
a homomorphism defined on G, then
(G*)? = (G<P)3'.
Proof [19], V, 13.
q.e.d.
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is locally defined by f if 3l£ is the class of groups such that« 
G*3t if and only if, for each prime p dividing |G| 
and each p-chief factor H / N of G, (M / N)€ f (p).
The map f is called a local definition for 3t.
II.3«1 0 Theorem (_a) (GaschQtz [l5j) A locally defined class 
is a saturated formation.
(b) (Lubeseder [20 |) Every saturated formation is locally 
defined.
Proof A proof of this theorem is contained in [26], VI, Section 7«
II.3.’I Definition Let 'J be a formation and G a group. Then
w >the 3 -residual, G , of G is defined to be the intersection of 
all those normal subgroups N of G with the property that G / N f'tj. 
Thus G is the uniquely determined smallest normal subgroup
of G whose factor group belongs to "S’. We say that G is $  -perfect 
if G = G .
that G is tt-perfect.
/x Ot •11.3» '2 Examples (a) If G is a group then G = G , the derived
subgroup of G.
/ \ ^  n. n . .(b; If n is a set of primes then G = 0  (G;.
TI.3. 13 Theorem If 'J" in a formation, G a group and if *P in
a homomorphism defined on G, then
(G*)?- (G<P)>.
Proof [ l 9 ] ,  V, -3.
q.e.d.
I I .3 .^  Definition Let 3£ be a class of groups and V  a formation.
We set
t j
3£.y = (G : G a group, G € .3 t), 
the formation product of 3£ with V.
II.3 «' 5 Theorem Let 36 and V  be formations. Then X U is a 
formation.
Proof [19], VII, 6.
q.e.d.
Local definitions were extensively investigated by Carter 
and Hawkes [4]. Amongst the more important ideas introduced 
by them is the notion of an integrated full local definition.
11.3. ' 6 Definitions (Carter and Hawkes [/*])• Let f be a local 
definition of the saturated formation'll.
(ji) The local definition f is said to be integrated if f (p) 
for all primes p.
(b) We say that f is full if <s>^ f (p) = f (p) for all primes p.
II.3.I? Theorem (Carter and'Hawkes [^]) Let 'U' be a saturated 
formation.
(a) There is an integrated local definition 0r3.
(b) If f1 and f are integrated local definitions of *3 then
¿ p  f 1 (P) = 6 p f2
Proof [4] Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2.
11.3. 8 Lemma If 'h  is a saturated formation and p € char (*J-) 
then
I roof Since Zpi'iJ , it is clear that ®t(p)*^ • Let P be a 
p-group. Since F / «J>(P) is an elementary abelian p-group,
we have
P e  E.3- ='3'.
* q.e.d.
It is now a straightforward corollary of II.3.17 and 
II.3.i8 to prove that every saturated formation possesses a 
unique integrated full local definition.
II.3."9 Corollary If 3  is a saturated formation then possesses 
a unique full and integrated local definition.
Proof By II.3*^7 there is an integrated definition g of 
Define f by
f (p ) =<=>p g (p)
for all primes p. Notice that if p ^  char O )  then g (p) = 0 
and hence f (p) = Let *3(f) be the saturated formation 
locally defined by f. Clearly g (p) £  f (p) and so *3'S‘iJ(f).
Let G € 3  (f) and let M / N be a p-chief factor of G. Then
Ag (M / N) « f (p) = g (p). Since (M / N) is faithfully
and irreducibly represented on M / N over Gf (p), it follows 
that 0p (Ag (M / N)) =1 and so AQ (M / N) €  g (p). Therefore 
G € 3  and we have *5 = *3 (f). It remains to check that f (p)£ ^ .
Let H < f (p) and let M / N be a p-chief factor of H with
M £ i f i W  £ 0p (H). Then, since 0p (A}1 (H / N)) - 1, we have 
A,j (H / N) «• Q (H / 0p (H)) S e ( p ) .
As H / Hg(p) €  g (pJS'J, it follows that Hfi'J-. The uniqueness 
of f follows immediately from II.3«1 7 (b).
q.e.d.
There is another result related to II.3." 8.
II.3.70 Lemma If is a saturated formation then char (3) =«-(3).
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In particular, if and p J |GI then Z^
Proof Obviously char (36) £  or (36) for any class 36. Let f be 
a local definition of*} and let p €©'(*}). Then there exists 
a group G€*3 with a p-chief factor M / N. Since A^ (K / N) ■€ f (p) 
it follows that f (p) ^ 0 and hence, by Q-closure of f (p), 
that 1 €f (p). It now follows at once that Z .v p* q.e.d.
IT.3.2^ Lemma Let *3" be a saturated formation with local 
definition f and let G €  f (p)/*"} • Then [vj *G whenever 
V is a GF (p) G-module.
Proof Let V be a GF (p) G-module and let M / N be a chief
factor of a chief series of [v]*G for G running through V. Let
q be the prime divisor of | M / N | . If V < N then there is
a chief factor M / N of G such that V G / CyG(M / N) = G / CG (Mq / NQ).
Since G«-“3 we have kQ (Mq / Nq) ^ (H / N) *  f (q). If M £ V
then Avr (M / K) « Q (G)-C f (p)n*3 . Hence V G « > .
vu q.e.d.
II. 3.22. Corollary If f is aq integrated definition of and 
G € f (p) then [v]*G« 3  for all GF (p) G-modules V.
11,3.23 Theorem (Doerk [9], 2.2) Let f be a local definition 
of the saturated formation "J.
(a) If f (p) is Sn-closed (S-closed) for all primes p then '} 
is .^-closed (respectively, S-closcd).
(b) If f is full and integrated and *5 is S^-clooed (S-closed) then 
f (p) is S^-closed (respectively, S-closed) for all primes p.
-7'5-
There is a useful local specialisation of II.3.23 (a).
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II.3.2--1 Lemma Let 1  be a saturated formation with local definition 
f and let G = V H be a primitive group with socle V and V n  H = 1 
such that Sn (G)C^J. Then Sn (H) C f  (p),viiere p is the prime 
divisor of | V | .
Proof Certainly H € f (p). Let N $) H and consider v j ^  
Clifford's Theorem, we may decompose V j N into a direct sum 
of irreducible GF (p) N-modules, viz.
V | N = ©  ... ©  Vr.
Let CL = Ker (N on V^). The V^'s may be considered as chief factors
of V N. Since V N <l G we have V and so N / (L-€ f (p). But
r
7 is faithful for N and hence 0  C. = 1 , whence N <5 R f (p) = f (p).
i= 1 0 q.e.d.
h . Ranking functions and arithmetically defined Gchunck classes 
I I . D e f i n i t i o n  (a) We denote the set of all primes by IP and the set of all sots of positive integers byjp(^. A 
map ft :fl>— >?(IN> will be called a ranking "miction. The image 
of a prime p under it will be written If )( , "l1 .! 6 !P >
then we say that ft is a full ranking function.
(¿) Let G be a group and let M / N be a chief factor of G. If p 
is the prime divisor of | H / N | then 15 / N may be considered 
as an irreducible GF (p) G-module. We set
r (M / N) = dimGF(p) M / N,
the rank of M / N. The dimension of an absolutely irreducible 
component of M / N, considered as a GF (p) G-modulo,is denoted 
ty ra (M / N) (by 1.2.10 (b) and 1.2.15 this is independent 
of choice of absolutely irreducible component). We will call 
ra (M / N) the absolute rank of M / N. Often, a module will
be considered as a chief factor of a semidirect product or, 
alternatively, a chief factor of a group will be considered as 
a module for that group. We will interchange the terms rank 
and dimension appropriately in an attempt to remain consistent 
with their common usage, and to indicate in which sense the 
chief factor or module is being thought of.
(£) Let a ranking function. Then we define the classes
•Sim and \  90 as follows:
3» = (G€<i : for all p • IP and all p-chief factors 
H / N o f C , r ( K / » ) « H p),
90 = « for all p*|P and all p-chief factors
M / N of G, ra (M / M)4 3^).
TT.^.? Examples (a) Let for all primes p. Then
90 =&■
(b) Let 4p for all primes p.. Then - W  , the class
of all supersoluble groups.
(c) Let k «IP. If K  is the ranking function defined by
* p - N  for all p* TT , and 
^ otherwise,
then clearly 3 ® )  = ^
Define by
■ i ,  - { i  ] for all p £  n , and 
= $ otherwise.
Then 3l*> - U / . 6 .  the class of supersoluble g-groups. In general 
,a c i ) / » a c4). Suppose that ^2 , 3}S If aJid consider G = Alt (*0, 
the alternating group of degree *+. The group G is primitive 
and has unique chief series
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1 < N < G
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in which | N | = 4 and | G : N | = 3* It is easy to check 
(using 1.1.7) that G e ^  OS), although G is certainly not 
supersoluble.
(d) Let 7i g p  and define R  by
= £l } for p*7T, and
Rp =IN otherwise.
Then *3 (It) is the class of 7C-supersoluble groups, which we 
shall denote U(/r) .
(jd) (Huppert [26], VI, 8.3) Let n«lN and peJP .
Define R:fP— » T i M  by
fllq - i  if q | n>
TRp - t m«IN : m | n} if p ^  n; and 
for all other q.
Then 3(8) is a saturated formation with local definition f 
defined by
f (q) - 0 if q | n»
f (p) = Ol(pn- 1 ) if p f  n: and 
f (q) '=<=> otherwise.
One of our aims in Chapter III is to characterise all those 
ranking functions R  such that *3(R) is a saturated formation.
All those classes introduced in 11.4.2 are in fact saturated 
formations. This is not always the case, as Kxample II.4.3 will 
show:
Il.'l.ji '>ev)V' Let & : P — >P(IN) be defined by 
*2 {*].
1L = IN for all odd primes p.
Let G = SL (2 ,3). The group G has a unique chief series:
1 < & G )  < F (G) < G
in which §>(G) is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G and is
of order 2, the factor F (G) / $(G) is of order and hence
of rank 2, whilst G / F (G) = Zy  Thus G / $(G) has a 2-chief 
factor of rank 2 and a 3-chief factor of rank 1 , and so G / #  (G)« 3(S). 
However, ^(G) is a 2-chief factor of G of rank I, and G ^  3  (it).
Thus 3(H) is not saturated.
We observe also for this A tint ^  . For suppose
that H €  X  a »  and that H has a non-trivial 2-chief factor,
S / T say. The absolute rank of S / T must be 2, and so appealing 
to 1.^.3,the order of H / CH (3 / T) is divisible by 2, and so
there is a 2-chief factor of H above (3 / T). In particular,
H = 02 (”' and so 0 2(h ) < H. Let Q = O^H) and let Q / B
be a chief factor of H (Q ^  1 since 2 | |H| ). But Q $ (Q / B),• .
so / B) is a 2 -group. This is a contradiction, as 3 / B
is a 2-chief factor. It therefore follows that \  (IR.)ei<~>,.
a 2
Equality follows easily.
Example II.k.3 has introduced us to a technical problem. Given
a ranking funtion &  there may exist a different ranking function
St such that (*) («.). Indeed, such functions exist
3. 3»
such that =^(5C). In the example of II.^.2 (e) take
- ^  1 . 2. 3, 6 3 * and
■tf? =IN for all primes q >7-q
Suppose that H and that H possesses a 5-chief
factor M / N of H of rank 2. Since #, = 0, the group of automorphisms
- 8 1 -
induced on H /  N is  o f 2 -order, and so by [26] ,  V I, 8 .1 , (M /  N) 
is  cyclic  o f order dividing ^  - 1 = 2b. However, « 2  - R 3 -  *  
and so (M / N) is  t r iv ia l , since (h) S B ' ,
contradicting the assumption that r  (M / N) = 2. This shows 
that i f  we take
2 ** !^
^  3 = t 1 * 3* 6 }*
^  q =K I for a l l  q £ 7 *
Then R  ^51 but ^(jR) = <3(5£)*
To avoid th is problem we look for a "canonical" ranking 
function associated with a given ranking function.
I l . b . b  Definition Let K  be a ranking function. Then minJR. and 
minaR , the minimum and absolute minimum respectively o f R , 
are ranking functions defined for a l l  p t  IP as follows s
min 5? -  { n e | N  : there exists G *  and p-ch ief factor
P 1
M / N o f G such that r  (K /  N) = n }  ,
min. , R n = f n « I N  1 there exists G fe 3 . »  and p-ch ief factor  a p t  ^
M /  N of G such that rg (M / N) = n J .
Vie c a ll Sj minimal (absolute minimal) i f  8L= min R (respectively,
R  * min R ). a
We see that minRand minaR have the desired properties. 
11.b . j  Lenma Let X  be a ranking function.
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(a) *3 (min Jt)  = "3 (R);
* 4  (minaR) = > a (R).
(b) minRp G  ^ p \
f  for a l l  p filP .
min ?R £ ®  Ja p P
(c) I f  f t  is  another ranking function and
*3(8) = ^ ( 3 1 )  OR) =*3: ( f t )  ) . then min ft . = minft-
a . a .
(respectively, min.tR. = min,R. ).
(d) For a l l  p c f p ,
min^ p = n r f p. and
min ft = HR. a p p
'■ ••here in the former case the intersection is  taken over a l l  
ranking functions f t  with *3 (ft) =^(<*) and in the la tte r  case 
over a l l  the ranking functions ft. with*"3  ^ (ft) =t3 a (ft)»
Proof (a), (b), and (_£) are clear from the definition s, (d) 
follows from (b) and (c ) .
q.e.d.
Because o f I I . ^.5 we may henceforth assume that each ranking 
function we consider is either minimal or absolute minimal. 
depending on the context, unless otherwise stated.
In order to simplify language, we introduce the following 
terms.
I I . 4.6 Definitions (a) Let R  be a ranking function and le t  
G bo a group. We say that the p-chief factor M / N o f G is  
R-a/lmissible i f  r (M / N )€ ftp , and R ^-admissible i f  ra (M / N ) * ^ .  
(b) A formation *3 is sai d to be ranked_Jr^_ft i f  (R) and
absolutely ranked by ft. i f  ** = \  ( f t  for some ranking function R - .
- 8 3 -
II .'l .7  Lcnma Let *3 be a formation ranked by R  . Then G € 
i f  and only i f  every chief factor of G is flt-admissible.
Sim ilarly, i f  3  is  absolutely ranked by3?.then G i 'S  i f  and 
only i f  every chief factor o f G is  36 -admissible.cl
Proof Immediate by d efinitio n .
q .e .d .
We observed in Example 11.4.3 that given the ranking 
function R  then (81) need not be saturated. However s
II.4.8 Theorem Let 81 be a ranking function. Then and
X  w  are both formations.
Proof Vie shall show that >a &  is  a formation. That
is  a formation is  proved sim ilarly .
X M .  jLs_^closed: Let G and N $ G. Consider a chief
series of G running through N and le t  S /  T be a chief factor
with N $ T. Then S /  T is  an irreducible G /  N-module, and
it  is  clear that (S /  N) /  (T /  N) is a ch ief factor of G /  N
such that 3 /  T = (S /  N) /  (T /  N) as G /  N-modules, and
r (S /  T) = r  ((S / N) /  (T /  N )). Since each chief factor
of G /  N appears in th is manner, i t  follows that each chief
factor of G /  N is  8^-admissible. Hence G /  Nfc (SJ).
(¿R) is  R^-closcd: By I I . 2.7 i t  suffices to show that i f
and 11 are normal subgroups o f a group G such that
(G /  N ,, G /  (32) then G /  N1 o  fe (JR). We consider
I,wo chief series of G running through N., n and N1 1L,
one passing through N1and the other passing through Np. Since
G /  N1 e \  ( »  we see that the chief factors o f G above
are 92 -admissible. Sim ilarly, the chief factors o f G above N_
are 82 -admissible. Considered as G-groups, we have the isomorphism a
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G
Figure ?..
N, / N, o N2 = H, N2 / N2
and go the chief factors of G between N! ( \ and N ^ are in one-
to-one correspondence with the chief factors of G between Ng and
N| N?f corresponding chief factors being G-iscmorphic, and
hence of the same absolute rank. Thus we deduce that those
chief factors of G between N, n and ;; are ^-admissible, and therefore
all chief factors of G above \\f\ N_ a r e R  -admissible.
It is therefore a natural question to ask when a ranked 
formation is saturated. We are also motivated by quite different
reasons. In recent work, Gaschfits [l8] has investigated the 
existence and conjugacy of the so-called generalised Sylow subgroups.
This notion has been generalised by Hawkes i?A],
IT,^.9 Definition (a) We denote the set of prime powers by IP .
irxxfilP*. then we set £2. =in so.
■*
(b) Let G be a group andi"l£lP7 We call G an fl-group if 
|G s u | €0  whenever U < • G.
*
(_c) (Gaschtltz [i8j) Let G be a group and W  £  in A subgroup 
S of G is a Sylow fl-subgroup of G if 3 is anfl-group and whenever 
3 $ K $ H £ G then |H s K|-€ Cl .
*
(d) (Hawkes [2^]) Let G be a group and Cl £  IP. A subgroup 
S of G is a Gaschtltz fl-subgroup of G if S is an fl-group and 
whenever 3 ^ K < » H ^ G  then | H s Kl-co!.
11.^. tO Sxample Let JT £  IP and set i”J to be the set of all 
powers of primes in7T. Then the Sylowfl-cubgroupsof a group G 
coincide with its Gaschtltz 0-subgroups. They are precisely 
the Halln -subgroups of G.
Since Sylow o- subgroups are Gaschtltz (2-subgroups, it is 
the latter concept which is of most interest. In Q&J, Hawkes
shows that Gaschtltz O-cubgroups, if they exist in a group, are
projectors for certain Schunck classes, the general form 
of which is described in the next definition.
TI.,1.11 Definition (a) Let G be a primitive group with 
socle N . We set & G = I N I •
(b) Let Cl Q r. We »rrite(GelP s $g f C l ) .
It follows from 11.2.6 (b) that in P-closed, and so is a
Schunck class. We call a Oni.chtlts class.
I I . /P."2 Lemma Let C l S IP . Then
= (G t if M < •G then | G : M \<C1 )
Proof Get (G : if H < *G then |G : K|*fl ).
-8>
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Let G-C PT^. If N 6 G such that G / N€ >* then it follows 
fora II.1.9 that there is a maximal subgroup H of G such that 
N = ccre^ (h ) . Clearly H / N complements the socle of G / N 
and so d(G /.) = | G / N s H / N | = | G j h | « Q .  Since every
maximal subgroup of G is associated with a primitive quotient
of G in this manner (again by II.1.9) we see that G€.'Q , and for
the same reason, t\ £  P .
°  q.e.d.
Although a -projector of a group G is not necessarily 
a Gaschtttz il-subgroup of G - indeed a group G need not possess 
such subgroups for a particular choice of C l - Hawkes is able 
to characterise the Gaschfltz classes PT^j for which the projectors 
in G arc always the Gaschfltz il-subgroups of G. We are not 
concerned with the existence of Gaschtltzft-cutgroups in this 
thesis but rather with the GaschOtz classes. In particular, 
a central question is: for what sets is PFfl.a
saturated formation? The totality of such classes turns out 
to bo precisely the ranked saturated formations. Before proving 
this statement formally, we prove a useful elementary lemma.
II./K'I3 Loraia Let 3£ be a Q-closed class and lety be a formation. 
If G is of minimal order in , then G has a unique minimal
normal subgroup. If is in addition saturated, then G is 
primitive.
Proof Let N 1 and 11 ^  be minimal normal subgroups of G and suppose 
that N, n  N0 =1 . S i n c e i s  (^-closed, the minimal choice of 
G forces G / for i - 1 , 2. Hence, by II.2.7 (a),
G = G / N, , contrary to the choice of G. We therefore
deduce that G has a unique minimal normal subgroux», N say. Suppose
-*7-
that V  is also saturated. Since G / we raust have N n  #(G) =1 ,
and so by II.1.2 (b) there is a complement H of N in G. The 
uniqueness of N forces Core^ , (H) =1 , and so by II. 1.9, G is 
primitive.
II.fy.Proposition The following statements are equivalent 
for a class
(a) 'ft is a GaschOtz class and a formation.
(£) \  is a ranked saturated formation.
Proof ( a)^(b). Let & «  iP be such that l -  and 
define a ranking function R  by
kp- l  »«in. p"‘ n.)
for 6<ich p^ s» IP • If G € and H < *G then by II.1.9 and 11,1.12,
| G s MI is the order of a complemented q-chief factor 3 / T of G 
for some q-€ IP. Since r (5 / T)^ R  we have 
|G s Ii| - |3 : T | « n  .
3y IT. IK 12 therefore, G -6 FT^and we have
«  Ft a  •
Suppose, on the other, that G'is of minimal order in
By II.^.13, the group G has a unique minimal normal subgroup,
N say. Since is a formation, it follows from II.3.7 that
[N] • Ag (N) -6 Pfn . Hence, if CQ (N) > II then |> ] • AQ (N)* £  (R),
and r (ll) must lie in R y  where p is the prime divisor of |n | .
Since G / N ^  '¡¡}(R), it follows that every chief factor of G 
is d?-admissible, and hence that G <■ 3  (ft). Since this is against 
the choice of G, our last supposition must have been false, 
forcing N = C (N). Now G is primitive. Let H < *G withV4
N.H -- G. Then |N| - |G : H|«fl by II.'M2. But again
_ —
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this implies that N isR-admissible as a chief factor of G, 
implying that G €  3(*). This contradicts the choice of G, 
proving the result in this direction.
(b)=^(a). Let R b e  the (minimal) ranking function such that
it
, and define by
f l  = { p n i P-6 IP and n « « p / &} •
The argument now runs just as in (a) to prove that 
q.e.d.
Thus to characterise tls saturat'd rankInj functions is to 
nharacto:lse the G'TehWtm classes which are formations. We shall 
-co that -e simultaneously characterise those Gaschtttz classes 
which r.re subgroup closed.
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Chapbcr III. Ranked saturated formations.
It is convenient to divide the characterisation of ranked 
saturated formations into two parts. In the first part we 
investigate the behaviour of ranking functions defining saturated 
formations and the second part will contain the characterisation
theorems.
1, Ranking functions for saturated formations
In this sectionR will always be a ranking function with 
3(R) saturated a n d w i l l  be an arbitrary ranking function.
Recalling the general, hypothesis in Section •'+ of Chapter II, 
we assume that R. and A are minimal. By II.3«’9 we can choose f
to be the unique full, integrated local definition of
Our first result about R  is extremely easy to prove.
III.'1.1 Lemma For all primes p,
&  4 0 if and only if 1 .P P
Proof That 1 ■€& implies that 4 0 is trivial. If £  / 0 ----- P P , P
there is a group G €  3(R) such that p I | G | (here we use the
minimality ofR). By II.3«20 we have Z «  and hence 1 € R. .
P P q.e.d.
Further progress is not possible without the next result.
The succinctness of its statement belles the complexity of its 
proof*.
TIT.1.? Theorem ^(¡R) in Enclosed. In parU*!^ Ilf) f®v *U p<P.
Proof We prove that f (p) is 3 -closed for all primes p, and 
apply II.3.23 (a). To this end we choose a group G of minimal
- 9 0 -
orvler subject to the followin'; condition:
& )  ? c *  f (?) for some prime p and there is a subnormal 
subgroup of G not belonging to S l i d -  
We aim for a contradiction.
The minimality of G with property (*) implies that there is
a maximal normal subgroup M of G with f (p). Since every
i i
subgroup of an abelian group/,isomorphic to a quotient of that
group, wc can assume that 
(l_) G is not abelian.
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G, and let t be the 
prime divisor of | !I | . If N H then N M = G and N n  M = 1 
by II.1.7, yielding
M = N M / N  = G / N « f  (p),
a contradiction. Hence N 6 M. Suppose N, is also a minimal 
normal subgroup or G with H1 O N  = 1. Vie must again have N, iC H.
Now, M / il ^  G / H <  f (p), and so the minimal choice of G gives
M / H « r  (p)
and similarly, M / H, €  f (p). But now we have 
M = H / N, H H « R 0 f (p) = f (p), 
a contradiction. We have therefore shown that
(£) N is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G and 1' / N€ f (p). 
We wish to show that M €  (fi). Since M / N €  f (p) C *3(jl),
it is sufficient to prove that M / Cj. (N) ^  f (t); for if R / S 
is a chief factor of M below N (i.e. if R £ N) then we have 
H / (R / S) € Q (M / C. (N)) £  f (t) since N in abelian. This
will show that the chief factors of H arc all fc-admisoible, and
hence M ■€ Now, because N may be considered as a chief
factor of G i  * ( W .  we have G / (N) <  f (t). Of course,
N $ CQ (N), and so |G / CG (N)| < |g I . As

We aim to contradict the last two stalements ((5) and (3a))t 
the notation introduced in the preceding paragraph is regarded as 
fixed for the rest of this proof.
Inspection of Clifford's Theorem if V j H is not homogeneous,
and of (a) otherwise, yields
(6) r - q or r - dog^ pc.
Vie proceed by proving a series of statements, commencing
with
(2) r j  <V-‘Cq £ ’
Suppose to the contrary that r = deg^ p . Tins can only 
happen if V | ^ is homogeneous, and by 1.3.11 (a) we therefore 
have q ^ p. Vie also notice that = 1 for 1 1-i 4 r. Let Q = Z .^
Then Q €  Q (G) £  f (p) C. ^ (K)* Let T  be a non-trivial irreducible 
submodule of the K (H x  Q)-modulc V 9 ,. W. By 1.1.7 the dimension 
of W is deg^ p and if 1^ is an absolutely irreducible character of 
W then | K (^) s K \ -  deg^ P* Urom 1.4.12 we get
dimK T - f|k (<f>) : K| , |k ty) : K|].ra (V.,) .1 
= [e » deCq P ]-ra (V,)
- deg^ pe . |K s K| . ra (V,)
= degq pe,r (V, ) = r (v)£ 3?^.
Cincc M • it therefore follows that every chief factor
of [t J .(M x Q ) K e r  (M x Q on T) is ^ -admissible and so, 
with J = M " Q / Kor (M x Q on T), we have J €  f (p). By 1.4.13, 
the group J is a central product of M with Q. It is now evident 
that M €• <1 (J) r (p), contradicting our choice of M and proving (7). 
(0) Hither p - n or p /q - 2.
Suppose to the contrary that p / q and q / 2. Let S be .an
cxtraspecial group of order q^ and let U bo a faithful irreducible 
H-nodule over 1C. By T.4.7 the dimension of U is q deg p and if
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Y  in an absolutely irreducible character of 'J then 
|K (Y) i K| = degq r by 1.4.8.
Case 9a : 7 I is homogeneous. By I.3»12 (c) we have 
dcCq p I |K CP,) s K | . Let T be an irreducible submodule of 
the K (M x 3)-nodule V1 0  K U, noticing that C. = 1 for 1^1$ r 
in this case. By 1.4. 12 wo have
dim;i T = [|K (?, ) s K | , deg^ p J . r % ( ) . q
= |K Cf,) « K I . ra (V,) . q 
= r (Vt) . q = r ('/)efl?p.
Hence [i ] • (M x s ) /  Ker (M x 3 on T)€*3CR) and 
J - (M x s )  / K er (l: x E on l) belongs to f (p). By 1.4.13 the 
group J is a central product of M and 3. If ( I Z (M) | , q) = 1 
then J - x 3, implying that M € Q (j) £  f (p), against (¿a).
Go q | |Z (k )| . By assumption q / 2, and so, since Z (M) and 
Z (Q) are cyclic, there exist at least two distinct central 
subgroups A ( and of M x 3 satisfyingCD Aj
(ii) M x E / ^  J, and
(iii) A^  n  Z (ti) = 1  = A ^ n  Z (3)
for j« £1 i 2}. In particular, M / A . €  f (p) for j = 1,2,J
and since A^ * i we conclude that H f (p) = f (p),
again contradicting the choice of K.
Case fb ; V j .. is not homogeneous. Since Z^ € Q ( C ) S f  (p ) 
we have 2 x G  €  f (p), where ' l "  Z^. Let W bo a non-trivial 
M’lvviur:iblc " 'J-no.lulo over '( and let br' an absolutely irreducible 
character of Vi. Then by 1.1 .7* dim^ W • l K (*) : X | = deg p.
Let G bo an irreducible submodule of the K (G - (j)-module 
I $  ,, W. 3y 1.4.12 then,
i t
dimx S = [ | K (%) i K| , |K (tj) , K | ] . ra (V) . I
-9!+-_ •
= [d • de-q P]* ra W  ’ 1
= degq pd . I K QC) » K | . ra (V)
= degq Pd • r 0 0
SinceG x 1 <  f (p) we have [s ] • (G x Q) / Xer (Gx (J on S) fe 3(R)
and r,o
r (S) = deg pd.r (v)6fi .q P
ilow let T be .an irreducible subnodule of the X (M /C^ x 3)-nodule 
7. ® U .  Again appealing to 1.4.12, and noticing that X (JR) = X 0C)I I\ 1
by 1.3*3» we get
dimK T = [lX (9, ) « K| , |K (¥) « K | ]. ra (V^ . q 
- [| X (X) « X | , degq p ] ra (Vj) . q 
« degq pd . | X (*) * K| . ra (V^ . q 
= dojq pd . |X (f,) * X I . ra (V,) . q 
= degq pd . r (7^ . q 
= degq pd . r ( v) 6fltn-
As in Case 8a, using 1.4.13, we now deduce that a central 
product of M / C.^ with Elies in f (p), implying that M / €  f (p)
and contradicting (j>a). Tlius (8) is proven.
(£) G is not primitive.
Suppose to the contrary that G is primitive, and let H be
a complement of N in G. We set M = M O H and recall that t iso
the prime divisor of |N| . Then H €  f (t) and the minimality
of G with (if) forces MQ ■€ f (t). By II.l.lR there is an integer
n such that (jt x .^ . x NJ«H is faithfully and irreducibly
represented on a module, X cay, over X of dimension m | H |,
• I *where m I m = deg^ . p. Let X = K x ..(. x 7, the socle of 
[ h x .... *iJ*H. Considering X I ^  and applying Clifford’s
Tfc-JO BWWWilWMMWrWBMIf « ^  tW M » # & * b jn s  - J * 1
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Theorem, we see that m dim,^  X. Let q jf ... , q^ be the set 
of distinct primes in IP^{t , q} such that 
b, t>k r
dim^  X " i  q° qfl ....q^  tC with b1, ... , b^ fi IN and
b , c €llS|uJO] . Let q1 J |H| . Then b = 0 only if q » t
or q^ | m / m (and these events arc mutually exclusive '.). 
Since N * H  6 Rq (G) £. f (p) we have from II.3-22 that
dimv X € ¡R. . Notice also thatK p
N*M  «  n (N M ) = R (M) £^(02).0 o N o' o x/ v 
Vic consider X N*M. is an irreducible X N Mo-module o
then it must even be Taithful for N Mq. In particular we have
[X J-N* H -6 *3 (R) and hence M €. Q (N* MQ) C f ( p ) .  So X I ^
I o
4* *must reduce. Choose an irreducible K N MQ-subfnodulef X say, 
of X and let f  be an irreducible character of X . Set 
X (f*) = GF (p^). If X | were the sum of deg^ p1" copies of
X then we could use the argument employed in the proof of (7) to 
deduce that N^ * M , and hence M, lies in f (p), against the 
choice of M. Inspection of Clifford's Theorem and I.3»12 (a)
leads us to the conclusion that X I is a direct sum of q
1 * 0  _Jf V *irreducible K N H -modules, and so dim,, X = q.dim XO K. K. The
ja 4hfaithfulness of X for N K means that K may not act trivially 
on X*, so by Clifford's Theorem and 1.1.7 we have m | dim X* and 
therefore q | dim^ X / m. We can therefore discount the possibility 
that q^  | n / m , and no
b = 0 only if q = t.
Since |h | <  | G | we have Sn (H) £  f (t). Thus if SL / Tj_
in a q.-chief factor of H for 1 £ i 4 k wc find that
Z *  Q (S.)fef (t). 
ql 1
Similarly,
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zq ^ f (t).
Hence by II.3.2), we see that E (q.^  , tj-e^fljl) for H i  ¿k, 
and 3 (q , t) d *3 (JJ2) if q f  t. Set E/= E (q^ , t), let 
be a faithful, irreducible E^-module over X for 1 <i ^ k, 
and lotYi be an absolutely Irreducible character of U^, 1 <i ^ k.
By I.^.IO we have
dimK = n i  qi
where | deg^ p, and by I.^.ll,
|K (fj) « K| = n..
So an irreducible K (Y^) Ej—module affording Y p  has dimension q^.
Let gd IN be such that tw "|" pm - 1 and define Z to be a cyclic 
group of order s, whore s is defined as follows:
T+O
,S+ 1
,g+h+c-2
if t / 2,
if t = 2 and c € £ o , J } ,
if t = 2 and c = 2,
if t = 2, 2h J p + l and c > 2.
Appealing to 1.1.6 (c) and 1.1.7 we see that Z has a faithful 
and irreducible module Y of dimension m t over K. If ( is an 
absolutely irreducible character of Y then | X (J) ,X| *■ m tC.
Set
k b.
.1 = Z x X XJ E.,
1 >l I I J
and lot T1 bo an irreducible submodule of ttio X Jt -module
Si - T © k O k <| K V
' t a w ? . .. »/ •» • . : .Æ  ! . ■ :lïL ït llW --.V ::i^ . ..f j•••■/.; . ::•• -•*.,• ...• j
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By I. '+. 12,
v b .
dimK T, = [ |K (Ç) « K| , l.c.m.{|K (fi) : K | s 1 4 i i k ]]. Tl T T  <1
b. v
= |K (J) : K|. q, ... q^k
+ c bl bk= m t qi ..• qk •
IP b = 0 then dim„ T1 = dim.. X<.® . Otherwise we have q / t. Let 
5 ** S (q , t) and let U be a faithful, irreducible 3-module over 
K with absolute irreducible character Y. Arguing as above, we see 
that an irreducible submodule T,, of the K ( E x  3 x J1)-module
U 0,, ... © K U O , f W1 has dimension m q q ( • • *q^ t
sot
f if b = 0
\ j2 if b / 0
J =
T = l 1
if b = 0
if b / 0
We
and so we have dim., T = dim,, X « R  . By constructionK. K p
J C ?  (JR), and so every chief factor of [ T ] ‘ J is R-admissible. 
It is easy to apply I.if.13 and deduce that T in faithful for J.
Kenco
[t )»J € ^  (R) and J €  f (p).
•tow let ” be a cyclic croup of order |l | / t tip 7- f  \,  
and 7 - 7 .  otherwise. Define 7  6 Q (j)S. f (p) by
J -
k b .
X XJ - 
j=l i-1 “J
E x bif x 3 x Ji
if b = 0
if b / 0.
- 9 f -
A now familiar argument using 1.4.12 and 1.4.13 proves 
the existence of a faithful irreducible 7-module T over K of 
dimension
dim^ T =
qc- I
*
tc
if b = 0
if b ji 0.
Therefore
_  JL
dim^ T = dim^ T / q = dim^ X / q = dim^ X .
Since J € f (p) it follows that that |t ]-7  0 ( R )  and hence 
dim^ X* = dim^ T 4 ^ .  This means that [x*J • N* fe 3" (R.) 
since all its chief factors are^-admissible, and thus
N * M q / Ker (N*Nq on X*) *  f (p).
Now, X* was arbitrarily chosen as an MQ-cubmodule of X and 
becuace X is faithful for II^  M we deduce thato
N * M o 6 R o f (p) - f (p),
This yields the contradiction
M = N Kq «  Q (H*Mo) £  f (p),
provins (9).
(10) e  f (p) ; if t / s-cfP and s | |G I thon 5 (c . t) €  3  (¡g)
if p / s^jP and s j Ici» thon deg, p^ . r (Y) 6-3^.
If G is a t-sroup then Z^ é Q (G) fi f (p), so let n be a 
prime such that t / s | I G I. Since H is the unique minimal 
normal subgroup of G we hâve 0. (G) = ? (G). Thus by II.1.17
- 9 9 -
thero is a complemented t-chicf A / B of G on which a Sylow 
s-subgroup of G acts non-trivially. By II.1.12 we have 
J = [A / B]* Aj, (A / B) •€ Q (G) £  f (p) 
and s | | Aq (A / B) I by choice of A / B. Since G is not 
primitive.we must have I J I ^  I G I and so by the minimal 
choice of G with (•#) we see that Sn (j)£ f (p). In particular, 
Zt «  Q (F (J))S f(p).
Similarly, |AG (A / B) I < | G I and so Sn (Ag (A / B)) S  f (t). 
Since r, | | AG (A / B) | , there is an s-chief factor X / Y of
A„ (a / 3  ^nn1 then wo have
Zs *  Q (X) «  f (t),
and so
S (s , t) «  3(R)
by 11.3 22.
Now suppose that s was chosen so that p / s | | G I and set 
F = 3oc (j) with A / B and J as above. Then F X / F Y is an 
s-chief factor of J and we have
Zs «  Q (F X) (p) 
since F X $1 J. Then G x €  f (p).
Vie now have G *  5 i f  (p), whore S '¿3. Let W be a non­
trivial irreducible S-module over X, and let ^  be an absolutely 
irreducible character of W. Let T be an irreducible submodule 
of the K (G x S)-module V 0,^ W. By 1.1.7 we deduce that 
dim^ W = | X fy) s K I = deg^p.
Using I.^.12, therefore, we have
dimK T = [|K (%) i X |, degE pJ . r& (v)
- dego pd . |X (X) : K| . ra (v)
= Aeg pd . r (V).s
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Since G x 3 €  f (p) we have [?]• (G x 3) / Ker (G x 8 on T) i  ^(R). 
and so
dimK T - degs pd.r (v)€ .
(11) G is nob a q-group.
Suppose that G is a q-group. By l A . $  then, r (V) = q^.deg p 
for some b. Let g be the positive integer such that qe J pC -1 , 
where we set c = deg^ p. Define Z to be a cyclic group of 
order q", where s is defined as follows:
g + b if q / 2
b if q = 2 and b € [ 0 ,1J
g + 1 if q = 2 and b = 2
g + h + b - 2 if q = 2, 2h J p +1
and b > 2.
It is easily checked, using 1.1.7 and 1.1.6 (c) that Z is faithfully 
and irreducible represented on a module W of dimension c.q^ over K.
Since c.qk = r ('/)CW_, every chief factor of [wj • Z isr
R-admissible, and we have
Z *  f (p).
As we require that q | r (V), we can ignore the possibility that 
b = 0. Define Z €  Q (Z) to be the cyclic group of order I Z I / q. 
Then ”  •€ f (p) and is faithfully and irreduoibly represented on a 
module V? of dimension c.q*3“  ^over K. Since we must have 
[-]. z <=3(r ) we conclude that
c.q 13-1 =* r (V) / q = r (V1 )€ $ p ,
against (jj).
c ?) if p / s *. IP and r j | G I, then deg, p° - dcg_ nd.
Suppose to the contrary. Since d = q.o by 1.3.12 (b), 
wo deduce that deg pC = q.deg pd. Let S - Z^ and let V be aC S G
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non-trivial irreducible K S-module. By 1.1.7» dim,^  = degg p.
Let T be an irreducible submodule of the K (M / x s)-module 
V1 © k we have
dimK T = [| K CPi) « K | , degs p] . r& (7,) .1
= deg8 pe |K OPi ) « K |. ra (V^
= q degs pd r (Vt)
= degc pd.r (V)€ "ftp (by (10)).
Thus every chief factor of [t ] *(M / 0^ x S) / Ker (K / x S on T) 
isR-admiscible, and we see that L / Ker (L on T) € f (p),
where we set L = M / x 3. By I . 13 the group
L / Ker (L on T) is a central product of M / G1 x S and so 
wo have that
M / C, €  q (L / Ker (L on T)) C f  (p),
against (5a).
(J2) P / <1-
Suppose that p = q. Then V |  ^cannot be homogeneous by 
1.3.11- (a). So by 1.3.3 we have K (X) = K (ft). Since p t 
it follows from (10) that E (p , t)-6 ■J«). Let E « E (p , t) 
and l^t U be a faithful, irreducible E-module over K with 
absolutely irreducible character^"• Let ^ ^  \  and let 
W be a non-trivial irreducible S-module. By I.'t.lO and I.^.ll 
wo have
dim^ U - n. p, where n | dog^ . p
and
| X (T) s K | - n.
Si ice dim,, (/ - deg. n it follows from I.^.l? that if T is an 
irreducible submodule of the X (M / C ^ x E x  3)-module
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'¡1 Oi- 'J O !( thcn
dim,, T - [|K (fy : K | , [n ,degt pjj . rft (V,) . p
= [| K CP,) « K| , degt p] . ra (7,) . p
= degfc p° . |K (fj) : K| . rft (7^ . p
= degt pd . r (V,) . p (using (12))
= deg. pd r (V)€it by (lO).
1 ' P
Setting L = M / C , x E x S  the usual argument using 1.4.13 shows 
that M / C, (L / Ker (L on T)) C  f (p), against (5a).
Q£t) - ln i? ■ lli -z r o v v ^
3y (8) and (13) we have p / q « 2. Suppose that s€. IP\l2 . Pj 
and s | | G |. Since R, ^ it Follows from III.1.1 that
3 (2 , s) ■€ 3 $ ) .  Let E = E (2 , s), let U be a faithful 
irreducible 3-nodule over K and let Y  be an absolutely irreducible
character of U. Let W be a non-trivial irreducible 3 ^ Z -module.s
■flu'ii
and
dim^ U = 2 n where n | degs p
| K OK) i K | - n.
If T is an irreducible submodule of the !C (M / x E x S)-module 
Y1 O  .. d 0  W, then arguing as in (13) we see that 
dim,, T = deg„ pd r (v)€. ¿8, , and hence that M / C 1 € f  (p), 
again con trad Ic ting (5a).
(IS) -• (p . -*0 « r (lO-
Lot Q = 0^ (G). Since Cp (G) - 1 and G is not a 2-group
we must have 1 / Q. Let Q / B be a chief factor of G. Evidently
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2 | | Q. / B | , and, by construction, wc must have 0^ ( (q / 3))/1 . 
3y II.3.8 (b) we have J = £q  / b J • Aq ( Q /  B) fif (p). Since 
G is not primitive we deduce that | J | < | G | , and so 
Sn ( j ) S f  (p) • If P is a minimal normal p-subgroup of (Q / B) 
then f (j) P ■€, f (p) and it follows easily that 
E (P , 2 ) €  Q (F (J)  P) C £  (p).
(16) 02 (G) - G.
i t  itSuppose to the contrary and let M 1^ *G with | G : M | = p.
r\ '! (13) we infer that f (p). Let L = M o V* . Since
L vi H* and 3 (li*) £  f (p), we have L ■€ f (p). Thus if '/* is an
Irreducible submodule of | then r In particular,
V1 | ^ must bo reducible, and, by 1.3.11 (a), cannot be 
homogeneous. By Clifford's Theorem, therefore, p.r (V*)-r(V,).
Let ’J be a faithful irreducible S = E (p , 2)-nodule over K.
It is easily checked from 1.4.10 and 1.4.11 that U is absolutely 
irreducible and has dimension p. By 1.4.12 then, Q U is 
an irreducible K (L / Ker (L on V*) x 3)-nodule of dimension 
r (V*).p = r  (^). Since L / Ker (L on V*) x 3 *  f (p), the
implication now is that r (V1) € , contrary to (jj).
Uz) The final contradiction.
Again let U be a faithful irreducible E = E (p , 2)-module 
over X. Then V U is an irreducible G x W-module over K,
and so, as G x S <  f (p), we infer that dim^ (V0,, U) = p.dim,^ V € 2?p.
Lot Q = 02 ,2 (g ). By (ll) and (1.6) and because t / p »0 have
1 < Q < 0 2 (G) < G.
Let !J / B be a chief factor of G. Clearly, 2 | | Q / B | . Let 
W(2) be the class of 2-nilpotent groups. One sees easily that 
f i t  2) is a formation and that Q = Since Q / B is an abelian
.10/4—
orn.l : ubgroup of G / 3 and (3 / 3/^'*^ - *1 / 3 by II..,. j,
It "ollovft; from ['»], Theorem j . I J  that <1 / 3 is complemented in
G / 3, and hence that 1 / 3 is a complemented chief factor of G.
Hence / b ] • A- (Q / 3) £  d(G). If p f |A, ( 4 / 5)| then we have
(1 / d) -1 and if h is a ¡-axim.nl subgroup of G complementing 1 / 3,
then K <1*G. ’Je further have Q H * G and ^ O K  •- 3. But now, if
fc Gyl (G) then 3 f / 3 $ G / .3, for 3 - $. K, G / 3 - 1 J  3 x H / 3,
a. o f
an 1,clearly, 1 '* / 3 0' (ii / 3). Non, G ; ’> ;; i:; a ?-group. But
O • ^
thin tmplios that i = O'* ' '(g ) ^ 3, a contradiction. Therefore
f | I A, (CJ / 3)|. Giiice A« ('J / 3) €  f(?) and
(A, (0 / 3)) =■ A„ {'l !  3), *«3 rial that there is e noil-trivial
J  -J
p-chimf "actor 0 (A) / 3 of A » A, (l / :>), and using the Schur- 
'• n!i'”.v theorem we .lcluce that this chi..' factor is complemented
' 1 Hence
t • [ "(A) / )] * A / 3a (0? (A) / D) 6 o (A) C. f(2).
since A = 02' (A), the quotient A / (0~ (a ) / D) is a non-trival
°-group. Wo can now use the Tact that G (I-) C  f'(f) to deduce 
that J (2 , p) £ f(?). Let Y be a .faithful, Irro-taelUd 1 (" , p>- , ’ ’.1 eve-; Gf (?) an1 let ?•- [fj. , (? , . O C ^ R -  12.1.1*
'h r Is ••.a int .gcr n such that .•'*-= ['/ :: ,ft. Y]* J (? , p) is 
faithfully and irreducibly v : : j On• .s'- 1 <• 1 a • ¡ulo ’ <> ' dl'i-'u: Ion 
\  :v ", ~ ’ this nolule lust b. ab • .lot-1, VrroJ.ucible. Hence
’ y T.-'i.l?, iC (ii / C| x is irrslucibly rr.prenontod or. the module 71 O  - of dimension r (Y1) . 0 p - p.r (V)ill,. How,
* €  ::o (G) S  ^ (K), so every chief factor of f/, O  I; "J * M / C, x F*
is ^ -admissible (observe that Q.„ ” is faithful for M / G1 x F* 
v  I.Mj) anl SO firstly
h o .  v .l* ’’/ 1 * *  6  ^ R )
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and hence, secondly,
*
M /  C 1 x ?  €  f  (p).
But now th is contradicts (5a) and the proof is  complete.
q .e .d .
Ill.1.3 Corollary I f  t  is  a prime, G f  (p) and t  J | G | , 
then Z^ € f  (p).
Prop T There is  a t-c h ie f factor X / Y o f G. Thenzt M ( x ) C f  (p);
for since X G, we have X f  (p) by I I I .  1 .2.
q .e .d .
With Theorem I I I . 1.2 behind us we can make rapid progress. 
We need some d efinition s:
I I I .T A  Definitions (a) I f  m is  a positive integer such that 
whenever p iP and p j m, then we say that m is^&-potent, 
(b) Let ra and f  be positive integers and p be a prime. I f  
and are positive integers such that is  square-free, 
p j” and m -  m^  dog^ p^, then we c a ll the (ordered) pair
ma’ mb a h -facto risatio n  of n, and denote this pair by
name m f  fa p -absolute part of m and a p -base part of m.
I I I . 1.5 Troposition. A positive integer m belongs tofljp for 
some prime p iT and only i f  i t  has the folloviing properties:
(a) Micro ex is 1.8?-potent Integers ni and m^ such that ^ , in^ J p 
is a p-factorisation of m.
(b) I f  q «  IP and q | m^ , then either
(i)  q J mb, or
( i i )  there is  a prime r such that r I in^  and
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S ( 4  . r ) € l «  -  equivalently,
deCg rfc 6 lr . In fa c t, 3 (q , r) *  f  (p) 
for a l l  such r .
(c) deg^ and, equivalently, Z  ^ •€ f  (p).
(d) I f  r J (ir.a , mb) then f  (p) contains every extraspecial 
r-group. In particular,
r*1 deg p€®i„ for h ^  0. r p
Prop f  Suppose fir s t  that m£ 5?^ for some prime p. Because of 
the assumed minimality of TR., there is  a group G •€ f  (p) having 
a fa ith fu l, irreducible module, V say, over K = Gi’ (p) of 
dimension m. By I.^+. f^ there is  a p-decomposition l ma • “ bJp 
of m such that*
( I)  e*P (Soc (G)) | mb ;
(?) P \  V
(¿) mb is square-free;
(il) ma nb | 1G 1 *
Since (**) holds, m^  and mb are certainly R-potont (as G ^  f  ( p ) £ * ij( jl) ) , 
so (a) is  already proven.
Let
be the frime decomposition of m , where for H i  4 k we havea
q. | but q^ “j" mb, whilst rj | (m& , mb) for 1 $ j $ 1. l^ ix
1 , ... , k j .  Since (l) holds, q.^  ^  | Soc (G) I . Hence by
II.i.l 7, if 3 « Syl (G), then there is a complemented t,-chief
qi 1
factor X / Y of G, where t^ is a prime dividing | F (G) I , on
which S acts non-trlvially- V/e have:
[x /  Y ] • A_ (X /  Y) € Q (G) C  ^(JR.)
| Ag (X / Y) I , it followsand no Ac (X / Y) -€.f (t). Since q.^  J
fromHT.1.3 that Z f (t), whence 
qi
e (qt , tA) €^ ( R ) .
Because tj | | Soc (G) I we certainly have ti | by (l) above.
The first part of (b) is now proven.
To each prime q^ we associate a prime t^, 1 i ^ k, with 
tj^  j mb and S (q.^  , tj)« ^  (ft.). Set = E (qi , t ^  and 
lot U. be a faithful, irreducible E.-module over K for U i  i k. 
Lot "4^  be an absolutely irreducible character of IL. By 1.4. 10 
and 1.4.11 there is an integer n^ for 1 i i i k with n^ | deg.^ p
and :
din,. IL = n^.q^, and
| K (V^ ) : K | = n^
2d,+ 1
For I $ j ■ $ 1 lo t Pj be an extraspecial group of order r^  ^ .
i'rom the definition o f the r !s and (2) we have r^ /  p, and
because Pj has a unique mininal normal subgroup we can therefore
find a fa ith fu l irreducible P.-module, 17., over X for i  1. -J J
.  is an absolutely irreducible character o f 17 j  then i t  follows 
from 1.4.7 and 1.4.8 that
¿i
dim,, 17, = r .  deg p, and 
* J 3 rj
|K (>£.) s K | -  degr> p.
J
Because r .  icJ?-potont, i t  follows from I I I , ' . !  that 1 •€3?
J rj
and so P . ■ € 3 ( * )  for 1 4 1. Me set m b = m^  /  r^ . . .  r^.
Again since m b i s R -potent we have Z , Hence the group
n b
H defined below is a direct product o f groups in and so is
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itself an element of XR):
H = Z , x 
in ,
1 k c
X P. x X X1 E (q. , t.).
j=1 J i=1 j=1 1 1
Let Y be a non-trivial irreducible Z , -module over K and let
T be an irreducible submodule of the K H-module defined as follows:
1 k c
1 © K  .t “j © K  ©  K “i
Iterative application of 1.4.12 gives
1 A: k c.
dim T = I deg , p , {deg p i 14 j 4 1 J , { n, t 1 $1 * k i l f î r  flq.' 
lC L m . 1 r i 1 JJj=1 J i=1 1
= deg p . m °m. 1 a b
By 1.4.13 the module T is faithful for H. Each chief factor of
[T ) *H isR-admissible, so T H « 3 ( H )  and H ^  f (p). Hence
(Z . ) ^  (P. j U  j ^  1) u (E (qt , tt) : U i i  ' 0 S Q ( H ) £ f  (p). 
m b
Hie iiroof of (b) is now complete. Since I\ f (p) for 1 4 j 4 1 
and Z ■€ Q (P.) £  f (p), we have
rj J
Z , x Z 
m . r1
... x Z Z £ f (p)iL1 “bD
proving (c).
To prove (d), we observe that by [26] , III.13.7. III. 1 3.8»
there is a normal subgroup 7^ of Pj which is extraspecial of
order r P .  Then 3 (P .)£ f(p) by III.1.2. Again by [26J, J J •* J
III.13.7, III.13.0, with suitable choice of P^ we get every
« __
-icy-
extraspecial croup of order rj in f (p). The came citation then
ensures that, cince every extraopecial r^-group is a central3product of certain extraspecial r^-groups of order r . , every
extraspecial r.-croup beloncs to f (p).J
The reverse implication is easy, since the croup H defined
above beloncc to f (p) by (b), (c) and (d). Then, as above,
there is a faithful, irreducible H-module T of dimension m.
Since then [t ]*H wo have m 6 R  .
r q.e.d.
"5
The existence of a p-factorisation for each element of
with certain of the properties listed in 111,1.5 is crucial. We
wish to formalise this notion for future reference.
III.i .6 Definitions Let p € (P and n«IN. We shall say that
m is^¿ .-inte,grated if there is a p-faetori -tion £ma , ^
of m in which m and m, are/i-potent such that if q € fP and a b
q | m& but q "|* m^ then there exists r 6 IP with r | such that 
dog Ouch p-factorisation will be said to be ^  -integral
and referred to as an.^-factorisation of m. Evidently, if 
(ma , m^}  ^is an ^ -factorisation of m and m ^ 1 , then m^ /1. 
If every element of is in tecrated for all primes p, then 
we say that J b  is integrated.
Hie ranking function f t  in intecrated by III.1.5 (a), (b) 
and (c).
tii.1.7 Lcmna Let m be an>4 -integrated integer with J b . -  —— — — —  p 2
factorisation fma , ^ If n is an,J -potent square-free
intecer such that dccn p | m, then / deg^, ^p, [n , mb]J,}
is an,4 -factorisation of m.
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2]roo£ I't is obvious that 1» / des|n,m]p ’ Ln » is
a p-factorisation of n, and one checks easily that it is an
-factorisation from the definitions. 
p q.e.d.
III.i.H Lemma Let p and q bo R-potent primes such that q | ™ ‘ R p
Let ( i , m, \ be an 5? -factorisation of m.I a * b •» p p ;s
(a) extraspecial group of order q^in f (p).
(£) ir q *|" then there is a prime r dividing such that 
E ( q , r ) < f  (p).
Proof (a) If q j (ma , m^), then this follows from III.1.5(d). If
p - q then (a) holds because f is a full local definition. If q| ma
but q ^  m^ , then by III.l 5 (c) there is a prime r dividing a^ such
that E(q,r) € f(p). If q J ma, then q | deg^ p, and there exists
a prime r dividing m^ such that q | degr p. Since then q | r-1, it
follows from I.^ f.10 that E (q,r) is represented faithfully and
irreducibly on a module of dimension degr p. By III.1.5 (c) we have
Z 6 Q(Z ) C  f(p), and so deg p c R  . Thus in any case, E (q,r)£f(fe) r mb 1 P *
Then Zq €  Q ( E (q,r) ) Cf(p), and Zr £ Q( P( E (q.r) ) )
C Q  SR ( E (q,r) ) £  f(p). Thus we now have E (q,r ) x Z^ x Zf «  f(p).
Let U be a faithful irreducible E (q,r)-module over K with an
absolutely irreducible character ^  .We have dim^J - nq, where n| degr p.
Lot W and y be non-trivial irreducible Z - and Z, -modules q r q t
respectively. If T is an irreducible submodule of the
!( (ii (q , r) x 7, x 7, )-modulc U 0  V/ Q v W then the usual q r/ ^  if q r
mothods show that T has dimension q d e g ^  p. Hence
q <ioC(ir r * 8 0.
Now let F be an extraspeciai group of order q . Let Y be a faithful
T'roof It is obvious_____ that in / (ieSjn,m]P ' L'n • p is
a p-factorisation of m, and one checks easily that it is an
yO -factorisation from the definitions.
? q.e.d.
III.i.l Lemma Let p and q beR-potent primes such that q | m t i R p-
Let (m . m, "\ be an 5? -factorisation of m.I a ’ b ■» p p ;s
(a) extraspecial group of order q"^in f (p).
(¿) ir q T m^, then there is a prime r dividing m^ such that 
E (q , r) ■€ f (p).
Proof 'a) If q | (ma , n^), then this follows from III.1.5(d). If
p - q then (a) holds because f is a full local definition. If q| m^
but q ^  m ,^ then by III.l 5 (c) there is a prime r dividing m^ such
that E(q,r) € f(p). If q j" then q | deg^ p, and there exists
a prime r dividing m^ such that q | degr p. Since then q j r-1, it
follows from I.Jf.10 that E (q,r) is represented faithfully and
irreducibly on a module of dimension degr p. By III.1.5 (c) we have
Zr f C  f(p), and so degj. p c R ^  • llius in any caae, E (q,r)€f(p).
Then Zq €  Q ( E (q,r) ) Cf(p), and Zy 6  F( E (q,r) ) )
C Q S n ( E (q,r) ) £  f(p). Thus we now have E (q,r ) x Z^ * Zf €  f(p).
Let U be a faithful irreducible E (q.r)-module over K with an
absolutely irreducible character ^  .We have dim^U - nq, where n| degr p.
Let W and W be non-trivial irreducible Z -  and Z.-modules q r q t
respectively. If T is an irreducible submodule of the
T( (id (q , r) x x Z^J-modulo U 0  „ Q  y then the usual
’othods shovr that T has dimension q dog Hence
q dog_ p d R  .■i x p
;ion let F be an extraspecial group of order q . Let Y be a faithful
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irreduclble 7-module over K. If S is an irreducible submodule
of tho K (P x 2 )-module Y © W then 3 also has dimension ' r  \  t
q.deg p and 3 is faithful for F x Z Hence every chief qr r
factor of [s] • (Px Z ) is Jt-admissible, yielding ? x  Zf i  f (p)| 
in particular, F * f (p).
(b) If q j ma then (b) is true by III.1.5 (b). Otherwise 
we have q | deg^ p and so there is a prime r dividing m^ such
that q I deg p. From III.1.5 (c) we obtain Z 6 (J (Z ) g f  (p), I i r m,
and so
degr p « * p.
3y 1.4.10, the group S (n , r) is faithfully and irreducibly 
represented on a module V of dimension [q , deg^ p J = degr p < R  .
. .ince q. J deg^ p | r -1 by 1.1.6 (a) and (b), we see that 
3 (q , r) is supersoluble and so, by III.1.1, every chief 
factor of [V>R (q , r) isfli-admissible. Hence 3 (q , r) € f (p).
q.e.d.
The next lemma is our first result to give an arithmetical 
criterion for an integer to belong to some 
rIT. 1.9 Lemma Let p fe IP and m * W t). if n J m and n is (Sp- 
intcgratod then n c R ^ .
roof V/e show that n has properties (a) - (d) of 111.1.5« Let 
t na • “b i n  be 311^ p-factorisation of n. Then (a) and the 
first part of (b) of III.1.5 are immediately satisfied. Let 
{ na • mt!\ , an ^ -factorisation of m. By III.1.7, since 
dogn p I m, we may assume that I n^. Let q | with qfi|P. 
fhen q I m and so by III.1.8 (a) there is an oxtraspecial group 
of order in f (p). Using |?.6Jill, 13.7» IH, 13*8 wo see that
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id) of III.1.5 holds for n. By 111.1.5(c) we have Z„ ± Q(Z_ )£f(p),
>  “b *and so III.1.5 (c) holds for n. Now suppose that q | n& but q J n^
Since n is integrated, there is a prime r dividing such that
deg r «51 . Since III.1.5 (c) holds, we have Z 6  Q(Z ) Cf(p), q r r
Also, since III.1.5 (d) holds, there is an extraspecial group E of 
order q^ in f(p). Thus E x Zy fe f(p), and we deduce ,in the usual 
way, that q.deg^ p £ 2R.p* Since Z^ x Zy x E (q,r) is faithfully 
and irreducibly represented on a module of dimension q.deg^ p over 
CF (p) and lies in^(5£),we infer that E (q,r) € f(p),as desired.^ e
We have seen in Lemma III. ^.9 that each set S p enjoys a 
certain closure property for divisors. We shall show that
there is a notion of an "ft-product" under which p is closed. 
Unfortunately, this operation defines a set of "ft-products",
and, in general, there is no hope of defining a unique or 
canonical composite of elements in ftp which is again an element 
offt^. We attempt to indicate why this is so in the following 
examples.
III. 1.10 Examples (a) In III.1.9 wc showed that if m 
and n is an -integrated integer with n j m, then n « ^  .
Cne is immediately tempted to ask whether 8 n is, in fact, 
closed under taking all divisors of m. This is, however, not 
the case. We can also show that ft _ is not product closed. 'We 
recall the family of saturated formations defined in II.4.2 (e), 
and in particular the example preceding II.^ f.4. This was defined
T 2 - T y  h  
T j - l'. 3. «} >
T  - IN for all p >, 7
- 1 1 3 -
(wc saw that the 2 which appeared in the original definition 
o i ' T i n  II.b .2 (c) was redundant). Although*! is not minimal 
for ^Q*) (for instance, the 2 in*X, is redundant in the same 
way that 2 was redundant in""J^ ), we claim that no element of
T *  is redundant, Certainly, if 1 ft J* for any prime p, then
j  P
it is not redundant, for then we have Z^ t  *3 ca. In particular, 
Zr, and Z^i apppear in BCD. The cyclic group of order 31 is
irreducibly represented on a module V of dimension 3 over GF (3), 
and is irreducibly represented on a. module '■! of dimension 6 
over GF (3)* Hence CvJ. and DO • Z~ both belong to 3CT),I (
and in particular we have min**T^ = , 3» 6 J . It is a trivial
observation that minTJ" is neither closed under factorisation 
j
nor under multiplication.
(t) He shall show later that the following ranking function 
Q defines a saturated formations
q? = V  {i l*
= { 21. 3j : i , IÎS|° I °} J 8
Qp = {1 ) for p  ^ 7-
It is easy to see that this Q (is minimal, for m é  Q y  then7 € 3  CQ) since every supersoluble group is contained in
3"-1
*3 ('i), and Z ti) is faithfully and irrcducibly > presented on
a module V of dimension m over GF (3). Hence ['/ j • Z ^ ft ^(Q).
3 -1
Consider the integer 6 é  Q y  Tills has throe 
distinct Q Tac tor Isa t ions s
j
(i) {1 . l \ r ) i for 6 = dcc7 3.
(il) J 3 , 3 }r ; for 6 ** 3 deg^ 3 and this 3-factorisation 
in clearly Q-integral.
(ill) (2, 31} ; ! for i - 2 . deg^ 1 3 anl 1- deg., 31 ^  •
- l l 'l -
Tn '"act, (i), (ii) can;! (iii) are examples of the three 
possibilities in any Q-factorisation , m^J ^  of m fc -
either = ■), or q J (ma , m^), or else q | and q"|" m^. 
However, there is no guarantee that any of these three events 
need always occur. For example, in (a) there is a unique-A 
factorisation of 3 and of 6 - namely, £l , 3 1 for 3 and (1 , 7 jf 
for 6. Consider also the following ranking functions
U >  = { 3 -21 s i 0 J;
U 83 = f a
\jfp = i 1 i for p >y 5.
It will transpire that ■3(H) is saturated, and it is easily seen 
that H is minimal. Although there is no cyclic group
in 9(H) having a faithful irreducible module of dimension 6 
over GF (?.). Such a cyclic group G v/ould have order dividing 
2 ^ - 1  = 63 = 7 • 3^ • for G to belong to *3(U), it must be a
I
3 -group, and so can only be Zn . However, an irreducible non-trivial
t
module has dimension 3 over GF (2), and therefore no such 
G c m  exist. Thus if £t^ , t^J 0 is a U^-factorisation of 6 
then t -f 1 . In fact, { 2  , 7,}2 is the unique 'll,-factorisation
of 6.
In view of Example III. 1.10 (a) and Lemma III.I.9, it seems 
that we have to rely on p-factorisation to define a composition 
of two elements of p. The eccentricities demonstrated in III. 1.10 (b) 
force us to look beyond the usual arithmetic notions of product. 
ill. 1. n  Definition. Let m, n The operation defined
by
m *  n = I m n deg r -, p « \ m , m, \ and i n , n. 1 l a a Lma*m|jJ l a ' b J p  t a ’ oj p
ar® ^ -factorisations of m and n respectively J
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is called the.^-product of m and n.
III. 1.12 Lemma Let {m& , mb} p > \_na , p be ^ -factorisations
of m and n respectively with m, Then £ ma*na* [mb » nb]Jp
is an J t -factorisation of m n degP ,p.
P a a L v nbl
Proof if q | ma na but q f K  • n^|.then because q divides
ma or na there is a prime r dividing [m^ , n^] such that
deg r € 51 .q r
II.T.l, I3 Proposition If m and n belong to 61^  then m ¥
Proof Let £ma , j  ^ be an factorisation of m and {n& , n^ J p
b, K
an J? -factorisation of n. Let q. ... q, r. ... r, be the V) I k ' 1
prime decomposition of na , where r^  ... r^ = (ma n& , [m^ , n^J).
We show that the properties (a) - (d) of III.1.5 are possessed by
t = m n deg.- .,p. It is clear that { m , fm, , n, ] f a a °[mb,nb]^ l a a ' L b  bJ Jp
is a p-factorisation of t, and so (a) of III.1.5 holds immediately.
If 1 i j 4 1 then because either r . I m or r. n . it follows fromj I a J I a
III.1.8 (a) there is an extraspecial group of order ry^ in f (p).
Hence f (p) contains all extraspecial r.-groups, proving thatJ
(d) of III. 1.5 holds. How let i« ( 1 .....k] . Then,
without loss of generality, we may assume that q. I m . Sincel | a
(m , m, I is an SI -factorisation of m, there is a prime s. a bJ p p i
with n. | and 13 (q. , s^)^ f (p) by III.I.5. This
immediately proves that (b) of ITT.7.5 holds for t, since
s. I [m^ , n^]. Lastly, again by 111.1.5» we have x 7,  ^ €  f (p).
I b b
-n.<-
dlearly,
Z- (Z x Z ) fif (p).
Lnb ,n bJ mb b
Since t has all the properties (a) - (d) of Til. 1.5, we deduce
that t ■€ W  .
^ q.c.d.
'.ie define sets li* and./ _ associated with A that are of P T* P
especial interest to us.
III. i. l ' i pofinitial
A * “ { n e INJ J n isyÎ-potent and n | ra for some m €y8p J • 
and deg^ p | m for some m«x?p J .
We define the amalgamation of A *  with A ^ , denoted by A ( ^ p 
to be the set
{ na degm p : ma€ A *  , m^ is a product of distinct primes inJJ^, 
and the p-factorisation ^ma , m^ J p of ma deg^ p is ^ -integrated j
III.I.1,!; Proposition For all p
(a) JJ* is closed under the usual multiplication and taking 
di visors. That is
(i) if {¡a, n ] s ï î r^  then ra n t  W  , and
(i.i) if m | nfiRti then m €  R p.
(b) If p / q e H *  n P  then q * Jl.,#
(c) If q <. jj then deg^ p « # p and ^  £ f (p).
Proof (a) It is clear from the definition that J?* is closed
' IQ*under taking divisors. Let n and n bo elements of Plp and let
• I ' I 'm, n bo corresponding elements of ®C - i.e. n I m and n Ira.
, , b. \
Let n n = p q< ... qk be the prime J>c tori ration of n o',
-IT
whore a «  IN*l oj and b. «IN for 1 i i £ k. ¿•’or I 4 k
we have either q^ | m or q^ | n and so, by III.1.0 (a) there is
an extraspecial group of order q? in f (p). 3y taking a central
product of b. copies of such an extraspecial group, there is 
1 2bi+1
an extraspecial group 3^ of order q^ in f (p). If a / 0
then again either p | m or p | m and so by III.1.0 (b) there is 
anW-potent prime r ^ p such that 13 (p , r) « f (p). If
a k
G = X 3 (p , r) x X E,, then G € f (p) and the usual 
i-1 i=l
argument involving 1.4.12 and 1.4.13 ensures the existence of a
a . k b.» I
faithful irreducible G-module of dimension d ~ pa • | T~T q^ *j.deg^  ^  P.2. I
where e | deg^ p. We must therefore hav e d « K  . Since n n | d ,
Iwe have n n 6 JR. , as desired.
(b) if p / q e n P  then by III.1.8 (a) there is an extraspecial 
group 3 of order rp in f (p). Hence Z^ €  Q (s) S  f (p), giving
the result.
(c) This follows immediately from the definition and Lemma III.1.9.
q.e.d.
III.1.16 Lemma If R  is a full ranking function (see II.4.1 (a)) 
then 8? =8?*.
p P *
I'i' mi!' C le a rly  I ?  C JR  r .in c e  every prime d i v i d i n g  m C IR i s— J *p p * J p
(R-pobnt. Lot n < 5?* and take m € with n | m. Set m = n n . 
Since R  is full it follows that 3 (R) contains the class of 
supersolublo groups - in particular, Z . Since
P -1
Z is faithfully and irreducibly represented on a nodule 
P -1of dimension m over GF (p), we have Z *€ r (p). Now,
P -1
pra -1 = (pn - I) (p11^ - 1) + pn^ " 2) + ... + pn +1 ) and so 
Z ^  CJ (Z ) Q f  (p). Since Z is irreducibly represented
p n _ 1  pm-1 P - 1
on a nodule of dimension n, we deduce that .
p q.e.d.
III. 1.17 Corollary (Heineken Lemma l). If X is full
then 8 ^  is closed under factorisation .and multiplication for 
all primes p.
Troof This in a consequence of III.1.16 and III. 1.15 (a).
q.e.d.
We are now able to state four essential properties of R
for each prime p. We designate them as follows for our general 
ranking function
R F 1 : If n is /¿^-integrated and n | ">H’ then n-é/4^. 
R ? 2s If {m , n\ Ç z Â then m *  n £<4^.
R ^ 3s yS if> multiplication and factorisation closed.
? 4s s 6 * n P  \ii>} £ &’p*"
In an attempt to indicate the effect o f  the properties which 
v;e accumulate for 8, we shall introduce an example which will bo 
r e fe r r e d  to noverai timers in this? chapter.
Ry ample m  Let 1£ be a ranking function. We wish that J  (li)
should be saturated, and that
2 € 1£0>
2 felici
1 e1l„ ,
, _
and tP^  = $ for all p ^  IP\l2 , 3 . 1 1 } .  As we add conditions 
onR, wo shall see what eiTects these conditions have on?i. By
III.] .1 we must have 1 t\ J l2 <a Uj. Notice that 1 = deg2 3- By 
R ? 2, then, we have 2* deg^ 3 * W^ for i ^  °» since \z , z } ^  
is a factorisât ion of Z ^ 'l i^ , On the other band,
2 = deg^ 2 6lfi, and 2*t<.* . Hence 21 fcT£* by R F 3. 
Recapping, we have
2 € U ? , { 2 1 ¡ i > / 0 ] 4  and 3 «IL, *
—71^-
(21 s i ^ o J i l l ^ K j a n d  2 €1^.
Evidently, to make sense of It, (as it stands) we need to 
know the relationship between®?^ and"3?^.
III.1 iH Proposition A (<R* , 2R,)#) ~ ^ .y
Proof It is obvious from III.1.5 (a) and (b) that c  A (R *  .S  .
Let m ^ f t *  and let m^ be a product of distinct primes f r o m W ^
such that fm , m. | is an R  -factorisation of m =  m .deg p.I a bj p p a "io^
1 k aLet m = q, •. • q, p be a prime factorisation of m with a 1 k a
b . ^ N  for H  i 4 k, and a <  I N « ! 0) • If 1 £ l t k, then there
exists such that q.^  J By III.l.B (a) there is an
extraspecial group of order in f (p), and so by taking a
certain central product of b. copies of such an extraspecial
1 2b,+1
group, we obtain an extraspecial group 3. of order
with E. f (p). ir a / 0, then p | u^lR^. By T[C.1 .H (b)
we then see that there is anR.-potent prime r with 3 (p , r) fe f (p).
i-1
S (P , r)
k
X E. € f (p).
j=1 J
Lot G = X
Lastly, Z €. f (p) by III.1. j  (c). Thus 
%
il x Z £. f (p). Using I. >+.12 wo see that G x Z is irreducibly
• a -pv Dprepresented on a module of dimension m = p • 1 1 1 . . degr ,p
i=1 1 Lnla»r' V
over GF (p). Hence m Since m | m it now follows from
III. 1.9 that , as required.
^ q.e.d.
3xanplefl(continued) In view of III. 1.18, we see that
{21 : i ^  0 j S U g
since deg, 3 = 1 whence the integer 2 . deg^ 2 is Tig-
integrated with tfp-factorisation H  . 3} p, and therefore
belongs to A (** , U 2*)*
The four conditions !) ? 1 , S / 2, i! .r j and 2 ?  h are still 
far from being sufficient, to ensure that ¿J (jR) is saturated, 
at. the next two propositions and thcii- application to Example (*) 
will demonstrate.
III.T. T9 Proposition Let p, q and r be Æ -potent primes such that 
(a) p / q * ¡R^ , and
(£) r * * q * ‘
Thon r .f
’’roof We note tliat by III. 1.1.5 (b) and (c), we have 
f (p) and degq p i & p.
Hence the groups G = 3 (r , q) and H “ E (q , p) both belong 
to 3- (ft). Lot T-€ 3ylr (G) (and notice that T « f  (q)).
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Me net W = H lT G. Since T €• f (q), it follows from II.1.19 (b) 
that the q-chief factors of V are all fi-admir.sible. Again, by 
IT. 1.19, the group M is primitive with unique minimal normal
subgroup, N say, of order p^ 6 where d = deg^q (and so | G : T | = q
aid e = deg p. Since from (a) we have q € and hence
q € &  by Til.1.15 (b), it follows from III.1.IP that qd e fcft .!>-» *
So II may be considered as an JR-admissible p-chief factor of W.
Since the remaining chief factor of r is central of R-potent
order r, we see that
Let M be a complement of N in W. Then M •fe C (p). lAirther, 
we now see that G €  3 (m ) C  f (r). By 1.4,10, a faithful, 
irreducible G-module has dimension [r, deg^ p jover GF (p).
Since we must now have (_"r , deg pJ-£ it follows that
as r I [r , degq p].
q.e.d.
'..'e annotate the property /Inscribed in III. l.T 9 as follows: 
R •!’ jj: if p, q and r are & -potent primes such that
(a) p / q t/i *  , and
C D  r 6 ^q*>
then r
Me remark that this in equivalent in J  (via the relevant 
definitions) to the following:
if p, q and r are ^ -potent, primes such that 
(2 ) P / 1 | and
(b) r | q1 -1 for some 1 
then r I n for some
Sample (#) (continued) At present we have*
l ? 1 : i > 0 ) Z U 2 n U ?  !
3 « <  »
f?1 : i ^ ojçl^ ;
?elt3 #  ?
y
Observe that 3 / 2  and G ince It must have property
It 7 _5, we ’ ivre that 3 must belong to"U! . Glnce deg^ 2 « Gtlt,,
we in Ter that the integer Ÿ  deg, 3 is 1C,-integrated and belongs 
to A ,1$.^). Hence : i »  o) £ U V  Since 1C has property
Ü r 2, we now deduce that
Brief inspection of the resultant function reveals that no 
further application of ¡1 ? 1 • !î ? ; ‘a possible.
In a similar vein to III. 1.19» ,,e have
III.'’ .?0 rroposltion Let p, q and r boil-potent primes such that 
(a) [  r . S t? j
(h) i> *ftq#i
(c) p til* » and
(d) r e f t *  .
Thou reft*.
_____‘ By (a) and ( c.)  we have Z^ € <* (. ), and so degr p eftp.
Ginco r eft* and. p«ftq1f we get r.deg^ q C A (ft* iftq1t)» and 
co by III» 1.1.0 wo have 
Cl) r.degp q e f t q.
Giroilarly, from (b) we obtain degr qfcftq> and so since p * ,
(and hence by TTI.J..15 (a), p 4e ft* for i > 0) and q e W p*. 
it follows from IIT.l. 1" that
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(£) p\degn p«.JRp for i >■ 0.
Lot W = S (p , q) X By TI.1.19 the croup W is primitive.
Let N denote the minimal normal subcroup of W and let H be a 
complement of II in W. By 11.1.19» with d = degp q, we have |N | = q 
Therefore N is anH-admissible chief factor of W by (l). The 
p-chiof factors of W all induce groups of automorphisms in W 
which are isomorphic to quotients of " ■£ f (p). Hence the 
p-chief factors oT W are allR-admlasible. The remaining chief 
factor is central ofA-potent order r, and so all chief factors 
of If areH-admissible. Consequently, ii
By II.1.19 (c), there is a faithful, irreducible l/-module 
7 over IT (p) of dimension ps.deg^ p for some s„ 
it is now a consequence of (2) that j_V ] • V/ t  
whence W £ f (p). Now appealing to II.1-. TO, there is an integer 
r such that the group [N x  .^ . x n ]*H is faithfully and 
irreducibly represented on a nodule U of dimension m over GF (p) 
with | H I | m. As f is an integrated local definition of a w .  
we now get d o  - » « ' a w .  and we must therefore have 
m*8ip. Because r | | H | and, | H | | m,we now deduce that
" * * * •  d* q.e. .
rd
Again, for reference, we define the following property: 
n y 6: If p, q and r are ^ -potent primes such that 
(a) { r  , q]
Q) P e ^q#»
(£)
(¿) t € s&* •
then r€*4? .P
The property R ?  6 nay be interpreted in a manner similar 
to R F 5s /& has R ? 6 if and only if:
If p, and r are4 -potent primes such that
-1'V!-
(a) r pa - 1 for some a 6«$^;
(¿) P q^ - 1 for some b fc,l >
(«) q pc -1 for some c
(d) P m for some m f and
(e) r n for some nfc/S^,
1 for some 1 € ^ ^ .
»•ample JBL (continued^ So far we have:
{21 : i ^
[ z l  3j : i . J > 0 ] s U 3 n U 3  
2
Observe that 2 1«3* and 3 e  Up#- ''c L,eo now that if we
set r = q = 3 and p = 2, then the hypotheses of R P 6 are satisfied. 
Now, we require that dot) is saturated and therefore, by III.1.20, 
11 must have property R f 6. 'Tims we must have . It
is now easy to see that £ 2  ^3^ > 1 > j  ^ ^ 2 *
One can chock quite readily that R ? 6 now holds inV. We shall 
see later that 11 with 
U ,  - ^ 3 = { 21 3j : i . °}s
*^ 11 =ll}j and
l i  n = 0 for p C |P \  £ 2 , 3 » U  ] »
defines a saturated formation (11). Wo have also seen that 
none of the conditions R P 1 , R P 2, R P 3» R P R P 5 
and R P 6 nor the condition that 11 should be integrated, are 
redundant in a list of necessary and sufficient conditions
r  "
r..
(1 eteri In in" a naturateci formation, for each has contributed to 
the final form of U  above.
In reviewing the definitions of S F I - R ? 6 and of integrated 
elements of0i, we observe that they may all be defined using# 
and with the exception of R F 1 and R F 2 . In 
view of the fact that is well-behaved in comparison to RT P
itself, it would obviously be desirable to remedy this. The
resultant lemma simplifies matters.
We shall say that A has R F k for k 4  , ... , 6} if R F
always holds in J i .
T I T . ^ L e m m a  The following statements are equivalent.
(a) A  has R F 1 , R F 2, R F ;  and is integrated.
(b) has the following properties:
R F 1*:J* is divisor and multiplication closed for all p 
R F 2*: A =>&p for all pfc|P.
Troof: (a)=^(t>). We first show that R F 2* holds. Certainly, 
■^p —  A ^ p  ’^ p ^  since A is integrated. Choose m minimally
in A { J* and let {ma • nb l p  be a/^p-factorisation
of m. Since has R F 1 we have that ma / 1 . For if q j
then deg^ p | n < a p and hence dcgq P 4 ^ p. Tills argument
also shows that deg p £  JL sinee/ S has R F 2. We claim that 
\  p
m and in, may both be chosen to be prinos. Suppose firstly that a b• • • .  • • •m -■ m m where | f  m , m . a a a a a Then
■ a "a d*C p " m a m a d ° \  r
€ ("'a do“mb I>)# (n" a  d*smb r)*
* m.
1 O
Clearly rn a degm p and m a deg^ p both belong to A i £ v V  
b b
(it in obvious that $  is divisor closed) and are smaller than
m, so belong t0>Sp . The Tact that i> has R F 2 would yield 
, against assumption.
Therefore ma is a prime. Next suppose that is not a prime. 
Since m is integrated, there is a prime r such that r | and
either r ~ m or deg ri/5 . Suppose further that degy p < deg p.
a 11 o
In any case, deg^ p fe A erf uj- We have already observed
that degn p £ A i S *  . ¿ J .  and by supposition, both i«a deg^ p r1^  P P
and dea p are smaller than m, so i m deg^ p , deg^ pj€/0 
b * b J  *
But since/2 has R S 2, we now infer that
* - *»a deg-r>ri jp = ma deg^ p £  na degr p *  deg,^ l'Sy4p.
against our original assumption. Therefore either deg^ p = deg p
' b
or else is a prime. Ue may anyway assume that is a prime 
by choice of r.
Since ;na C , there is an element k of/4^  such that ma | k.
Let ik , k. \ be an A -factorisation of k. Recall that we l a ’ bj p /Mp
have deg^ r t/,,. Then 1 - k& dog *  k *  dog^ p t /i p
by R ? 2. Certainly [m&, deg^ rj J 1. If, in fact, m | 1
l.hou v/o are finished by applying R r’ 1 . Otherwise, let
1 R i fR, . in, 1, and suppose that m | 1. By ITI.1.12 thoa a i) •- b b J I
factorisation (l , 1,1 of 1 ir an ^ -factorisation. Let l a ’ bj p p
-a  ^ I dor n. since R F 3  holds forA , there is an element a | -mb
1 O
Clearly m deg p and m „ dag p both belong to A (i"f , A S)" a m, a w p ' px
(it is obvious that $  is divisor closed) and are smaller than 
m, so belong to . The fact that A has R f 2 would yield 
, against assumption.
Therefore ra is a prime. Next suppose that is not a prime.
Since m is integrated, there is a prime r such that r | and
either r - m or deg | r *■/& . Suppose further that deg^ p < deg_ p 
a ma ? D
In any case, m d e n  p fe A ( J t*  ,A  . Vie have already observed
that deg p £ A { f t  , X  J, and by supposition, both m deg p ~ P  a r
and deg^ p are smaller than m, so i m deg^ p , deg^ y
b ' ' b J  *
But since,£ has R S 2, we no--- infer that
m -  m_ c a dfiS[r(:„b]P = ma desmb ma deGr p *  desmb
against our original assumption. Therefore either deg n = deg p
1 nb
or else nb is a prime. We may anyway assume that mb is a prime 
by choice of r.
Since m & j f t  , there is an element k of/i such that m k. a ^ p  p a |
Let ik . k, \ be an A -factorisation of k. Recall that we l a '  bj p
have degn p Then 1 = k& dog *  deg^ pt^.,
by R ? 2. Certainly [ma, deg pj I 1. If, in fact, m I 1
D ■
l.hon wo arc finished by applying R r' 1 . Otherwise, let1 • k . 1, fk, , m. 1, and nuppono that m | 1. By TTI.1.12 hho'i a 9 1) L 1) d J I
factorisation [la , lb} n of 1 lr an ^ -factorisation. Lot 
m d I  do- p. Since R ? 3 holds Cor A , there is an element
a
' ^  ™mmmjwwMKwmK9S & & & & & & & * *
n o«
j oC/$_ with | j. Let |ja , aajlp factorisation
of j. Then 1 = ja la des[jb,lb ] p *  J *  1 since
mb | [*H> * ^  nad+1 | j we must have m j 1 . We again apply
R ? 1 to get a contradiction. Hence no such m exists, and so 
A ,Ji v.jj) Also, R ?  1 * certainly holds, since K F S  •'oUs .
u)^^(aN This direction is obvious.
q.e. 1.
The condition RT3 "snot redundant in III.1.21 (a), as the
next example showsi
1 1 1 ^ ^ 2 2 . , Let J h  be defined by
/ S o  =[ 1 } >s8 j  = t  ,/8 ; - { .1  , <>J and 
/£’, = t 1 } -ror 1 « IP X Î 2 , 3 , 5 . 3 l }
Brief consideration of the alternatives shows that ! ’ • 7J j  
is the unique/^..-factorisation of 6. It is therefore clear that
j
j& has R f’ 1 and R e' 2 as well as being Integrated. However,
>5^ ^  1 , 2 } a n d / & - £?, , 7 } and we see that
„.i J J ' J s
and^j^ isjjji ultiplicatively closed.
Since we have shown that ft has H ? 1 , H / 2 and R 5, we 
may assume also that ft has R ■*’ 1"*^  and R ? 2 .
Ill•1 • T- T-a (Kelneke.n [?J]) Let p and q be/»-potent primes 
and suppose that/$ is an integrated ranking function with 
R 7 1 , R ? 2, R f 3, R ? n and R «’ J.
(¿) If p / 2 and j  f  then ?€ &  ^
(b) Ir n / <t€/6^ and/i, / / then ?€/&^*.
(c) If p 1 q t h e n ^  a n d ^  \  {rj £  z^,*-
Proof (n) Since p is odd it follows that 1 = degg P> and so 
(t) If q = 2 then we are done. Otherwise, since <1 isy&-potent 
we have by (a) and 2 C ^  cince/S has H ?  j .
(^) Since £  a n d b o t h  satisfy R .7  1^ by III. 1.21, in order
then r€
appealing to R ? 4 we have^5 \  {p / <=: ^
to prove that , it is sufficient to show that if r «>& O P
n P . We can then deduce that £ & • Of
course, we may assume that p / q. Let q / rCvi^ . Since y S  
has R !•’ 4, we have r £ . .  We can now use R f j  to infer that
Wotice that applying R f j in fact gives u:J^ q * S ^f* . Thus
q e . d .
Til. 1.24 Corollary If q and p are/^-potent primes, where & is 
as in III.1.23, such that p / and either p A S , »  or
is full, then 4 « V
•roof Suppose first that p Then by III.1.23 (c) we have
*  and^ q * ^ Pr  B y ‘lII.1.2 we then have
^ q  = A ^<T ’^ q*^ S  A ^  '^p*^ =^ p ’
If ^  has full support, then from III .1.16 and III. 1.23 (c)
we get
4  , <  v g p
q.e.d.
In his paper, Heineken (25 J states and ¡roves several more 
results in the nature of III. 1.23 and III.1.24 for full ranking 
functions having R 7 j  and R 6 (see (23.1, Corollary
'orol?n.vy 4, Corollary 3 and Theorem 3) which serve to throw
V•
illumination onto the behaviour of such ranking functions. 
Unfortunately, the most fundamental of these, Corollary 3 (b) 
of is false in our more general setting, invalidating
those which follow it. We shall state this particular result 
and give a counter-example of a non-full ranking function not 
having the corresponding property.
TTI.j. ?.5 Lemma (Heineken [fjJ, Corollary 3 (b)). Let / i be 
a full ranking function having R ? 1 , R F 'j and R ?  6. Suppose 
that ^ p1 , ... , i k i 2 ] is a set of distinct primes 
such that
(i) P* € A ,  . 1 ii < k -1 , and
1 ^  i+1
(j-i) Pk € /ipi-
Then^ =|N for 1<1 £ R. 
pi
Ono would hope for a generalisation for an arbitrary integrated 
ranking function^ having R ? 1 , ... , S ? 6 to be of the
following form.
Let p 1 » ' pk • k * ? be 1 distinctj
that
(i) 1*f i  i  tc - 1 , and
(H)
U) eny S *  n |P = {P^IP ■A "J, the çir
1 1?we certainly have/J^ ** . l * , but the
ir- f a l s e .
Let It bo defined by
%  {?' 3J . " S i  , i } - . '
TTI.1 ,?A
■  ^ *  *  - *  *—  r ■ • - •  • *
- v
illumination onto the behaviour of i.uch ranking functions. 
Unfortunately, the most fun<lamental of these, Corollary 3 (b) 
of ¡23j, is false in our more general setting, invalidating 
those which follow it. We shall state this particular result 
and give a counter-example of a non-full ranking function not 
having the corresponding property.
TIT.1.25 Lemma (Heineken [23J, Corollary J (b)). Let /i be 
a full ranking function having IÎ F 1*, R F 3 and R F 6. Suppose 
that ^ p1 , ... , p^ : k £ 2 } is a set of distinct pr5.mes 
such that
(i) P. € A ,  , 1 ii 4 k -1 , and
1 ^  i+1
(ii) Pk €/APl- 
Then A  =|N for l4i £ k.
One would hope for a generalisation for an arbitrary integrated 
ranking function/^ having R F 1 , , R F 6 to be of the
following form.
Let p , k $ 2 bo distinct^-potent primes such
that
(i) l'i , 1 4i 4 k - 1 , and
(îl) Pt-fe/ip.l •
Then/* n  IP = {p^ IP */p ** 1^' the suraort of/. By III. 1.23 (c) 
♦
P4
■ a *
we certainly have/X ^ , but the above conjecture
la fais'
T I'T.'!. °fi .>am!'l ■ Lot 'll be defined by
I t ,  - t t j -  { P
« , , - f  b
= $  for p c P \ £ ? .  , 3 »
It in easy to check that ^  has D M ,  ... , R and is integrated. 
But since 11 the above conjecture fails.
2. Character!:-ation of ranked saturated formations
In Section 1 we have shown that if iR. is a ranking function 
such that 3 U )  is saturated, then^fc has the following properties: 
(J)ft is integrated (see III.1.3 and III.1.6);
(?) has R ? 1 , R ? 2, II 7 3, R M  ? 5 and R ?  6
(see III.1.9, III.1.13, III.1.15 (a) and (b), III.1.19 
and III.1.20)|
(¿¡{ft has 3 7 1 ,  R ? 2 , R ? '+, R i J and R ?  6 (see
III. 1.21, III. 1.15 (b). i n . 1.1? and III.1.20).
•,’c shall show that the conditions listed under (?) and (?) 
or under (?) and (3) are sufficient to ensure that C^ flR) is 
saturated.
"’"V'hi ["initial L ot/ S be a ranking function. Then 0C($r ) 
will denote the class of abelian ,1 -groups (recall: & C  P) 
of exponent dividing pm - 1 for » « ¿ p -
III.2.2 Lemma Let ,6 be a ranking function. If,$ is integrated 
and has R F 2 then « c s  ) is a subgroup closed formation.
Proof It ls obvious that O t f p) is subgroup closed and Q-cloced.
Let A e *  have normal subgroups R ( and such that A / Ih€ <*!ty
for i = 1 , 2. In particular, define in , n t j  o such that
exp (A / R.,) | pn - I and oxo (A / U?) | P*1 - 1 • If 1 3 [i , n],
then it follows that A / €  OLCl»1 - 1 ) Cor i - 1 , 2 and
hence A / (ll. /»Ng)C CL(pl - 1) II.2.2 for the definition
- 1 3 -
W
 f
t
or OCt); it is easily seen to be a formation). Thus it
' iffices to check that 1 divlles some element of^p. Let
i \  ' nb] p and (na ' nb]p be 4  -factorisations of m and
a respectively. 3y R F 2, vie have m n d e r P =a a
in n_ [dei; p , dea p 1 Q./0 . oince it is obvious that a a u “Op J  '  p
1 na na CdG-i,i f * ile«n I']the result follows.I ' b b q.c.d.
,/e can now prove the first main theorem of the chapter.
I IT. Q.3 Theorem Let R  be a minimal ranking function, 7or pc IP 
se t ttt) = R . * » I P  . The following statements are equivalent
in pairs:
is) 3(fl) is saturated.
(b) 2R has R 71 , R ? 2 , R ? 3, il F h, R F JJ, R 7 6 and
is integrated.
(c) ¿R. has R i? 1 , R ? 2 , a / h , R 7 3 and R F 6.
C P  <*#„) is a formation for all p e P  and y ®  isp i
locally defined by
f (p) - O M L & .  •P xs
V" . : Ca)=>Cb  ^ is done in III.l.p, HI.1.Q, III. 1.13, III.1 . l j  (a) 
and (b), in. 1.1? and III. 1.20.
(c) is done in III.1.01.
{a) is a consequence of the CaschOtr-lMbosedor Theorem 
(ill.3-io).
It remains to prove
1) That <X<fL ) is a formation follows from III.1.21 and
r
III.2.2. Let 311) be the saturated formation locally defined
by T (r) = . We Tirst rhov: that 3-(JR). T o
P *P
this end we assume to the contrary, and choose G to be of minimal 
order in *3(R)\3ifc). By II. *f.l3» there is a unique minimal
normal subgroup IT of G. Since G / IT every chief factor
of G above N is jR-adm is s ible. Cur choice of G means that
( D  r (!l)
where p is the prime divisor of |N| . Suppose that H ^  $(G).
By Il.l.b, N cannot be self-centralising, since it would then
be complemented by a maximal subgroup of G. Hence ICn ] - a (s) | < IG |
and so by 11.3*9 (b) we have II.A„ (ll) €  3($D' But W a chief
factor of H. (ll) and we must then infer that r ( N) ^  5?^ ,
against (l). Hence II 4 *  (G). In fact, we have shown that
Cr (h ) ^  N and so G is primitive. We may assume that G is not
cyclic of prime order p. for otherwise we have 1 fe f (p) replying
that a « )  and. are both non-empty> then 1 € »  b y R  ?1,
* p x
•hence G € 3  •
Let H be a complement of N in G. Since II may be thought 
c "  as a faithful, irreducible1 H-moclule over GP* (p), we have
H * f (p). We claim that
(2) .
Suppose that H = H , so that H *■ OLjR, ). Since H is then 
abelian, it- must even be cyclic (by 1.1.7) f,nd r (ll) - deg.^jP ** c deg^ p 
where c | | I! | and d is a square-free integer with d | | H I 
(wo have used 1.1.6 (c) here), further,d can be chosen so that 
every prime dividing c divides d. Since H is; an R  j-group, 
d if. a product of distinct primes from fl g. Now, because 
IIII I P™ - 1 for some m £ $  . (K 0  it follows from
-.1 '■»o.
I.1-.6 (b) that c deg^ P | m* Since H O W  , we have that c 
is R-po tent and co c * . Uo have now shown that £c , d J ^
in an R^-factorisation of r (N), and from this we deduce via 
R ? 2 that r (N) € contradicting (l) and proving that 
(2) holds.
Set A = H*1’. Then A «  <X(R, ). Let e = exp A. By lA .2
there are integers a and b such
(i) e | b;
(ii) p \  1»;
(iii) a | | H / A | ;
(iv) a b | | H | ; and
(v) r (N) = a degb n.
Dlnco a I | H / A|and H / A t d » ^
Q )  a « * *  .
P
Let k be the product of the distinct primes dividing b and let
1 be that integer such that
degb p - l.degk p.
So if qfelP and q | 1. then q | k. Let q | k. If q j b / e,
then q* K  since H / A . On the other hand,
. 1?
suppose that q I e. Since f (r) is S-closed for all primes r,
y\.
we have that 3<R) io 3-cloced by 11.3« 23 (a)* ThereforeA
N.A t  3(JR). In fact, by (2) we have | N A I < |G| , and
Considering N | A we see that a chief factor 
of II,A below II has rank d - dcge p € 0^. Now, q I pd -1 ,
and so sLuce then deg p | <1, we conclude from rf p 1 that dog^ p « R  .
"hence qfeJfJ ^  Next suppose that q I 1. If in fact q I | H / A | ,
*  ' | j. •
then we have q 6(R . f.o assume that q | | A | but q ] |« / A | .
Then wc have q | dcge p. As above, wc have leg p€0t ># and
h ;nc-* q fc . 5 iuco $-has R ? 1 we deduce that 1
-1 ? ,i-
P.vl J is an (ft ^ -factorisation of de-^ p. Ve now have
r (K) = a.l.deg. p.
4t>
Because “<1 has R 7 1 *  it follows that a.l fc 0?^ . Now let 
s = exp (Soc (H)). The analysis applied to A above shows that 
s in a product of distinct primes from We set
% - [B • k J<
a product o' distinct primes from!?-, and
n . - r d D / a ^ » .
Clearly, np | a.l^lR* and so, because81 has R ? 1 , n? •
"oppose that q | na but q n^. In particular, q "j* | Coe (K) | .
As both a and 1 divide |K | , we have q | |h | . By II.1.17 
there is  a complemented, t-c h ie f factor X /  Y for some prime t 
dividing | foe (H) | such that q | |A,j /  Y) I • Then 
[" / Y] • (" / Y) «d (H)fi § 0 »  n
:t  is  now elementary to  show that there is  a subgroup o f  
[ ” / Y ] • A,. (X / Y) isomorphic to 5 (q , t ) . " in c o ^ jjl)  is 
C—closed and | 3 (q , t ) |  < | H | <• | G | we have
a ( q  ,
By construction, t | n^. V/e hr.ve now she-n that Jn& , n^| ^  
is an^l-factorisation of r (ll). But now, wo have r (N)€ A ($* lilp*) 
by R 7 C*. This contradiction proves that no such G exists,
and
ar elaimel.
ITovr suppose that and this time choose G
A  A
tc bo of minimal order in W  By IT.1'.Ip, is 7|d)
is saturated, we have that G is primitive. Let .< be the unique
initial normal subgroup of G and let H be .a complement of N in G.
Let p be the prime divisor of |a | . '?e must establish the fact
of
that every normal subgroup^G is contained in *9(51). Suppose, 
to the contrary, that this is false, and in particular that 
there is a maximal normal subgroup K of H such that N."
(observe that we may assume that H / 1 , for otherwise G is cyclic 
of prime order, p say. Since we would then have f (p) / $
A
v:e would have to conclude that G —  7. ■€. , against the
choice o" G). 
r.!s have
H e  Q (G) €  ^(R)
■ m'l co, by choice of G, that H «*3 (JR). Again we notice that
A
*3!«) is S-closed, and consequently that M €  j  lp i). Since we
A
have already shown that a(JR) Sâ*3(S?), we further obtain f! fc^flR). 
If H J is irreducible, then every chief factor of N." is 
jR-ndnisciblo, yielding N.K €  J^(JR,). fliis contradiction 
forces !< | to be reducible, and the irreducible "-submodules 
of 'I to have dimension not belonging to ¿i . Let
| m = N 1 O  • • * ©  Nr
bo a decomposition of N into irreducible "-modules. Let 
| K j H | •-= q. Set n = r (N), let n = dim and let
’ ''b} p be a p-factorisation; of m as guaranteed in 1.^.4.
LG, with C = Iter (M on Nj), then
(vi) exp (Soc (M / G) | V
(vii) P1
(viii) '"b is square-freef
(bO PIa mfe | | M / C | , and
(x ) m = V decm. P*
As n it, I IK / C I both m and n, areit-potent. Because a b | 1 ' a o
der: p l n * = r ( N ) w e  obtain that n, is a product of urinesunb * | ' ' b
from Similarly m& | n no « Tf(* . Suppose that q |
and q *|" m^. In particular, q "J* |soc (K / C) | and so there is
complemented t-chief factor X / Y of M / C for some prime t
d ividing | Soc (M / C) | with q | I Vo (X / Y) | . Then[ / Y ] . A ^ c (X / Y) «  Q (M / C) fi q (M)6 B  01). It is easy
to see that there is a subgroup of [x / Y^ • Aj,^ , (X / Y) isomorphic 
to Z (q , t). Since in subgroup cloned we have
s (q . t)e  3 Q
Hence deg^ Since t | exp (Soc (M / C)) and
exp (Soc ('■ / c)) | m^, we have shown that |ng , ^ is an
JR -factorisation of r (N^). Hence
r (:»,)« A « <  , V R P
£-by l ? 7. . This contradiction proves the claim that 
Sn ( G ) i ^ ) .
Our choice of G in such that
ei) « t o L a t j P x -
¿>R
Obviously we nay assume that H is not abelian. Lot X = H p, 
and suppose that K <  H. Our choice of G forces H X  by (4).A
Since H.K <1 G we have N.K «'JJR) and K €  ?„ f (p) - f (p)
- a«e,,)6r . Clearly X = K " and so K ‘  tX(Rr) . 3ut now
we have H 6 <X($.,)d>r , against (,!). There fore 
1 P
/t n
U  H - H  p.
Since H is not abelian, and therefore not simple, we may choose
a maximal normal subgroup M of H. By the argument used on 1C
above, we have H * O t . Let A = M T  and let s = | H x M | ,
a prime. Then A char H < H so A <1 H and A • O W L ) .  If we are
not to contradict (k ) , then it is evident, that we must assume
that s -d. K  .^  P
We denote by B the image B.A / A of 3 under the natural 
homomorphism of H onto H / A. Let S «  Bylt. (H) and 
Q «Hall (M) C  Hall^ (H). Wo shall show that [”  , T  ] =1 ;
p p _______
because K is«¿y. -perfect (by (p)) and H = q this shows that
* i i .
1 < A and hence that H is a 7Tp-group (A is of course a TT^-group;.
If then ( |H | , m) ^ “\ , where m = dim N, then there is a prime 
dividing both |H | and ra. This prime would have to be C-potent
because it divides | H | and. then will belong to f\ IP = Ji,
hi cause it divides m . This contradicts the fact that HP
is a 7T -group. Therefore we shall have to have ( | H | , m) = 1. 
But now J,71, 8.1 forces H to be cyclic, a contradiction.
Bo suppose that Q = 1 e.nd [Q , H ] /1 . We observe that 
c I and hence, because of (-’i), that ~  is the unique maximal
nor”".! subgroup of H. Since q ^  K and 3 0  1' => 1 , it is clear 
that if ”  / ” , is a chief factor of K for so ic Q, <] H thon it 
is a complemented chief factor. Lot q bo the prime divisor of 
|. Since [^ / Q,] «Ajj (X / Y) * Q (!I), it follows 
from (»0 that AH (Q / q,) / 1 , and hence(£) b q / q * Ajj (q / q,) ~ z^.
Let r bo the rank of q /
wo have r * 82 . Because <1
~ 1 and suppose that q / p. Since H €
q I |q I and ” «<3^ wo have 
1 P
1 ->'?
p / <i* ¿ C  ■
or course, r = deg„ q. and so se fiin -(fs isR-potent since s |H| ). 
However, R J5 now implies that o £ « '  , contradicting our assumption 
that s £ TT^.
The supposition that q / p must there Toro have been false.
Hence we have
(1) 'Tn; ™ d
(£) r = doss P
.'■(•on (°) and the Pact that s is iUpotent, we obtain
(2) f t * , *
The argument used above shows that whenever X / Y is a /T^-chieT 
factor or H such that A.j (X / Y) - ¿3, then p J |x / Y | . 
gave 1 : j?^^jxotjijj^jroun. Vie have shown above that 
* 0 /  ^ ” , since |” / ^ 1 | is a power of p. IF Q is not a
6.7T
.(-group then wo must have that O1’ (” ) • 0* (u* (Oj) <  C1 (Q).
_ 1 9'\-
Lot D aii-1 "b'j subgroups of K with A $ !)< i 4  3, D -* 0* (¡-¡)
and 3 = 0r (”). Clearly ”  = 01* ,i’' (” ) and 1  = 0P (” ). Since 
D char K and 3 char M, both 1) and 3 are normal subgroups of H.
If fl is a subgroup of H, then we denote the image 3 D / J of B 
under the natural homomorphism of H onto H / 0 by 3°. Then 
( | 3° | , |H° : 3° I ) -’ 1 and so 3° is complemented in K° and there 
is a complemented K -chief factor 3° / 3 .! of H° with E _ 4 H.p * *
Since K° Is6  -perfect (by(p)), we see tint A (E° / 3 ?) / 1 ,
as [3° / 3 1 ] • A o (3° / 3 1’) €  o (H°). In particular, s | [ H* I, where
n
H* = a (3° / J .°). "ere rf* = Z then we have already seenTT0 ' * 1 S
that this would force p | | 3° / 3 ° | , contrary to the construction 
o ' ?? J  3°. Hence p | | H* | and (K*) is a p-jroup. Let
AL jl1, be a minimal normal subgroup of H and lot r be the prime
/s
divisor of | I . Since H €■ ^(¡R) wo have that H, and
/S
hence £ ,° / ; ^  ] • K , lies in The '¡«closure of
yields ^:° / I,,0 J • N* Applying Clifford's Theorem,
we see that a chief fa.ctor of ^3° / 3 .j J • If*" below its socle
has rank deg r 6-52, . Hence P r
( J £ )
Also, r e  TC and so by Tt 3 h, we have P
Q D
;îo>:t, since (3° / Ra°).li* 6  '¡¡(jft) have fi* t " (r) C C &,.}&. •
r
::ne.»use of (5) wo must have 0„ (li*) ~1 (s | | H^| )• By II.1.12
“tt ^ “tithere ir; a complemented p—chief factor a J  i of H on which a. 
oylow c-subçroup of IP acts non-trlvlally. iince IP is a
tr » r)  -oCoup it is clear that
[ ’’* /  y*  ]  • A ( : : * / Y * )  *  : ( B . P) e  7 {?*) £  r ( r ) .I- yW
Since 1 (s , p) is faithfully and irroducibly represented on a 
nodule of dimension [s , p J over G!1’ (r), we deduce that
(12) BtlllJ.
TaVlnj (7), (7), (10), (11) arid (12) together, see that the
conditions of R i*1 6 are satisfied with s in place of r and r
In plac of q. SinceH has R F 6 , this forces s *3^,* ,T?
a contradiction. This case cannot, therefore occur*.
Snrr ? : 7 V- . Si nce *T acts faithfully and
irreiucibly on II, we have 0^ (H) =1 . Therefore Q, rv ’y  (A) =1 }
for Q, o :}I (A )  * A Q - Mi H, and then Q n (A) $ 0p (A }) (H) =1
In particular, because ( IQI * I A| ) = 1 there is a chief factor
J / I. of H below A such that 0, C., (j / L). Because A is abelian
we have A $ <y (j / L). Because H ** II 1 (by (5)) we nust
have s | | Ay (J / L) | . Thus, with II, = A^ (J / L), we see
that ■? (K^) is a p-£roup and | H . : ? (Ht) | ~ c. Aqpilnc
Just as in easel, we see that
Cl2)
where r is the prime divisor of | J / L | . In this instance, 
r is a prime divisor of I A | , and 0L(ii ). Hcncc
tit)
Lastly, H *?(#). o o H l ef (r) = a « ? r)6^ . Hence
(12) * e n v -
ratine (7), (y), (13), (1*0 and (15) together, and applying 
R •' 6 (with r for q and s for r), we have :: t K  •
Till . contradict ion has finally proved c m .' claim that 
[" , 3 J ’ 1 , for ( |" | , |”  | ) - 1 and “  r: t centralise
i *n
every TT^-ch.iaf factor of H. Th’-i that Q 4 (S.A) - i.e.
that A.3 <1 H. The fact that H must b e A  -perfect (by (¿))
P
now forces A.3 = H, and the result follows as already described.q
TTT. f. '*■ do roll-ary Let /& bo a ranking function. If is 
saturated, then is also 3-closed.
rreof The local definition given in I I I .P . ' J for jj(^) is 
'"-closed. Nov/ apply II.3 .33 (a).
q.e.d.
II.?..5 "or'ollary Let 1R be a full ranking function. The
following statements are equivalent.
<i> 9 3 »  is saturated.
(h) 81^  the following properties:
7 !i r li’Avr all primes p, &  is closed underP
i* ■* lea o.i'i nr»1 tip!teathu.
R ":If p and q are primes such that p / q *81 
and if n , then qn - 1 
7 H g:If p, q and r are primes such that
(V) r | pa - 1 for some a * 5^
(Vi) P | <1  ^— 1 for «01.10 b *3^
(iii) q | pc - 1 for some c 6ff{
(iv) r e* q' and
(v) P «8tp-
Uit.-ii velR. .p
(«) 3  OR) is locally defined by
F (P) - O t f l J A  .P ~ n
whore wo set K n IP for all p e IP.1» P
'•'ronf By III. 1.l6.il =%.* • 3y III.1.17 wo have
that 52 has '' R 71 . Let p and <i bo primes such that p / q feft 
and let s be a prime with c | q11 - 1 for come n*ftq. Dy III.2.3, 
ft. liar, R 7 1 1 and so, since dec,, d | n *82^, we have s 
Since, again by 111.2.3» 52 has R 7 3» it now follows that 
r. «ft . Hence every prime dividing q 1 -1 belongs to
$  , and since ft has 7 R 71 , even qn -1 feft(. Thus il has 
’ R ? 7. A similar argument applied to the hypothesis of 
7 R 7 3 shows that r pfcft„* and q fc-ft Ve may now
apply R ' i) immediately to get r f e ^ .
( * ) '.!e need to chock that ft has R 7 1*, R ? 2 , !1 ? i,
R 7 J anl R 7 6. This part will then follow from III.7.3.
7/idently, 7 R 7 2 and 7 R 7 3 imply R 7 3 and ii 7 6 respectively.
Observe thatft } for certainly it £  ft* . " ¡i since ¿2 is
P  P P a 1 i
closed under taking •*iv,--.orn,it follows that ft «ft* . Hence 
R 7 1 *  holds. :ie now show thatft has R 7 7*. Vie note that 
’ R 7 1 clearly gives A ,ft . Le i m fe 32. «id sot
:: ^  7 . Since R  is full and ft, has o r  7 1, the group G
belongs to Also, G is1 faithfully and irreducibly
c present' ’ on a. module 7 of dimension •.» over G7 (p). Hence 
U > G  £^(K). Now, m = deg|5( p. Let q, , ... , q, be the 
distinct primes dividing IGl . Applying 1.1.6 (c), there 
are non-negative integers e1 , ..
e, e. I xe
ni = q. ... q. . deg ... „ p. Since deg pj m eft and1/ I*| iJi 1
ft has 7 R FI, it follows that q. 6 & for H i  4 t. Also,
if ct >  0 then q 1 I (m , |G| ), so n^eft., • Hence m ft A ift 
q. nr qm-r.My ft has R 7 7 . It. remains to check that ft has 
R :■ If P / qfeft,,» then by 7 It ?* 7 wc have q -1 feft ,. Since 
(ToG(i p | q -1 and because 51 has 7 It 7 I , we conclude that degqp *ftp
e^. such that
- I V -
Hcp.ce
Tliia is proven in III.2 . J .
q.e.d.
Tlie implication (b)^(c) of IIT.2.J was originally proved 
licineken [?5 3 us ins very d ifferent methods from those used here, 
’.'e now recall the arithmetically clcrine.l classes defined 
in IT.t.ll. Tn II. 'hit it was prove! that all G ’.oohfltr 
clar.se« which are formations are precisely the ranted saturated 
formations. The characterisation of TIT.T.j therefore determines 
the set. il-t.lch _lve all Gaschfitr. classes which are 
formations. lie can improve the characterisation of these Gaschflts 
classes.
, <jhd f0llowing statements arc equivalent in
lira for a class
(a) Is a Gacchflts! class and a Carnation.
(t) ^  i ~ ranted saturated formation.
Is a subgroup-clone:! Gas eh fit. clans.
i
(ts= » ( Q  ^.is a Gsr.chRta class by (b)^(n), 
clesed by I I I . 2 . ' * .
(■ ■'=»'■'■) dy Il.J.J.^is ^-closed. Hence, by II.2 .7 (b) wo
have
is subgroup-
V&-*3 4  4 -
V ^ r l o n a r ^ c o n ^ c f ^ u r c _
hoy in by justifying that the formations introduced
NH
HH
HB
HH
l
TIT. j . i ~!r aTplor*- (a) Let (Si be a ranking function defined by
<a. a  - H  }«
CQ ; {  ?1 . 3j * i . j e  I N w t ’j) f
&  ,, = { 1 1 i0r 11 *  7*
It is clear that (ft. har. m  ? I . Since (fig is easily
checked that (fi. has I? R F 2. i'lnally, for all primes p,
an 1 so (v) of 7 H 1? 3 in never satisfied. (D. has ¡s’ R ?  J  vacuously.
It is non a consequence of 111.2.3» (b)^^(a) that ' a ®  is a 
saturated formation.
(b) Let It be a ranking function defined by
U „  [ 3  . 21 : i ^  0 }s
U j  - f%
lit, " l 1 ] ror p £ 5*
!c show that it has R 71 , II ? i , !1 / ■* , 1 f j and R ? ft.
Certainly 2 ? \ * holds for p ? 2. Clearly l £  =■ { 21 s i t  0 j“ and 
so Ut har. R ■'1 . Now, } = dcg_ 2 and so if m a t t h e n  
m = 2  ^ 2 £ A (11* 011 the other hand, if k is a
product of primes from !£,,* then deg^ p =■ 2J . 3 and so any 
element of A (U* ha“ ttye i'orn 1 * clu-’- I5 =* 2* . 2^ . 3 - 2i+ .^ 3 £dl
Consequently, U. has R ?  $ .  Since 2 =1t£n P andUnnlP - 0 
for p 2 3. U  bos R «' 4 vacuously. No element of contains 
t£-yotent prime different from p, for all primes p, and hence ,1 f 3 holds vacuously. Lastly, p if and only if p ** 2.
Therefore, R ?  6 could only be applied if there is a prime r / 2 
such that r C VL Tor some prime q / p. This clearly neverq
happens. Tims It satisfies (b) of IIT.2.3 and so 3(U) Is 
saturated.
„1'( ^
ITT* 3.** :^r.Tanle Recall example (*> which was introduced in 
footlon ? o" this chapter. In its final form, Vi was a ranked 
function with
%  =t£3 - * i , j ¿ o } ;
VL =£1 } ; and
U ,  - $ for all r €|P \  [2 , 3 , 11 V  
Tliis ’ranking function was constructed to have properties 
R •’ 1, ... , R ?  6 , and no by ITT.?.3, is saturated.
Ur fortunately, the arithmetical properties required of $2- 
for 31 to satisfy (b) and (c) of III.?.3 are sufficiently complicated
as to deny a satisfactory description of ^  (¡0$. In the full 
characteristic case, however, we have already noted that
Kc.iuoVn has, proved some further properties which might help 
to improve our insight.. For instance,
IIT.j.3 Lemma (Heineken [?p], Corollary M .  Lot be a full 
ranking function having ? R  7 1, '7 R 7 2 and R P 3. Suppose 
that p and q arc distinct primes, such that p | qn -1 for 
so;.- n 6 n.nd q j p -1 for some 16 .
(a) If pfejft and q f e ^ ,  then6^  IN-
(£) lilt, = [l’1 « i i  ° }, then 1^  « [ '  1 .
Tvoon ( O  Set o = r in the statement of 7 R ? 3» Then q * # ^ .  
Reversing the roles of p and q in 7 li ?  J  gives p € ^ .  Applying 
ITT. l.?p yields H  - H q -IN- 
(b) ec [23].
A few minutes thought reveals that oven with TIT.1.°3 an! 
j t t,3.3, the ranked saturate 1 formations of full characteristic are
- V a ­
n t i l i  too complicated to be easily calculated. However, consideration 
of’ the primes involved lead one to make the following conjecture. 
^¿¿¿¿k^Conjecturo Let q and r be primes. We define sets 
recursively as follows:
A0 = « P : p | qr - 1. j )?
A . =  { p * P :  p | t - 1 for t € A._ ( i ^  1 .
Then P -  V  Ar
If III.3.^ is indeed true, then the author proposes a 
further conjecture.
III.3.5 Conjecture Let p, q and r be primes with p ^ q. Let
SI bo a full ranking function such that is saturated,
and suppose that
r and q *51,.
Define 30 -  {  c e  IP : s | q"° -  1 , j  1 J
SL - (s 6(P : C | t - 1 for t € 3.^ \  {p] } , i ? I .
"inee R, has ? it 2 it follows that \J 3. £ X . The conjecture
i» n 1 p1
ir then that P=- LJ 3 . and IR -IN.
iiO 1 *
If III.3.^ holds then cectainly J? will contain all primes 
greater than or equal to p. Also, if III«3 0  indeed true
and in as stated, then whenever p ( P such that id m  
then every prime I. with p / tfei^ must satisfyJ?|, -J 1 J .
How r.y such ^  be eons tenet*'1?
T1 ;('n ■■tvwti.n;; a Oil'1 '•■'v.ik.*.i):. .'inn-!,i" i ^   ^ jft'
••.tuy-'t ii'H31 lll.J.Jy '..'c dcc‘>ip>se P  into a union of subsets
-
1•frjvfrfu.fr,, u  f r u O .  - a
prtacs_D csuch tint
By III.} . j ,  we r-quire that ifn.^ = 5 ? „ n P  and 
71 * - { i t IP s <i | t - 1 some t€ |, then
exiled n.-. x oil OWE
All ¿ftp ±¿$1/
let
i l  =7l*^ P P
t frj ; ^t 6 P  : tt/I Tor some prime pcfrj J. Cur
r-.we'i followIn- the conjecture implies that
■ , tV.-nfl^  =11 } .
Define ¿2, to be set -'C pri ;rs y  such that _ L l U * p M  
and pfetfl.. ^ 1 p'1 : i > 0*\. With 7T^  and 7r* as above we
rjquire that
* _  \ { p )  -rtf, and K .P r r
ncri iAdditionally, if qfeil ^ and r€ 7Cq are 
an 1 r I pn -1 for sons n, n fe# p  fthen r fell . 
lift* = [tfefP: t*/!"”* Cor cone pfeii^J,then
6^* ,  ^ ft fj V a. ^
This is consistent with the definition o frj; Tor IT r and q
s’* 1st as above then r / n since q £ T q. I'.cnc^ r  6 il-j . further,
if ip , qjc fr? with p / q  then either p J q - 1 Cor any
or a j* pn -1 Cor any n Tor suppose that q. | pn — I
and p I qm -1 for none nfc& and . i t S ^  Then IH.3.J (a)
would force2(2 H  »INI, against the choice of p and q.P 1
if e n  t’nnft = { : i J  0 J . The elements ofij., must-— r ■ ~ ^ -;- i-  f ---------------*  ->
b : chosen so tint if q6 jfrjuil,,uilj and. p«XV, then either 
f f ^ “1 any me or q f pn -1 for any n ir
M k c o n v e r g e  woro true, then ^PP^y^J I T I O O  (k) woul/l coitrnl.lct
the (loflaitloa o*
1 *,c
Lt  ' J j  vie partition u vii2,, w  -O ,) into
t - 0 setsfl,, n.ii'1 Cl—*• P
' fcHi, ' ’.i -i ffi. IN; If cO... t’nu-.ffi. _£ lL -* «✓ a’
If qfc £2 qu f)Lj and q | p,n -| for some piXV,u£2j and & 3? n 
then q Must belong toflL; thin again follows from III.2.3 (a).
III.J.7 !.■ IT’. Let Clv C l * , n ? , c £  , 0 j , 0 ^  , O j  be an above 
and let ?Rbe the associated ranking function (if p6X2.jU.Op 
then $  ^is the net of all products of prime': Iron Ji ,)• Then 
'■}• Jft) is saturated.
’’roof 3 j  construction, has ? 3 7*1 and .1 S ?— We must
therefore check ? ii S 3* Suppose that p, q and r are primes 
such that
( 0 1 1I p* - ' some afeW ,)S
(ii) h b - ' some b fr ^ q J
( i i i ) 11 | f - . some ,»
( iv ) p c iR , i(v) r C
rut notice that (iv) forcervrc n 0
then certainly r -li So we may assume that pfiO^ yO ..P P
If then q cannot belong to any o rXij.O^.Q^ ovQ,^
since, by construction, one of (ii) and (lVi) must fail. Ir 
q6 X2 1  ^u  .fi y  then and (v) cannot then hold,
lienee :€ Î 2  • Again by construction, q cannot belong to any 
o'il,,XY orH.j, since otherwise one of (il) and (iii) must fail,
o t u o t o  r v .and if q 6 X2ji/X2p v»O j ,  then (v) fails. Suppose that q 6 1.
then by construction r6?^ ■ lienee ’ .1 j  holds.
q.o.d.
-1 .
In "act wo have proven
Thsor-vu If conjecture 111.3*5 holds, then every ranked 
saturated formation of full characteristic is constructed as 
in III.3.6.
Let jfl.be a full ranking function such that 
fto / [ 1  J and is saturated. If III.3«5 holds then
^ J 2 X V n r
Let p €• P ' H  such that { i M . / U 1 - ’ ^ ¡ .1
By II I .1.23 we have 2 e f c *  . Since 5 .^ /£1 \ it followsP P w
from III.3.'+ thatlRo IN.
111*3-° f m m  pier, (a) Let Cl = <f>, and let flL, ” J  ? J . Set 
W o  " 5J* : i , j * 0 3 . rut a, - { 7 , 11 ] and
C l . - | P \ ^ 2  , 7 1 II i jj* de must have 71* - Hence
tH - - ^  jj1 s i , j ? 0 }*
<Rr {' } &y.
f t ?  ' J 71 . i ? »},•
-  {l l j . J* ° h  ,
S i  ■  { 1 J for P » 3 .
is a maturatel formation by 111.3.7*
(b) Let ft, » i 3 j with - { i 1 j J : i , J £ 0 }. Then 
■ H f *  , 3‘J. LetIX, = {  I 1 } With [ 2l.5J.1l ’* : i , j, k ?  0
Thun 0 ^  flj. Let fl., = ^  13} . 3~ud letfy - j  p : p J l11 -1 some 
n e  O  u Q  and m 6 and¿V- P N (*i^ 1^ ^ w X i ;,w n OMn Ju n , f). 
Hence
1»
*1 {"■ 5J : 1 , j ? ^ll
* j  £ I ) :
& 7 IN C^J7 3 - <s/ R; , <1 .^7 II <1 ^  13 - ^ R „ )
^ n  ’  l 2* 5J.iik « i , J , o]»
*1, - { V 1 : 1 * 0  };
#17 =M 17 | 316 - 1 and 1S€&3);
etc.
By m o - 7, 'Sit is a saturated formation.
' ue have already seen, an arbitrary ranked Comatlcn 
is considerably more complex. Me can do little more than make 
tv:o more conjectures dealing with some special cases.
Tpr.n.il Conjecture Let O" be a finite set of primes and let 
p and r be primes in P\<r. Define sets : ;oUt’:.lvcly aw follows i
Ao “ {° 6 IP ! *1 | -/l some j 0 }
t. = { q * P  : q | t -1 some t £ p \  ((Tu W )} •
Then U  a . = I P n o t .
liO
l
III. J. if I, ?;■! I!i. LetlR.be a ranking function such that ^$1) is
saturated. Let (T^ f p :5l ~ and suppose that l°r l<°° .V J-
If p / qfc , q a prime, anl f  f  5^ / { 1 J . and if IIIO.^1 
holds then
?R*nP = P'<r.
■ , .0 x». *L i: h- a prime in . If b .**ti d-i” *!-• nl- fb'ir
dividing qrJ -1 for some j > 0, then there is an element nt 
of 5^ with j m, so that s J q 1 - I • Since ft has !i / 2 it
1 1
I y .m that r. 3y T1 ■’ j ,  than, .
Defining 3o ~ ^ t f c l P : t j q r - 1 some j > 0 J
B. = £ t fe P  : t | u - 1 some u € P  Niff* o {r} ) ^  , i ? 1 ,
it therefore follows that U  B.£8?". If III.3*11 holds,
i?0
then wo have
lR%IP-IP'<r:
^ q.e.d.
J. T T. 3. ^ 3 .foi* turo Let 51 bo a ranking function such that
is saturated. Let O'= { p «32p = ft j ani suppose that 
| O’I < a« . Then there is a full ranking function^ such that
*$1) saturated and
xJ<R)
Certainly, i f  I I I . 3.11 holds then I I I . 3.12 is  an analogy 
of III.1.25 and therefore implies that a ranked saturated formation 
'B  1R) , where <T |  p :(S^ -  $ \  ic  f in it e , is  constructed in a 
similar wa.y to that described in III.3.6. I f  O’ is not fin ite , 
then we have already seen in .Ixanple 111.1.2(5 that 111.3*12 is 
fa lse . Me fin ish with one more example.
m . V ’E (Schacher and Seita [28] ) In [28j , Schacher
end Seit?. show tha.t there is nn infinite settici pnmes such that 
ir n and. q belone toi),thcn ? j deg^ p (If p / q). V/c define
31such that
(a) if p C l p N A t h e n # , ,  -
(b) i f p « fi then o  IP = ^  *Ild
$  ~ 0  \  ip] • L c t R *  bc thè set of all proluets


Recall Iron Definition II.4.1 (c) and II.^.6 (b) that a
formation is absolutely ranked if there is a ranking function
fi^such that 3  3 ,  «ft , where \  an : - (g «^> i for all p e P
and all p-chief factors II / H of G, r? (il / 2 1 ) ^ ^  ). It was
: he..n in Il.k.C that^ (JR) is a formation whenever iR.is a ranking a
function. In this chapter vie characterise the ranking functions
(ft such that"J- {SO is saturated. './c shall see that the resultinga *
absolutely ranked saturated fonaations are easily described, 
in contrast to the ranked saturated formations investigated in 
Chapter III. Until further notice, JR. will be a ranking function
such that *3^  {SO is saturated, an 1/4 .ill be an arbitrary ranking 
function. 7!io reader is reminded that all ranking functions 
are assumed, to be minimal or absolute minin’-1 (depending on the 
contort) and all groups are finite a:’ • oj.ublc. begin with 
a» elementary observation derived from Chapter I.
l
17. 1 T a. Let ’C and L be fields with IIS L and | L : K | < O O . 
Let G be a, group and suppose that L is a. splitting field for G. 
Th';u there is an Irreducible 1C G-modulo 7 o'* absolute dimension 
n (i. e, r, (/) « n) If and or.ly if there is an irreducible 
T. c-.iodulo ", <)i* dj innsion n. If % is the character arr«»t*V«l 
■i 'iclJ of characL rlslic p»'.h -n 
dim,, V = IlC % ) s ' |. din. .I.A. *
7, tid ], ’ .
___ _ Let p be a prime. Then
¡ i ^ u s L y
frecisely as in III.l.l.
q.e.d.
IV.3 Lfr-.-na Let p anti q bejR-potent ptimes.
(¿) Let L € W  be 82-patent. Then Z^ €  f (p).
(]>) if p f  then f (p) contains an extraspecial ¿roup
'a
oi' order qy , and hence contains every extraspecial q-gi'oup.
(¿) if r* and <i / p. ^en s (r , q) € r (n).
(¿) If a e<®2.n i then a is5?-potent.
•"»--cr (a) Let G = St and G -  G / 0, (G). As t isd-potent 
it follows from 17.? that GG (¡R). Then ”  is faithfully 
and ixTOducibly represented on a rodule -/of dimension 1 over a 
splitting field L for G of characteristic p. Let I bo an irreducible 
V G-eub.icdulo of with JC - Gir (p). Vince 8? y- / we have 1 « * ,  
by 17.2 and hence [7 ] • G £  jJ- @R) and G fcf (p). As f is full, 
we then deduce that G £ f (p).
(b) Let 3 be an extraspecial ¿roup of order q . Vince each 
chief "actor of id has rank 1 ahd (cd^ we have 3 » .
Let L be a splitting field for 3 of characteristic p and let 
- Q.r (p) c  L. If is a faithful irreducible '¿»module over 
then dim- ■! - q by 1.4.7, 1.4.2 and I. 2-16 . Tims if 7 is an 
irreducible V 2-submodule of '.r^, then [v ] • d (JR) and 
c r (p). Vince d is. an arbitrary extrospocial group of order 
q3, it follows from p>6j III, 13*7 and TII.lJ.0’ that evory 
•rd.’-.special q-group belongs to f (p).
. r j  Let G G (p , q) be the group In the statement. It follows
from (a) that G £ ^ a • by 1.4.10, 1.4, 11 and 1.2.1*1, the
. 1
group G ’-an a i'aithfu]. and irreducible module '! of dimension 
P over a splitting field L of characteristic p.. Since pe($^, 
wo deduce that if V is an irreducible K G-submodule of V!,,, where 
X = GP (r), then [vj • G In particular, S 6 f  (p).
(d) Hie minimality of ft means that there is a group G t f (p)
' Mi a faithful arid irreducible modulo V over GP (¿') such that 
rn (V) = a. By 1.^.3» we have a | | G I . "ince G€^Ja (R),
it follows that a is ^-potent.
q.c.d.
* ,Hie next result compares with condition R •* 1 in Chapter III:
iw.fy Proposition (a) If a £ and b | a, then bfcTfJ_._ W  P | P
(b) If £a , bJsR^, then a.belR^.
r,r?of (•;) ! e assume, without loss of generali.ty, that a /1. 
c, c.
Let n . . .  n, ' oc be* the prime decomposition of a, who,-e , , o.,...,q.I * 1
Is o. set of distinct primes, c^fclKJ for 1 <i V k and c € I N  v*{°| •
d.
Then b -= 0 . q, ' . p !, where 0 4 d, 4 c,, 1 <i <■ fc, andI d-
0 i d $ c. If ie{l,...bjand d^ / 0,thcn let 0, be a non-abelian
2c.+h
metacyclic group of order qi having a maximal normal cyclic 
c.+h
subgroup of order 1 and a non-abelian metacyclic quotient 
2d,+h
of order qj^ 1 having a maximal normal cyclic subgroup of 
d.+horder q^ 1 , »here h « 2 if q^ ■ 2 and h - 1 if q^is odd.
Such exist by 1.1.9« If 1 ® f!»•••# k j and d^ ” 0,
• '’c.-tl
then set to be an extraspecial group of c~lor q^ 1 and
to bo a cyclic ¿roup of order q^. Then Q. fc Q (q.). Let L
be a splitting field for and of characteristic p. By
1.^.7» 1.^.8 and 1.2.16, there is a faithful irreducible submodule
_  _  c. di
7^ Tor and for over L of dimension 1 and 1
ropectively. Notice that as q^ is TSl-potent (by IV.3 (c)) and
therefore 1 *■& , then (JR)* 1 £ i  ^k. Let 3 •= S (p , q),
”i
where q is someSl-potent prime different from p. If a / 0, 
then q must exist, since any group G having a faithful and 
irreducible module over a field of characteristic n cannot be 
a p-gvoep. Let 7 be a faith Pul irreducible ’.-module over L.
- 1  7' -
If L is chosen so that it is also a splitting field foe ;, then
ii ... 7 p (as in 17.3 (c)). The group 3 belong... t o [6tj
by 17.3 (a) • "st
H = 0^ x ... x Q,, x 3 x .j. x 3 (ft.
By I.'1-.1°, the L K-noduls Y . Q t •••G. Vv O -  V © .  • • . Q, V
I J.J X / ■ v Jj  i j  ± j
C.| C!< nQis absolutely Irreducible of dimension q^ ... q;? p • aft OC^
3y I.b.13, this module is faithful for H, an) so 
K 6  f (p). Now let
1! - ” 1 x ... x ” . x •/ .;1.w3 €■ q (K)Ct f (p).
fhen again by I.'hlB, the L H-module O  r ••• O p  >^0 »  V Q *  O p
. C’l ClT; d*: absolutely irreducible and of dimension q^ ... q, p ** b.
r,inee !! e f (p), wo deduce that b € 32.
(h) Ginco ft, is minimal, there exist groups 3 and H in f (p) 
u'di that if L is a splitting field of characteristic p for 
G II and its subgroup:;, then there arc faithful irreducible 
modules V and VJ for 3 and II respectively over L of dimensions
a end h, respectively. By I.M 2 ,  7 Q Tj '•* an absolutely 
irreluolble L (G x H)-modulo of dimension a.b. Since G x H €  f (p)
q.e.d.
IV. 5 Scroll ary The sets 3? are completely determined by the
primes belonging to then.
wo conclude that a.bfc ft.
^P/j^jjOTollara  ^ " L $R) is 3 -closed.
, coor This follows easily from IV.(b) and Clifford's Theorem, 
using I.3.I.
q.e.d.
Corollary IV.6 is something of a relief after the -orrespor.din 
result in Chapter III (Ill.i .?). Indeed, we notice that fthas 
some of tbs nicer aspects of a full ranging function such that
¥ frjL) is saturated. In fact, our ranking function ft is very much 
nicer that such>8, and the next result even Implies that conjecture 
III.3.11 hold- Tor ft.
i;,7 Vr. )j)oc It ion (c.f. property R f j) If p and q are Im­
potent primes and p f  qfeft ^ then ft, ^ contains allR-potent
primes.
Lot t be anR-potenh prime. If t ; e then t&CR,^. Suppose, 
therefore, that t f  q. Let ?  *  ” Z , and let 7 be a
non-trivial irreducible T-module over Gf (q) of dimension m say.
L-t L bo a splitting field for H - f l [v]*T of characteristic 
p which is a Gale Is extension of '( - Gf (p). Let U bn a non­
trivial irreducible L Q—module -  i. e. d i n U  •= 1 . Getting
*
- UQl„Vr and using the notation of I I . U ?  »0 r.00 that U may 
be considered as a faithful Irreducible il-module over L of
:1 infusion q"1. Since q65^n, we have q'"cR . 3y 17.3 (a) wc 
have 7.T £  ^  and T £  f (q). Since every q-chief factor of 
H induces a Group of automorphisms in H which is isomorphic 
to a quotient of T, it follows that H . Let Y be an
irreducible X H-mubnodule of (l/*),.. Then ra (Y) = dimTU*fcí?. ^  
when Y is considered as a chief factor of [Y^ * H. Hence every 
chief factor of Y.II is 'H -admissible and H €. f (p). In particular, 
/. T fcf (p). Cinco an absolutely irreducible faithful V.f-module 
has dimension t,we have t feíi.
17.n 7'rep.cr-.ition (c. f. Property II 7 6) Let p c P  with p^lR^. 
Then Tor all primes q.
'roof Clearly we may concentrate on anil-potent prime q / p.
By 17. j ,  in order to prove that it is enough to show
that if r€ IP and rfcj?q, then réó^, . Lot T ^  ”r -v-nd let E - 0 (p
3y 17.3 00, the group 3 belongs t o ^  JR). Lot 7 = E X T.
If J $ J then we denote the image of 3 in the base group of
v; by a*. Jy II. 1.17, if N - 7 (G),then I!* is the unique minimal
normal subgroup of 7 and :•! is,, in fact, primitive. Also,
r (p*) = r . r (N). Let H be a complement of N in E. Then
H* T is a complement of Ir in 7. 3y 1.^.3, v,e have
r_ (¡j^ ) I |n*"x : II *] = r and so, because II*T is not abelian,
it follows that ra (II*) « r € & q. Since Tfe f (p) by 17.3 (a),
the p- 'hlef factor.» of 7 must beV. -admissible. Hence every
chief factor of 7 is -admissible, and so 7 £ ^  (J?). 3y
t i. 1. 17 (o' and I.9.J/Í there in a faithful and irreducible
module 7 of dimension pa over a splitting field L Tor 7 and
each subgroup of M of characteristic p. Since p«tft it followsr
that p' Thus if U is an irreducible GV (p) W-cubmodule
D
of then [u] • (R) an<1 50 w 6  f (p). Now, because
VJ is primitive, there is an integer n such that the group 
[n * x  ... x T is faithfully and irreducibly represented
or. a module of dimension | H * T |  O V fc J T  L .  ‘j I l l C ' j
[d *x . x :i*J • K ^ T  6 Rq S f  (p), we must have | H * T I £ Rp*
Ey we therefore conclude that r t f i  .p j* q.e.d.
Il\r^oron2H, ^et be the set ofiR-potent primes.
Lot rLii>ip and TC be subsets of % such that
'H - {pe/7 :R, = {1 ]} .
712 ” ^f£7i ¡3?, =</C>j i «hoi*« C7t>isthe 
sot of all products of primes fron/T, and
7i [i’fe 7  :R. [l l s i > n j }
(a) n. - 'i |u n, i» n . ;
(Ji) ilo n  '<ij ~ f a
(¿) if 7l„ / / then * = Ti , u T l? } and
(d) i"7, / 0 then 71 =■ il,u 1 1 and | 71 ,t | - 1.
^  > J J
.'roof (a) Suppose that p fe(T\ (TijU /i,). Thor. them is an 
R-potent rime q with p / q«-lR Propositions I/.7 and IV.•'+ 
then fo.rco < U > S #  . It now follows from IV. j  (i) that 
5^ <C"n > , i.ivl bonce p£7t„.
(b) i!- p #/'U O/L ,t then wo have : 1 ^ j <«-? -Uiat if.
71 ^ p j  and (®) -= <2> . However, all chief factors of a
p-jroup have rank 1 , contradicting the mitil'iality ol'2?. Hence
71 oO A ; ' fa
(_) uiXK..-j that 71, / anil let q t  7l,. IT p *71^ then by
17.3 vfo have JR = <ii> SIR, , implying that p - q6 7T, r) 7c-, /H P ¿ 3
against (b). Therefore, 7t^ = fi.
(v) If It., / / ,then it is immediate from (c) that 7f, = J’f. It
is, furthermore, immediate from 17.3 that | TT , | =1.
J  q.e.d.
Corollary 17.9 already gives us a clear impression of the 
nature of*-)•, (JR).
17.1° n'.-finltl-u The class IX* of i^rsolub^
Groups is the class of soluble ¿roups in which every chief factor 
has absolute ran!; 1 . IV 1C is a set of primes then IX' (7t) will 
denote the class of absolutely Tc-suyersolublc groups - that is, 
those soluble gi'cups in which every7T-chief factor has rank 1 .
T;. if Loan Let 7i be the characteristic o f ^  and let
7c, ,71, ar>.-l7f, b. a partition o7 7c -is describe’ in 17.?. Then 
ljR) ic described by on;; o" the following:
(a) if/l = 7t,uii, thnn^j (¡^ ) (*1) n  < ^ 1  the civ.; of
I71, - r ju je r-o lu b ls  Tt-£rou];s.
7l,u Tu and - {p}, th has the following
7v.b?. c'.nd Xo'.'p.l. fie Tin it ion:
c (q) i3 d* 7 1 1
c (r) = a T a r.
Pfoof (a) The. Is clear.
(b) LetQJhc the formation donned by g.
(1) <W): Let G6 and let r / N be a q-chiof
factor off. If q«7 t t, th >1 A^(M / N) 6  g (q) and ro AQ (f / H) 
Is cyclic. Tn particular, (ii / N) = ir d ” 1» t'10“
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A„ (i'-T / :;) €Ofr (X.i aad it follows from I. '+.3 that ra (" / 7)
?.s a pov:er of p. Hence 1 «  •
(2) *9- S t  <3, L»t 0 ST, and 1st H / 3 le 1 l-ohls" 
factor of G. If q / p, then we nust have that r (H / 7) -1, and 
hence A„ (" / ") is a cyclic 7C-group. In particular, A„ ( , ..) 6. g (a). 
Suppose, then, that q = p. Te wish to show that A„ (X / X)6 0(-0(. 
in crier to complete the proof. Let ?  « A„ (H / If). If
r / IT) = 1 then G is cyclic and the result is clear. Tiea
may therefore assume that r^ (:■; / li) = p°, cone b £  1 . 3y 1.4.3 
therefore, p^ | |? I . Let L he a splitting field for ?  and 
all its subgroups, and let 7 be an irreducible L G-subncdule 
of (*! / !!)". Since 7 i3 faithful for ?  v:e have ? (?) C  0 , (?).
p
On the other hand, 7 I _ .-!■> is a direct sun of irreducibleI i v-*/
P
L 0 , (?)-modules o? dimension a power of p. If 7 is an irreducible 
p i . .
subnodule of V I - f r \ then by [.26] , 71, 8.1 we deduce that 
| u ? '.W
0 , (?) C  h • further, since now 0 , (?) is nilpotent,
p 1 1 p
■? (g ) = 0 , (?). Since ?  (?) is abelian, it must be that ? (?) 
P
a, ?is the stabilizer in G of 7, and so 7 = 7 . Because 7 is an 
irreducible L ? (?)-nodule, we have din^ 7 = 1 ,  and as 
din. 7 = p'°, we therefore see that | G : S (G) I ■ p^.
7e now conclude that the p-chief factors of ?  are central in 
?, and from II.1.11 and [?6], 71, 8.1 that the p -chief factors
o f ?  induce autonorphisn groups in G that are cyclic p-groups.
Thus ?  / n ~  (X / Y) is an abelian p-group, .here the intersection 
is taken over all chief factors X / Y of ?. 3y II.l.H we
- l f t -
therefore have G / ? (G)&0X_1 completing the proof.
q.e.d.
After a technical lemma, we are able to state and prove 
the theorems characterising all absolutly ranked saturated 
formations.
: M 2  Lemma Let 7T^ P  and let Q  be a formation with char^S 1C. 
Then *1*9 is a saturated formation.
Proof By II.3. 3$ a formation. Let G be a group and
suppose that G / ^ (G^Jtjj-Sf. Let H 6  a be such that £ ( g ) £ H
m
and H / $(G) = (G / . Since H /^(Q)€flt—  we have
H / ^ ( G )  <5 7 (G /$(G)). By II.1.1 (c), it now follows that 
H 7 (G). Since G / $  (G) is a /["-group, then G is also a7T-group 
(by [26], III, 3.8). Because G / H i ^  and Jl^is 3-clcsed, 
we deduce that G
q.e.d.
IV. 13 Theorem Let ¿ft.be a ranking function. The following 
statements are equivalent in pairs:
(£> 3 a f t  is saturated.
(b) There are disjoint sets and ^  of primes, with
I Jt,W7r0 | » 1 only if 7T2 = such that char^; (R) = 7[, U2ft = {1 J if p 1 71,, and precisely one of the following 
statements holds:
(i) K z m f -
(ii) K 2 / / and ¿ft = > < ^ 0  7l2> for all pt7C 2-
(iii) | 7C? | »1 and 1?^ =« ^ p1 : i Z oj for 7T, " f} •
(c) There are disjoint sets 7t, and JT, of primes with
| 71,0 7!, | " 1  only if/T0 - such that either
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m
(ii)
3 a "
|7C, | =1 and :jjf Is locally da fined by j with
3 ( 0 ° U , <  for a11 q t7tt.3 (?) ■:h2r3 S  = t  l
Trio" (y  ^  (V  ‘lost of this has been dons in 17. f. "Suppose that 
~K\ ” r  aivl \Tl0 | ■-» 1 . Then in either case (ii) or (iii) we have 
R ,  - { 2l 8 1 * ') .«hereTo - {.'} . 3ut now
contradicts the nininality of{R, since every chief factor of a p-group 
has rank 1.
(b)s^(o) Suppose firstly that either (b) (i) or (b) (ii) holds and 
let d«<£?_ « . . .  « T - ,  • 1 H * /  I’ be a chief factor of d. trace/u, TijUrLo \*ic->
d is a K,u7I_-3rou?l it follows from 1.^.3 and the definition of I, 
that all T  -chief factors of G arejR -adnissible. Ve .nay therefore
y ,  0 .
assume that ’•! / :i is a *, -chief factor. Since the Tt^ ^ Cl^^-resiiual
of d will centralise M / N, we may assume without loss of generality
°llL,uK,
that this residual is trivial. Let X = d 3y II.1.15, there is a
chief factor :■! / N of a chief series of G running through X 
which is G-isomorphic to M / N. If M / N lias above X then 
it is central in G and therefore certainlyfl^-admissibla.
Suppose that M / LT0 lies below X. Since X is a nilpotent 
normal subgroup of G, it is contained in ? (G). Then by 
II.1.11, X centralises X / N .  Hence
A, <*. / V  «  0 (0 / :<) S « ^ .  1 »  -V- /  V
_1 <l._
is cyclic and ra (::;j / :iQ) - ra '¡I / ll) =1 . Hanes
^Tto^rc,^, ^ a  ^ '
1*  0  K r ^  C ^ . .  L *  3 i * * . '  * *  « t  :- - «
He claim that I ** X \ upposa that <  fines X * 1 char :: i) 1
W3 -lay -lad .a normal subgroup J o’ " such that X *t| i  J <  -C and
0X j  J is a chief factor of G. lines X / UT = (G / j) , it follows 
from C-l],Tli3oraji J. 15 that X / J is a complemented chief factor
of G. let 1 he a complement of X / J in G. Then
r- / T1 . , f-r / if , />T\L - / -J * 'V- / o; - J / ^0,9, ;L,.-i J
On the other hand, X / J i3 a Tt^-chief factor of G and so must 
induce a cyclic ¿roup of automorphisms in G,ns r (X /  j) - 1.
Hence L / core, (L) C O v- —  and thereforeLr
s / core„ (L) ‘ * V W 9  . 3ut the definition of X now
forces X ^ core, (L) ^ L, contradicting the fact that L
complements the chief factor X / J. Therefore X is d>_ -perfect,
¿ r 2
as claimed. Next set M = K and suppose that H > I . Then
there is a chief factor M / " of G. Since H ^  X we deduce that
M / N is a Ti,-chief factor. As therefore r& (X / S) =* 1 , we
must'have A, (H / N)«C(^ Hence X 4 ^  (.! / S). Xe may choose a
, ,, ,acior.:i y  :: ,<• X with : which, by the 3chur-3assenhaus
The or eh, is complemented in X. Then .! / IL ^  L.I / * 0  * ‘V  (•• / -"n) ^
since X 6 (M / ») 0 X - C.f (X / H) £  1- (h / *'• • This
ch
however, contradicts the fact that ' is <L -verfect.
ATherefore j * X end hence
If ;h) 'ill) holds then'jJ, has the stated local definition 
' c ' s ^ V j  3v 17.12 the formationJ(_ _ i%- _ is a saturated—  1 1 ftjWlo
foliation, fiienflf (X,- is saturated by [1?], VI, Theorems 3C-> #Liv'^o
The class described in (c) is  saturated by I I . 3.10 (a).
o.e.d.
17.14 Theoren If 7i, and TT7 are disjoint sets of primes with 
l^wTL,! * "I only if 7^ = thcn
(a) there is a ranking function id such that
*}a K  " ^ 0^ n iv7u,<5^ i,«7^' ani
Co: if i Ti, i ■= 1 , then there is a ranking function «  such
t h a t ^  flR) is  lo c a lly  defined by 
S (0 ^7l,»7h f0r qe 7Ll
3 !?> ' ^ { r }  % )  f0r“ 2 '
Proof (a) Set V t ' J  for qfc 7T, and tf? “  for p e  C , .
Now apply 17.13«
(b) Set -  [ 1  J for U-j  a a d R ) -  \ p1 s i >  0 J for X ,  -  {p } . 
Now .apply IV. 13*
q .e .d .
Theorems 17.13 and 17.14 have completely determined the absolutely 
ranked saturated formations.
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